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Latest developments in high-strength Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners,
with in-built high resolution, have dramatically enhanced the ability of clinicians to
diagnose tumours and rare illnesses. However, their high-strength transient magnetic
fields induce unwanted eddy currents in shielding components, which result in high-
frequency vibrations, noise, imaging artefacts and, ultimately, heat dissipation and
boiling off of the helium used to super-cool the magnets. Optimum MRI scanner
design requires the capturing of complex electro-magneto-mechanical interactions
with high fidelity computational tools. Moreover, manufacturing new MRI scanners
still represents a computational challenge to industry due to the large variability in
material parameters and geometrical configurations that need to be tested during the
early design phase. This process can be highly optimised through the employment of
user-friendly computational metamodels constructed on the basis of Reduced Order
Modelling (ROM) techniques, where high-dimensional parametric offline solutions
are obtained, stored and assimilated in order to be efficiently queried in real time.
This thesis presents a novel a priori Proper Generalised Decomposition (PGD)
computational framework for the analysis of the electro-magneto-mechanical inter-
actions in the context of MRI scanner design to address the urgent need for the
development of new cost-effective methods, whereby previously performed compu-
tations can be assimilated as training solutions of a surrogate digital twin model
to allow for real-time simulations. The PGD methodology is derived for coupled
electro-magneto-mechanical problems in an axisymmetric Lagrangian setting, in-
cluding the possibility to vary several material and geometrical parameters (as part
of the high-dimensional offline solution), that are relevant for the industrial part-
ner of the project, Siemens Healthineers. A regularised-adaptive strategy and a
staggered PGD approach are proposed in order to enhance the accuracy and robust-
ness of the PGD algorithm while preserving its a priori nature. The Lagrangian
adaptation of the governing equations will allow for a comparison between staggered
and monolithic solvers, where the staggered approach will be shown to enhance the
robustness and accuracy of the PGD technique. Moreover, geometric changes in the
computational domain will be accounted for in the PGD solution by using a PGD-
projection technique that will enable the computation of a separable expression even
for geometrical variations, preserving thus the efficiency of the online PGD stage. A
set of numerical problems will be presented in order to validate the PGD formula-
tion, which will be benchmarked against the full order (reference) model. Moreover,
a comparison between two families of ROM methods, the a priori PGD and the a
posteriori Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), will also be performed in order
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The use of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [1] has become standard in the
decision process within a medical and/or clinical environment. This imaging method
has dramatically enhanced the ability of clinicians to diagnose due to the MRI
scanners’ high in-built resolution when imaging fractures [2], joints [3] and soft
tissues, such as damaged cartilage [2] and tumours [4]. Another exceptional feature
of MRI is its non-intrusive nature [5], with no harmful ionising radiation being used.
Consequently, this imaging technique has become particularly suitable for patients
requiring multiple imaging examinations as it minimises any secondary radiation
effects on the patient, which is of great interest to the medical community.
A typical MRI scanner, see Figure 1.1, consists of a cryostat enclosing three
main components: main Direct Current (DC) coils, gradient Alternating Current
(AC) coils and radiation shields. The main DC coils [6] generate a strong uniform
background magnetic field with magnetic strength, in clinical MRI scanners, of up
to 7 Tesla (T), with most devices having a strength of 1.5 T and 3 T. Although it is
generally accepted that the image quality improves with higher magnetic strength,
some image-degrading factors become more dominant for high-strength magnets [7]
and they have been found to have an increased discomfort for the patient [8]. In
order to achieve such high magnetic strengths, the DC coils (also known as mag-
nets) are superconducting where, under certain conditions, there is no resistance to
the flow of electrons and, thus, a minimum of energy is dissipated [7]. To achieve
this state, magnets are supercooled with liquid helium within the radiation shield
at a temperature of 4 K (-269 ◦C). In addition, to preserve the helium temperature,
another radiation shield is used to enclose liquid nitrogen at 77 K (-196 ◦C). Note
that the radiation shields are closed conducting shells that try to prevent the in-
troduction of the kinetic energy generated by vibrations to the nitrogen and helium
vessels and stop radiation from escaping the device.
In contrast, the gradient AC coils emit electromagnetic pulses which create a
gradient magnetic field across the patient’s body. The induced AC current source is
1
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significantly smaller in magnitude (approximately 2-10%) than the one in the main
DC coils and they are only activated during the imaging process. The gradient coils
are orientated along three orthogonal axes (x-, y- and z-gradient coils) in order to
generate variations on the magnetic field in all three spacial directions and in other
directions by inducing currents in combinations of the three coils.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: MRI scanner description; (a) new MRI device model MAGNETOM
Altea 1.5 T Open Bore system. (b) Simplified axisymmetric MRI components.
Courtesy of Siemens Healthineers.
The industrial partner of this project, Siemens Healthineers [9], is interested
in studying the gradient coil interaction taking place during the functioning of an
MRI scanner. This would help designers to make sound decisions during the MRI
design stage in which several material and geometrical parameters have to be varied
and tested. The gradient coil interaction problem consists in studying the electro-
magneto-mechanical1 response of a simplified MRI device, where only the main
components (main and gradient coils and radiation shields) are considered. This
study allows Siemens Healthineers to determine the best material and geometric
parameter combinations for a new MRI configuration, that will be further tested
considering additional components and other physical processes such as acoustics
and thermal effects [10].
1.1.1 Imaging process
This section aims to briefly describe the process followed to obtain an image from
a patient through MRI technology. Some key aspects of the functioning of MRI
scanners will be used later on and, thus, they are highlighted in this section.
1As it will be shown later on, the solution variables of the coupled electro-magneto-mechanical
problem are the magnetic potential and the displacement field and consequently, from this point
onwards it will be referred as magneto-mechanical problem.
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First, the high-strength magnetic field produced by the superconducting DC
coils interacts with the protons in the patient’s body in a similar manner to a
compass, where each proton behaves as a small magnet with a magnetic moment.
Consequently, the magnetic moments of all protons align with the same direction of
the induced magnetic field [5].
When the actual imaging process starts, the gradient AC coils emit electromag-
netic pulses that knock the protons out of alignment. After switching off the AC
coils, the protons suffer a relaxation process [7] that consists in a signal decay due
to the return of protons back to alignment. All relaxation processes will be slightly
different depending on the tissue and the damage level and, thus, they are usu-
ally difficult to identify. MRI relies on the contrast between tissues, which can be
mapped to the spatial location and output a grey scale code to produce an image.
1.1.2 The need for computational simulation
This section motivates the need for high-accuracy computational simulation in the
context of MRI scanners by presenting a set of phenomena of interest to the indus-
trial partner of this project.
Ghosting effect
Ghosting effects or artefacts [11] consists of artificial imaging ghosts, smearing and
blurry areas in the reconstructed MRI image and can have a negative impact on
the image quality hindering the diagnosis. Figure 1.2 shows ghosting artefacts when
imaging a large glass tube filled with water and several other smaller glass tubes.
Figure 1.2a presents the image where no motion is applied during the imaging pro-
cess, and Figures 1.2b and 1.2c correspond to the same imaging process, but now
introducing a periodic and a random motion, respectively. It is clear from these
three scans that the image quality is dramatically reduced when motion is present
during scanning, where random motions are likely to disturb and create much more
artefacts than a periodic motion.
The most obvious source of motion in a MRI scanner is due to patients them-
selves, who may move during the scanning process. Also, the respiration motion of
the diaphragm and other organs have been reported to induce severe artefacts [11].
However, another factor that introduces vibrations into the system is the magneto-
mechanical interaction between the coils and the radiation conducting shields, which
generates vibrations in the mechanical components of the device and, thus, distort
the uniform static magnetic field.
In extreme cases, the ghosting effect can potentially mislead the person in charge
of diagnosing and, thus, it could compromise the medical treatment required. Hence,
one of the challenges in the MRI industry consists in identifying all potential motion
sources in order to minimise them.
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(a) Output image with no
motion.
(b) Output image with peri-
odic motion.
(c) Output image with ran-
dom motion.
Figure 1.2: Presence of ghosting artefacts in MRI scans caused by motion. Courtesy
of Siemens Healthineers.
Eddy currents
The transient magnetic field induced by the gradient AC coils penetrates into the
conducting components of the MRI scanner creating loops of electrical currents
known as eddy or ohmic currents [12]. The generated eddy currents are perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field and they interact with it, perturbing the original transient
field generated in the AC coils. This continuous interaction may also create image
artefacts as presented in [13].
Figure 1.3: Numerical simulation of a simplified MRI configuration in order to
study the eddy current generation in the radiation shields. Courtesy of Siemens
Healthineers.
Figure 1.3 shows a numerical simulation of a simplified MRI configuration provided
by Siemens Healthineers in which the eddy currents are plotted in one of the con-
ducting radiation shields. In this case, numerical simulation is used in order to
understand and control the eddy current generation when designing a new MRI
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scanner. The skin effect associated with eddy currents is the tendency of the elec-
tric current to circulate with a high current density in the surface of a conductor
that decreases with greater depths [7]. The skin depth is measured as the distance at
which the fields decay to 1/e of its value (with e being the Euler’s number) within a
conducting component [14] and, thus, the electric current flows mainly at the skin of
the conductor for high frequencies. Therefore, the use of highly accurate numerical
modes such as high-order finite elements is very appealing in order to accurately
resolve the complex physics that develop in such a small skin depth.
Resonance phenomenon
One of the most relevant studies for our industrial partner consists in studying
the behaviour of the magneto-mechanical system for a certain MRI geometry for a
broad frequency spectrum 2. The frequencies of excitation will vary depending on
several factors, such as the part of the body that has to be scanned or the imaging
process followed and, hence, Siemens Healthineers has to make sure that the different
operating frequencies generate a magneto-mechanical solution that is acceptable in
terms of dissipated power and mechanical vibrations. One of the problems that
can occur in a newly designed MRI scanner is that the frequency of excitation may
coincide with the natural frequencies of certain in-built mechanical components,
leading to a resonant system exhibiting large displacements. Resonance is defined
as the amplification phenomenon observed when the frequency of a periodically
applied force agrees with the natural frequency of the system on which it acts [15].









Figure 1.4: Frequency sweep study displaying mechanical resonance in the vicinity
of the natural frequencies of the OVC radiation shield. Right figure shows a zoomed
view in the resonance region (red rectangle).
This type of study is presented in Figure 1.4, where a particular MRI geometry
is studied for a range of excitation frequencies f ∈ (0, 5000] Hz and the kinetic
energy, which is directly related to the mechanical displacements, is computed from
2Note that the AC coils are not necessarily excited harmonically at a single frequency, although
general current signals can always be decomposed into its constituent frequencies.
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the numerical solution. From these results it is easy to understand that an increase
of three or four orders of magnitude in kinetic energy would not be acceptable
and would compromise the integrity of the device and, therefore, the MRI scanner
operating frequencies should not coincide with the resonant ones (or at least damped
via appropriate dissipative mechanisms).
Helium boil off
As mentioned previously in this chapter, the superconducting main coils are refri-
gerated with liquid helium in order to preserve their superconducting properties [7].
However, a common problem when operating an MRI scanner for large periods of
time is that the transient magnetic field, induce eddy currents leading to mechanical
vibrations in the helium vessel, which is translated into inducted heat and, thus, in-
crease in temperature. Since the helium’s boiling point is slightly higher than 4 K
(-296 ◦C), exceeding this operating temperature implies that the helium will start
to boil off and escape the device through a safety valve [16], see Figure 1.5. The
main two issues associated with this phenomenon are, first, the fact that the MRI
scanner may be inoperative until the device cools down and the helium is refilled
and, secondly, the economic implication as each MRI scanner needs of the order of
thousands of litres of helium [10]. This can translate into a considerable amount
of money (Siemens Healthineers estimates around £20,000) if the entire volume of
helium needs to be replaced.
Figure 1.5: Helium safety valve for a small animal 1.5 T MRI scanner. Courtesy of
Hallmarq Veterinary Imaging.
Shimming process
The importance of producing a homogeneous background DC magnetic field (for
quality imaging purposes) has been motivated throughout this chapter and some
factors that could potentially alter this, such as eddy currents, motion from the
patient and vibrations of the mechanical components, have been already presented.
The standard practice when installing a new scanner for a client is to use shim
coils on-site in order to rectify any inhomogeneities originated by ferromagnetic
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materials near the location of the device [7]. Therefore, the shimming process [17]
consists on determining the exact location of the shim coils, see yellow arrows in
Figure 1.6, which are electromagnets mounted on the ends of the main magnet bore,
in order to cancel the exterior perturbations and preserve the homogeneity in the
magnetic field, seeking to ultimately increase the image quality [7].
Figure 1.6: Shim elements (yellow arrows) mounted in an MRI scanner. Image taken
from http://mriquestions.com/passive-shimming.html on 29/11/2019.
1.1.3 Design stage bottleneck
Latest developments in MRI scanners show how manufacturers have oriented their
research towards the design and manufacturing of high-strength MRI equipment,
with in-built high resolution, capable of dramatically enhance the ability of clinicians
to diagnose tumours and rare illnesses [18]. Yet, according to Siemens Healthineers,
one of the bottlenecks when manufacturing a new MRI scanner, such as the recent
ultra high-field 7 T magnet, is the computational effort required during the design
phase, which is still far from being an automatised process. Indeed, “...the magnet
was four years in the making, two of which were spent in scientific research...”
according to their design lead team [19].
A crucial part of the design stage involves the simulation of a large number of
electro-magneto-mechanical problems with slight variations in the geometry and/or
material parameters. The design stage can thus become very time consuming, which
eventually is translated into an overall manufacturing cost increase. Reduced Or-
der Modelling (ROM) techniques have recently gained momentum to help speed
up the design optimisation process. ROM can be used in order to construct com-
putational metamodels capable of interacting with the user in real time via multi-
parametric approximations of the so-called full order solution [20]. Crucially, these
multi-parametric approximations must be carefully obtained in order to avoid the
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well-known curse of dimensionality [21], present when attempting to solve higher-
dimensional (i.e. 4D, 5D) problems through standard discretisation techniques (i.e.
Finite Element Method (FEM)). An additional benefit of ROM is the speed of in-
teraction with the user during the online stage, facilitating real time multiple-query
optimisation. In this case, the computational effort lies on the marginal cost of
another input-output evaluation and an increased precomputation cost is accept-
able [22].
1.2 Coupled magneto-mechanics
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the main focus of this thesis is the study of the gradient
coil interaction within an MRI scanner. This type of problem is modelled by Siemens
Healthineers using the two main acting physics: electromagnetics and mechanics.
It is now well established, from the computational modelling viewpoint, how to
independently solve either of them. For instance, for high frequency problems, the
displacement currents in Maxwell’s equations dominate over the Ohmic currents
[23]; but, when considering low frequency signals interacting with highly conducting
bodies, the eddy current approximation [24–27] can be applied, which is the case
of the conducting shields in an MRI scanner. In the context of mechanics, the
small deformations assumption for these conducting components is considered to
be valid and the theory of linear elasticity to hold [28]. However, the coupling or
interaction between both physics introduce extra complexities from the modelling
standpoint. First, the interaction of a transient magnetic field with conducting
components generates eddy currents, which propagate and translate into undesirable
deformations and vibrations. These vibrations can, in turn, perturb the surrounding
magnetic field. This feedback mechanism between (i) transient magnetic fields, (ii)
eddy currents and (iii) mechanical vibrations, results in a fully nonlinear electro-
magneto-mechanical problem [10]. This complex coupled effect can yield imaging
artefacts [29, 30] as well as disconcerting mechanical vibrations [31], which overall
decrease the imaging quality and the lifespan of the MRI scanning equipment, see
Section 1.1.2.3 The computational modelling of this problem has been the subject
of study of some authors. In [34, 35] a low order space-time finite element scheme
for the solution of three-dimensional magneto-mechanical problems was presented.
In previous work [32, 33, 36] and in search of highly accurate computations, a high
order hp-finite element software was developed for axisymmetric configurations in
conjunction with a stress tensor formulation and a novel linearised approach using
an AC-DC splitting, which allows for its time harmonic solution in the frequency
domain.
3Note that the consideration of the acoustics phenomenon has been neglected in this study.
The interested reader is referred to previous works [32, 33] for all the necessary details of a fully
coupled acousto-electro-magneto-mechanical problem.
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1.3 Reduced Order Modelling
The dramatic increase in computational power over the last few decades and the
development of numerical techniques and algorithms for solving large systems of
algebraic equations have dramatically increased the number and the size of the
problems that can be solved numerically. In the early stages of computational
mechanics (1960s and 1970s), problems were often solved by constructing special
basis functions [37], whereas nowadays refined discretisation techniques give excel-
lent numerical results for large scale problems that could not be considered in the
past due to the lack of sufficient computational resources [37].
Despite advancements in computational power, there is still a large number of
problems that are not feasible to solve with a full order model approach [21], i.e.
via standard discretisation techniques such as finite differences, finite volumes or
finite elements. This could be due to the need to consider solutions in a high-
dimensional space, for instance optimisation problems, which suffer from the curse of
dimensionality: an exponential increase of the numerical complexity of the problem
when considering a higher number of dimensions [21]. Moreover, another recent key
demand that cannot be dealt with by a full order model approach is the need to be
able to compute solutions in real time, typical of online control, optimisation and
augmented reality problems, where multiple input-output evaluations are required
in a very fast fashion [38].
Reduced Order Modelling (ROM) techniques were first introduced towards the
end of the last century with Moore [39] and Pearson [40] among others, presenting
simpler (reduced) solution basis that could accurately represent a more complex
model. Another ROM approach is the so-called operational model order reduction
[37], which focuses on using physical insight in order to reduce the model complexity.
As examples, the authors in [41] split the blood flow system in small arteries, in which
a one-dimensional flow is assumed, and large arteries, where two-dimensional models
are applied. Also, within the scope of this thesis, the simplification of the Maxwell
equations to the eddy currents model for relatively small frequencies [24,27] can be
understood as an operational model order reduction. Having said that, in many
cases, the simplification of the model is not considered accurate enough or simply
not possible at all [21]. In these cases, the automatic identification of simplifications
has to be carried out by the reduced order modelling technique considered.
The calculations performed in ROM methods are often divided in two stages:
offline and online [21, 38, 42]. The offline stage consists in extracting the main in-
formation from the problem, for instance, by means of the computation of a reduced
basis. In contrast, the online stage uses the stored information of the previous stage
to compute a real-time multi-parametric solution and will differ depending on the
ROM method considered. For example, to compute solutions in the online stage
could consist in solving a reduced (smaller) system of equations, that are consid-
erably more efficient to solve than the full order model in terms of computational
cost. The majority of ROM techniques can be understood as a posteriori meth-
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ods [21, 38, 43, 44], where some a priori knowledge of the solution or the behaviour
of the problem is known. However, in industrially relevant problems, that is of-
ten difficult to achieve and, thus, a key feature that industry seeks is the a priori
nature of a ROM technique, where all the calculations are carried out without ac-
tually computing the solution of the problem at hand. In MRI scanner design,
this is clear, as new MRI configurations are continuously tested with very differ-
ent system responses. Therefore, the next two sections will focus on describing
two different methods for each of the families mentioned above; a posteriori Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and a priori Proper Generalised Decomposition
(PGD) methods.
1.3.1 A posteriori Proper Orthogonal Decomposition method
As mentioned and motivated in the previous section, the scope of this thesis focusses
on a priori ROM techniques. However, some studies in this thesis will be conducted
comparing both POD and PGD methods against the full order model. As such, this
section will briefly present some key contributions as part of the state of the art of
the POD technique.
The POD method was first introduced in [40] by Pearson in the field of data rep-
resentation and it has been developed over the recent years under several names, such
as Karhunen-Loeve Decomposition (KLD), Principal Component Analyses (PCA)
and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [45]. The POD technique provides an
ordered orthogonal truncated basis for a given set of data or numerical experi-
ments [46] which, in the computational mechanics field, are usually referred to as
snapshots of the full order model [47]. This method is often preferred due to its
known optimality when separating the dimensions of the problem, meaning that
there is no other basis which can give a better approximation, see [37, 46]. Note,
however, that its optimality and orthogonality may be compromised when separating
more than two dimensions and the High-Order SVD is in this case required [48].
The main goal of the POD method is to find the optimal set of basis given a high-
dimensional set of data in order to reproduce it in a lower dimensional space [49].
With this aim, the offline POD stage consists in: (i) generation of a set of snapshots4
that represent the behaviour of the problem within the parameter range considered,
(ii) computation of the optimal basis though an SVD analysis of the generated
data. The online POD stage uses the precomputed basis to (i) interpolate or project
the parametric modes, known as interpolation [51] and projection [52] based POD,
respectively and (ii) solve a reduced system of equations to obtain the numerical
solution of the problem with the desired parameter combination. The advantages
of the POD method is the non-intrusive nature of the technique, since it can be
understood as a posteriori operation from the selected snapshots and, thus, it can
be built wrapped around an existing piece of software. However, one of the main
4Usually known as the method of snapshots [50], these snapshots are obtained from running
the full order model for the different parameters of interest.
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drawbacks is the fact that the accuracy of the POD technique is strongly dependent
on the quality of the snapshots selected. To address this issue, the authors in [53,54]
present a method that automatically selects the snapshots in order to maximise the
information contained in the high-dimensional data set. Moreover, it is known
that the computational cost related to the process of computing the POD basis
is potentially very high [55]. Finally, it can be noticed that the online POD stage
requires the solution of a reduced system of equations, which prevents from obtaining
the desired output in real time.
The POD methodology has been applied to an extensive number of fields, such
as transient thermal analysis [56], turbulent fluid flows [57], structural dynamics
[58], signal processing and control theory [59], damage detection [60], human face
recognition [61] and unsteady aerodynamics [62]. In the context of this thesis, the
POD has been recently applied to coupled magneto-mechanical problems using a
combined ROM-full order model approach, where a reduced basis is constructed
for the electromagnetic problem and the mechanical problem is solved used the full
order model, see [49]. This technique will be compared against the PGD method in
Chapter 5 and it is briefly described in Appendix A for completeness. However, the
reader is referred to the aforementioned publication for a full detailed description of
the methodology.
1.3.2 A priori Proper Generalised Decomposition method
The need to develop a priori ROM methods, without relying on the knowledge of
the solution of the problem [38], was stated in [43, 63] in 2006. The core idea of
the PGD method was presented by Chinesta et al., see [64, 65], in order to find a
space-time separated representation. The PGD methodology has been successfully
implemented in numerous applications, such as Helmholtz based problems [42, 66],
solid mechanics [67], power distribution systems [68], flow problems [69–71], thermal
problems [72,73], degenerated 3D domains such as plates and shells [74] and also in
geometrical parametrisations of heat based problems [75].
This novel a priori ROM methodology can be understood as a multidimensional
solver that is capable of incorporating extra parameters in a high-dimensional solu-
tion. Whereas the full order model approach usually considers space and time as
the only dimensions of the problem, the PGD method allows to introduce boundary
conditions, initial conditions, geometrical parameters and material parameters as
extra coordinates of the problem [38], avoiding the curse of dimensionality.
The PGD technique can be briefly described in three steps; first, the solution
field is assumed to be approximable by a separable function, which can be expressed
as a finite summation of modes. Note that, although the same principle applies
to POD method, in the PGD method, the separable function is computed a pri-
ori and, therefore, PGD can be understood as a generalisation of POD [76]. The
second step consists in a Greedy algorithm [21] that enriches the solution by modal
addition. Finally, for each PGD mode, the separable functions are computed using
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an alternating directions fixed-point algorithm [21]. In the PGD community, these
computations are referred as the offline stage, where the high-dimensional separable
approximation is obtained. Then, the online stage requires only a simple evalu-
ation (particularisation) of the precomputed offline solution for the desired set of
parameter values [21].
Differently from the a posteriori POD method, see Section 1.3.1, the PGD tech-
nique does not rely on the computation of several key snapshots that appropriately
represent the problem at hand. However, the PGD accuracy will be determined by
the degree of separability of the solution, since a separable expression is assumed
for the solution variables. One drawback of this a priori technique is that it is po-
tentially very intrusive, although some recent works, for instance [71], have focused
on developing non-intrusive PGD implementations.
In the context of MRI scanner design, the PGD approach is of the utmost in-
terest for Siemens Healthineers due to the PGD capability of efficiently dealing with
multiple-query input/output evaluations during the online stage, where several MRI
designs could be tested in real-time even in portable devices [44]. Moreover, another
feature that is very appealing in the industry environment is the encapsulation of
all numerical computations and technicalities in the offline stage, whereas the on-
line stage can be used by non-expert users in order to obtain accurate numerical
solutions in real time.
1.4 Objectives
Section 1.1.2 has motivated the need for computational simulation in the context
of MRI scanner design. Additionally, Section 1.3 has presented the urgent need for
the optimisation of the large number of numerical simulations performed during the
design stage of a certain novel MRI configuration and how ROM could be of great use
for the industrial partner of this project, Siemens Healthineers, in order to obtain
fast numerical solutions without compromising the accuracy. Consequently, the
main goal of this thesis is the development of a robust PGD framework for coupled
magneto-mechanical problems, working towards the optimisation of the design stage
of MRI scanners. This goal will be reached through the successful completion of the
following objectives:
1. “To develop a coupled magneto-mechanical formulation in a Lagrangian setting
from an existing axisymmetric finite element framework”.
2. “To develop a frequency-based PGD formulation for coupled magneto-mechanical
problems”.
3. “To propose a regularised-adaptive strategy in order to increase the PGD ac-
curacy and robustness”.
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4. “To develop a graphical user interface for the online PGD stage that can be
used in the industry environment”.
5. “To extend the frequency-based PGD formulation to a higher-dimensional prob-
lem including now material parameters”.
6. “To exploit the staggered nature of the coupled problem at hand”.
7. “To assess and compare the a priori PGD and the a posteriori POD methods
against the full order model”.
8. “To include geometrical changes in the computational domain within the de-
veloped PGD framework”.
Each one of these objectives will be considered and discussed in the different
chapters of this thesis.
1.5 Thesis structure
The content of this thesis is structured in seven chapters, which will address the
objectives stated in Section 1.4. This section presents a brief outline of each chapter
as follows:
 Chapter 2: Full order model. Presentation of the coupled-magneto mech-
anical problem in a Lagrangian setting. The fully non-linear coupled sys-
tem is presented together with a set of numerical considerations that allow
to derive the linearised time-harmonic problem under the axisymmetric as-
sumption, which will be discretised in the context of the Finite Element
Method (FEM). Moreover, two relevant MRI scanner configurations proposed
by Siemens Healthineers will be fully described and a set of numerical results
will be presented in order to motivate the difficulties and challenges mentioned
in Chapter 1 and to better understand the problem at hand.
 Chapter 3: General PGD formulation. Description of a general PGD
framework in a high-dimensional space that includes the axisymmetric two-
dimensional (r, z) space and a d-dimensional parametric space, which in later
chapters will be particularised for several material and geometric parameters
of interest for industry. The work flow of both the offline and online PGD
stages are graphically described by means of comprehensive flow charts. In
addition, some important considerations on how to include non-homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions, scaling of the PGD modes and the convergence
criteria are also presented.
 Chapter 4: Monolithic frequency-based PGD technique. Particular-
isation of the general PGD formulation in Chapter 3 for a parametric do-
main that includes the external excitation frequency and its application to the
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coupled magneto-mechanical problem, see Chapter 2. A regularised-adaptive
strategy that enhances the accuracy and robustness of the method is proposed.
Moreover, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) will be briefly presented in order
to show the potential of the online PGD stage.
 Chapter 5: Staggered high-dimensional PGD technique. Extension
of the frequency-based PGD approach proposed in Chapter 4 to a higher para-
metric domain that now includes not only the frequency of excitation but also
the electrical conductivity of the radiation shields and the strength of the static
magnetic field. The staggered approach will be shown to be more efficient in
terms of computational cost but also in accuracy terms with respect to the
monolithic approach, in the sense that a more accurate solution is obtained
for the same amount of PGD modes. A comparison on the electromagnetic
solution will be performed between the a posteriori POD and the a priori
PGD methods.
 Chapter 6: Integration of geometric parameters into the PGD
methodology. This chapter will first present a study on how the solution
of the coupled magneto-mechanical problem evolve when modifying the thick-
ness of the conducting shields, which will highlight a highly non-linear response
behaviour of the high resonant modes. Then, a collocation PGD-projection
strategy will be proposed in order to incorporate geometrical changes in the
computational domain, balancing efficiency and accuracy, and allowing to ob-
tain separable expressions for the integrated quantities of interest that can
then be efficiently queried in real time for different material and geometric
parameter combinations.
–Appendices–
 Appendix A: EM-POD methodology. Two-dimensional adaptation of
the EM-POD formulation developed in [49]. This formulation is presented in
an appendix for completeness and to be consistent with the notation through-
out the entire thesis, although the reader is referred to the aforementioned
reference for a thorough presentation of the technique.
 Appendix B: One-dimensional mortar integral treatment. Brief de-
scription of the numerical implementation performed in order to deal with
non-matching one-dimensional meshes. This challenge rises when exploiting
the staggered nature of the equations as shown in Chapter 5.
 Appendix C: Efficient computation of integrated quantities. De-
scription of the treatment carried out at implementation level in order to
efficiently integrate the quantities of interest for industry. This treatment is
shown for both the full order model and the PGD method.
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 Appendix D: Sensitivity maps. Computation of sensitivity maps (re-
sponse surfaces) with respect to a certain parameter of the precomputed high-
dimensional PGD solution.
 Appendix E: GUI for the online PGD stage and code description.
Presentation of the developed GUI in order to show the potential of the online
PGD stage. A description is also provided with the main stages required in
order to compute a numerical solution of the coupled magneto-mechanical
problem with both the full order model and the PGD technique.
1.6 Scientific contributions
The research outcomes of the work carried out during this thesis regarding journal
publications, conference presentations and research posters are listed in this section.
1.6.1 Journal publications
 G. Barroso, A.J. Gil, P.D. Ledger, M. Mallett and A. Huerta, “A regularised-
adaptive Proper Generalised Decomposition implementation for coupled magneto-
mechanical problems with application to MRI scanners”, Computer Methods
in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, vol. 358, p.112640, 2020.
 G. Barroso, M. Seoane, A.J. Gil, P.D. Ledger, M. Mallett, A. Huerta, “A
staggered high-dimensional Proper Generalised Decomposition for coupled magneto-
mechanical problems with application to MRI scanners”, Computer Methods
in Applied Mechanics and Engineering. Submitted, September 2019.
 G. Barroso, A.J. Gil, S. Zlotnik P.D. Ledger, M. Mallett, A. Huerta, “In-
tegration of geometric parameters into a PGD methodology for MRI scanner
design”. In preparation.
1.6.2 Conference presentations
 G. Barroso, S. Bagwell, A.J. Gil, P.D. Ledger, M. Mallett, A. Huerta,
“Towards a reduced order modelling approach for coupled acousto-magneto-
mechanical problems with application to MRI scanners”, International Confer-
ence on Adaptive Modelling and Simulation (ADMOS). ECCOMAS thematic
conference, Verbania, Italy, June 2017.
 G. Barroso, L. Borchini, R. Ibáñez, R. Mena, G. Quaranta, M. Seoane
Chouciño, V. Tsiolakis, S. Vermiglio, M. Giacomini, “Empowered decision-
making in simulation-based engineering: Advanced Model Reduction for real-
time, inverse and optimisation in industrial problems”, ECCM-ECFD. EC-
COMAS joint conference, Glasgow, UK, June 2018.
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Mallett, “Acousto-Magneto-Mechanical simulation using hp finite elements for
MRI scanner design”, SIAM/UKIE Annual Conference, Glasgow, UK, 2017.
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aptive Modelling and Simulation (ADMOS). ECCOMAS thematic conference,
Verbania, Italy, 2017.
 G. Barroso, A.J. Gil, P.D. Ledger, M. Mallett, “Towards a reduced or-
der modelling approach for coupled acousto-magneto-mechanical problems
with application to MRI scanners”, ZCCE Postgraduate Student Workshop,
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This chapter aims to briefly present the Finite Element Method (FEM) formulation
for the coupled MRI magneto-mechanical problem in a Lagrangian setting, in which
ROM techniques will be developed, implemented and assessed. This FEM formu-
lation can be understood as the “direct problem”, known as the “full order model”
in the ROM community. The content of this chapter aligns with the objective “To
develop a coupled magneto-mechanical formulation in a Lagrangian setting from an
existing axisymmetric finite element framework”.
The equations governing the two physics considered, namely electromagnetics
and mechanics, will be presented. A Eulerian formulation for coupled magneto-
mechanics in the context of MRI scanners was recently developed in [32, 33, 36]
and it will be here adapted to a Lagrangian setting. A set of numerical considera-
tions and assumptions will be applied to the aforementioned equations, such as the
linearisation of the transient problem, introducing the frequency domain and the
axisymmetric approach. The finite element discretisation will be briefly described
in order to show the system of equations that are actually solved. Finally, the last
section of this chapter will introduce two industrially relevant MRI configurations
that will be used throughout the entire thesis; the test magnet and the full mag-
net. A thorough description of the two problems will be complemented with a set
of numerical results in order to motivate and discuss the difficulties of solving the
coupled magneto-mechanical problem as presented in Chapter 1.
2.2 Coupled magneto-mechanical problem
In the presence of moving components (within a computational electromagnetic do-
main), it is customary to establish a reference position X and a time-dependent (t ∈
[0, T ]) mapping φ that links this reference state to the current position x = φ(X, t).
Adopting a Lagrangian viewpoint [77], the Lagrangian electromagnetic fields H0,
E0 and B0 are used, which denote the magnetic field intensity, the electric field
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intensity and the magnetic flux density, respectively. In addition, the following con-
siderations are made: (1) both the eddy current approximation and the constitutive
laws for electromagnetics are applied in the Eulerian setting and, then, the simpli-
fied Maxwell equations are transformed to the Lagrangian description; (2) for small
displacements u (although not necessarily small velocities or accelerations), Total
and Updated Lagrangian descriptions coincide; (3) a vector potential formulation A
is used where the gauging of the electromagnetic problem is applied to the already
Lagrangian eddy current model; (4) the Cauchy stress tensor is comprised of a mech-
anical σm(u) and an electromagnetic interaction Maxwell stress component σe(A)
defined in terms of B0.
Consequently, in the context of MRI scanners, the non-linear coupled magneto-
mechanical problem, see Figure 2.1, is formulated in a Lagrangian setting with
the magnetic vector potential A and the mechanical displacements u as solution
variables. Thus, the governing equations can be summarised in strong form as













Figure 2.1: Description of a general magneto-mechanic problem; conducting com-
ponent ΩC (with magnetic permeability µ = µ∗ and electrical conductivity γ = γ∗)
in a non-conducting three dimensional space R3 \ ΩC (with µ = µ0 and γ = 0).
Problem excited by a current source JS acting in a series of coils.
curl(µ−1 curlA) + γ
dA
dt
= JS in R3, (2.1a)
divA = 0 in R3 \ ΩC , (2.1b)
div(σm(u) + σe(A)) = ρ
d2u
dt2





as |x| → ∞, (2.1d)
u = uD on ∂Ω
C
D, (2.1e)
n× [A]∂ΩC = 0 on ∂ΩC , (2.1f)
n× [µ−1 curlA]∂ΩC = 0 on ∂ΩC , (2.1g)








n on ∂ΩC , (2.1h)






= 0 in ΩC , (2.1j)
where µ, γ and ρ are the magnetic permeability, the electrical conductivity and
the material density, respectively. The problem is excited by a current source JS
acting on the coils, x represents the position vector and n is the outward normal
vector (pointing from the conducting to the non-conducting side). Note that ΩC :=
ΩC ∪ ∂ΩC and thus the overline denotes the closure of ΩC .1 Note that d
dt
represents
the total or material derivative. The Cauchy and Maxwell stress tensors are defined
as
σm(u) : = C : ε(u) in ΩC , (2.2a)











/2 is the small strain tensor, I denotes the second order
identity tensor and C is the fourth other elasticity tensor that depends on the Young’s
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The electromagnetic problem is defined by the eddy current approximation (2.1a)-
(2.1b) of the general Maxwell’s equations, where theA-based formulation [27] is used
to define the magnetic flux density B0 as B0 = curlA. The behaviour of the em-
bedded mechanical conducting components is described by the conservation of linear
momentum (2.1c). The decay of the vector potential (2.1d), the imposed Dirich-
let boundary conditions (2.1e), the interface conditions (2.1f)-(2.1h) and the set of
initial conditions (2.1i)-(2.1j) are also defined to completely describe the problem.
Once (2.1) is solved, the Eulerian quantities, electric field intensity E and magnetic






in ΩC , (2.4a)
H = µ−1B0 = µ
−1 curlA in R3. (2.4b)
1The overline is also used later in this thesis to denote the complex conjugate where no confusion
arises.
2Note that this is the expression of C for an elastic isotropic material, where the small strain
tensor has been vectorised as ε = [ε11, ε22, ε33, 2ε23, 2ε13, 2ε12].
3H = H0 is assumed due to low electric permittivities [78].
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Note that the Lagrangian formulation presented in (2.1) allows the problem to
be solved in a staggered manner.f This fact offers clear computational advantages
with respect to the Eulerian approach [32, 33, 36] as it will discussed in this thesis.
Also, note that when formulating this magneto-mechanical problem in a Lagrangian
setting, the magneto-mechanical coupling does no longer appear in the electromag-
netic equation as the so-called Lorentz forces, but it does appear as an extra term
when recovering the electric field intensity E, see (2.4).
2.3 Numerical treatment
This section contains the numerical considerations that will be applied to the coupled
magneto-mechanical problem presented in Section 2.2. The reader is referred to [32,
33,36] for a detailed description of the numerical treatment of the problem, although
it is briefly described in this section for completeness. First, a linearisation of the
non-linear equations about the static (DC) problem is performed. Then, taking
advantage of the linearised problem, the time-harmonic assumption is introduced
in order to numerically solve the magneto-mechanical equations in the frequency
domain.
2.3.1 Linearisation approach
In Section 2.2, the non-linear transient problem of interest has been presented. The
functioning of an MRI scanner can be divided into two main current sources, a strong
static (DC) magnetic field and superimposed smaller time-dependent (AC) magnetic
fields, as detailed in Section 1.1.1. Taking advantage of this fact, a linearisation of
the governing equations about the static problem is advocated in [79–83] in order
to obtain a linearised transient problem. Previous works [10, 33] have focused on
the derivation, assessment and validation of this alternative approach with respect
to solving the full non-linear transient problem, obtaining excellent results in the
specific context of MRI scanners by significantly reducing the computational require-
ments while maintaining the same level of accuracy. The main reason for that is the
fact that the static DC current source JDC is several orders of magnitude stronger
than the time-dependent AC current source JAC , leading to a problem where the
mean value is driven by JDC with some transient variations given by JAC . Hence,
the total current source is written as
JS(t) = JDC + JAC(t). (2.5)
As presented in Figure 2.2, the static current source JDC excites the initial state
to compute the non-linear static problem, which will be the initial state excited
through the dynamic current source JAC(t), obtaining the solution of the linearised
transient problem. Once both problems are solved, the complete transient solutions
fields are recovered as
A(t) = ADC +AAC(t), (2.6a)














Figure 2.2: Linearisation process; initial state excited through static current source
JDC . Solution of static problem is used as the initial state for the transient problem
with time-harmonic current source J AC .
u(t) = uDC + uAC(t). (2.6b)
2.3.2 Time-harmonic formulation
From the linearisation briefly presented in Section 2.3.1 it is clearly seen how the only
time-dependent quantities are contained in the linearised transient AC problem. Due
to its linear behaviour, a time-harmonic formulation can now be introduced in order
to solve for the angular frequency ω of excitation. As mentioned in Section 1.1.2,
although the gradient coils emit non-harmonic electromagnetic pulses, these can be
decomposed into the different frequency modes using a Fourier transform, see [10].
The time-harmonic problem can then be solved for each of these frequencies and
the transient solution recovered from the time-harmonic solutions. Therefore, the
time-harmonic representation of the time-dependent fields is introduced by rewriting
them in terms of a single angular frequency as follows
AAC(t)→ AACeiωt, (2.7a)
uAC(t)→ UACeiωt, (2.7b)
JAC(t)→ J ACeiωt, (2.7c)
where i :=
√
−1. Note that AAC , UAC and J AC refer to the complex amplitudes of
their respective time-dependent fields. Having presented this, the complete transient
solutions fields are now computed as










which are equivalent to (2.6) in the time-harmonic setting.
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2.4 Time-harmonic magneto-mechanical problem
From the full non-linear coupled magneto-mechanical problem presented in (2.1),
the numerical considerations described in Section 2.3 are applied in order to obtain
first a non-linear static DC problem and a linearised time-harmonic AC problem,
which are presented in this Section.
2.4.1 Non-linear static DC problem
The non-linear4 static problem is defined through the following strong from: Find
(ADC ,uDC) ∈ (R3 × ΩC) such that
curl(µ−1 curlADC) = JDC in R3, (2.9a)










as |x| → ∞, (2.9d)
uDC = uDCD on ∂Ω
C
D, (2.9e)
n× [ADC ]∂ΩC = 0 on ∂ΩC , (2.9f)







n on ∂ΩC , (2.9h)
which will be solved through the iterative Newton-Raphson strategy. The complete
details can be found in [10], where a linearisation of this non-linear static problem is
carried out using the concept of directional derivatives [84] and incrementally solving
for the updated solution fields. Note that rather than using a monolithic approach,
the authors in [49,77] advocate for a staggered approach, that in this thesis will only
be considered in the linearised time-harmonic AC problem.
2.4.2 Linearised time-harmonic AC problem
The governing equations for the linearised transient problem are derived in [10] and
the strong form is defined as: Find (AAC ,UAC) ∈ (C3 × ΩC) such that
curl(µ−1 curlAAC) + iωγAAC = J AC in R3, (2.10a)
div AAC = 0 in R3 \ ΩC , (2.10b)
div
(
σm(UAC) + µ−1T (ADC ,AAC)
)





as |x| → ∞, (2.10d)
UAC = UACD on ∂Ω
C
D, (2.10e)
n× [AAC ]∂ΩC = 0 on ∂ΩC , (2.10f)
4The non-linearity of the problem is driven by the Maxwell stress tensor σe(ADC) defined in
(2.2b).
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n× [µ−1 curlAAC ]∂ΩC = 0 on ∂ΩC , (2.10g)(
σm(UAC) + T (ADC ,AAC)
)∣∣−
∂ΩC
n = T (ADC ,AAC)
)∣∣+
∂ΩC
n on ∂ΩC , (2.10h)
where in (2.10c) and (2.10h) the linearised electromagnetic stress tensor is introduced
and defined as
T (ADC ,AAC) := µ−1
(
(curlADC)⊗ (curlAAC) + (curlAAC)⊗ (curlADC)




Once the linearised transient problem (2.10) is solved, the Eulerian electric and
magnetic AC fields can be computed as
EAC = −iωAAC + iωBDC0 ×UAC in R3, (2.12a)
H AC = µ−1BAC0 = µ
−1 curlAAC in R3. (2.12b)
























which is equivalent to (2.4) in a time-harmonic setting. Later in this thesis, two
different approaches, monolithic and staggered, will be presented and assessed in
order to solve the AC problem (2.10).
2.5 Axisymmetric time-harmonic problem
During the design stage of MRI scanners several simplifications are introduced into
the numerical model in order to obtain relatively fast results that help tuning the
geometry and material parameters. One of these simplifications is the consideration
of an axisymmetric geometry, which certainly makes sense in the context of MRI
scanners as a first attempt to design a novel MRI configuration. Figure 2.3 shows
first a real MRI device that is simplified by using a three-dimensional axisymmetric
geometry, which may be represented using a single two-dimensional meridional plane
Ωp.
In a typical MRI device, there are three different sets of gradient coils; the x-, y-
and z-gradient coils. However, only the z-gradient coils are axisymmetric and, thus,
they will be the only set of gradient coils considered.
An axisymmetric (r, φ, z) representation is assumed when deriving the weak
forms of above strong forms (2.9)-(2.10) and the problem is formulated in the me-
ridian two-dimensional plane Ωp as shown in Figure 2.4. The unbounded domain is
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Figure 2.3: Axisymmetric reduction of a real three-dimensional problem.
truncated at a finite distance away from the conducting embedded domain ΩCp and
the decay conditions for ADC and AAC apply. In addition, the transient current
source is represented as J AC(r, φ, z) = J Sφ (r, z)eφ and, thus, the solution variables
become
AAC = rAφ(r, z)eφ, (2.14a)
UAC = U = rUr(r, z)er + Uz(r, z)ez, (2.14b)
where the upper index AC in the fields {Aφ,U} is dropped for simplicity and with
er, eφ and ez denoting the basis vectors in the r, φ and z directions, respectively.
In addition, solution fields are scaled in order to avoid singularities along the r = 0
axis [36]. In what follows, the axisymmetric AC weak form of problem (2.10) is
presented, as this will form the basis of our frequency (ω) based Proper Generalised
Decomposition (PGD) method. Notice that, although the solution to the DC stage
is still required, this is independent of the PGD parameter of interest, namely, the
frequency ω, and so it is omitted and the reader is referred to [10, 36] for further
details.
2.5.1 Monolithic formulation
The first option in order to solve the linearised time-harmonic AC problem (2.10) is
to construct a solution field containing both the vector potential and the mechanical
displacement as Q (r, z) = [Aφ,U ]T and solve the system monolithically: Find Q ∈
X(Aφ,D)× Y (UD) such that
WK(Q , δQ ) + iωWC(Q , δQ )− ω2WM(Q , δQ ) = S(δQ ) ∀δQ ∈ X(0)× Y (0),
(2.15)
where the functional spaces are defined as
X(Aφ,D) := {Aφ : Aφ ∈ H1(Ωp),Aφ = Aφ,D on ∂Ωp,D}, (2.16a)









Figure 2.4: Axisymmetric {r, φ, z} representation of the problem; a conducting com-
ponent ΩCp in a non-conducting domain Ωp.
Y (UD) := {U : U ∈ (H1(ΩCp ))2,U = UD on ∂ΩCp,D}, (2.16b)
with ∂Ωp,D and ∂Ω
C
p,D denoting the Dirichlet part of the electromagnetic and mech-
anical boundaries, respectively. In addition, the compact forms appearing in (2.15)
are defined as
WK(Q , δQ ) := WAK(Aφ, δAφ) +W
u
K(U , δU) + S
u(Aφ, δU), (2.17a)
WC(Q , δQ ) := WAC (Aφ, δAφ), (2.17b)
WM(Q , δQ ) := W uM(U , δU), (2.17c)







∇p(r2a) · ∇p(r2b) dΩ, (2.18a)









W uK(a, b) :=
∫
ΩCp
σm(a) : ∇b r dΩ, (2.18d)
W uM(a, b) :=
∫
ΩCp










∣∣+n · b r dS,
(2.18f)
Note that ( · ) denotes now the complex conjugate of a given field and that the
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Introduction of numerical regularisation
When simulating coupled magneto-mechanical problems, numerical singularities
may arise in the vicinity of the conductors’ resonant modes as motivated in Sec-
tion 1.1.2, see Figure 1.4. As it will be shown later in this thesis, the introduction
of numerical regularisation through the mass proportional Rayleigh damping coef-
ficient [28] will help to reduce the ill-conditioning of the system of equations whilst
preserving the overall behaviour of the coupled magneto-mechanical problem. The
Rayleigh damping coefficient [28] αM is defined as
αM = 2ωξ, (2.19)
being ξ a dimensionless ratio that allows to control the amount of damping added to
the system. This coefficient is introduced in the monolithic weak formulation (2.15)
through a damping term
iωW uC(U , δU) := iωαMW
u
M(U , δU) = 2iω
2ξW uM(U , δU), (2.20)
and, thus, the only compact form that needs to be modified in (2.17) is




W uC(a, b) := 2ξ
∫
ΩCp
ρa · b r dΩ, (2.22)
A study on the effect of introducing numerical regularisation in the coupled
magneto-mechanical problem at hand will be performed in Section 2.7.
2.5.2 Staggered formulation
An alternative to the monolithic procedure presented in Section 2.5.1 consists in
exploiting the staggered nature of the problem by solving first the electromagnetic
problem and then using the electromagnetic solution in order to excite the mechan-
ical problem through a source type term.
Electromagnetics
The full order electromagnetic AC problem is obtained from (2.10) in an axisym-
metric configuration as: Find Aφ(r, z) ∈ X(Aφ,D) such that
WAK(Aφ, δAφ) + iωW
A
C (Aφ, δAφ) = S
A(δAφ) ∀δAφ ∈ X(0), (2.23)
which can be solved independently from mechanics.
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Mechanics in embedded conductors
Once the electromagnetic field is known, the axisymmetric mechanical AC problem
is also obtained from (2.10) as: Find U(r, z) ∈ Y (UD) such that
W uK(U , δU)− ω2W uM(U , δU) = −Su(Aφ, δU) ∀δU ∈ Y (0), (2.24)
where the electromagnetic field Aφ appears on the right-hand side as a source term.
Regularised mechanical problem
As mentioned in Section 2.5.1, the addition of numerical regularisation will be shown
to be beneficial when solving the coupled magneto-mechanical system. With this
purpose, the mechanical problem may be formulated as: Find U(r, z) ∈ Y (UD) such
that
W uK(U , δU)+iω
2W uC(U , δU)−ω2W uM(U , δU) = −Su(Aφ, δU) ∀δU ∈ Y (0), (2.25)
where, similarly to the monolithic approach, the frequency-proportional damping
term iω2W uC(U , δU) is clearly observed in the weak form.
2.6 Finite element discretisation
The finite element method requires a numerical discretisation [28] in order to obtain
an approximated solution of the DC and AC problems previously explained. As
mentioned, the focus will be on the AC problem since it is the one in which the PGD
methodology will be applied to. Having said that, first the unbounded domain R3
is truncated by introducing a finite computational discretisation of the truncated
meridian plane denoted by Ωp which, throughout this thesis, will be partitioned using





where Ωep refers to the computational domain within a triangular finite element e
and E is the total number of elements in the mesh, where Aφ = Aφ,D and U = UD
in the truncated boundary. As presented in Section 2.5, the formulation can be
solved monolithically or in a staggered manner, although the discretisation process
is carried out in the same way. Hence, focusing first on the monolithic approach, the






δQ = LaδQa ∀a = 1, 2, · · · , nw, (2.26b)
where La, N b ∈ H1(Ωp), Qb and δQa are the discrete values associated to the degrees
of freedom of the solution field Q and the virtual field δQ , respectively, ndof is the
number of degrees of freedom of the problem and nw is the number of weighting
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functions. The standard Galerkin discretisation approach is followed in this problem,
which implies La = Na and nw = ndof , although hierarchical shape functions [85]
are used. The discrete approximation is then inserted in the monolithic weak form
(2.15) to obtain its discretised version: Find Q such that
(
K + iωC− ω2M
)



















where A denotes the standard Finite Element assembly procedure [28]. Moreover,
the definitions of each entry of the assembled (global) matrices and vector are
Kab := WK(N
a, N b), (2.29a)
Cab := WC(N
a, N b), (2.29b)
Mab := WM(N
a, N b), (2.29c)
sa := S(Na). (2.29d)
The discretised system (2.27) can be written in terms of the different matrix























where Aφ and U are the discrete nodal solution values for electromagnetics and
mechanics, respectively. Note that each entry of these matrix blocks is defined from
























From (2.30) it is immediate to observe that the above system of equations can
be solved in a two-step process, when the vector of unknown nodal values of Aφ is
obtained first as: Find Aφ such that
(
KAA + iωCAA
)Aφ = sA, (2.32)
in order to excite the mechanical problem though a source term: Find U such that
(
Kuu − ω2(Muu − iCuu)
)U = su, (2.33)
where now the term su := KuAAφ appearing in (2.33) is a known quantity that is
presented as a mechanical source term.
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2.7 Effect of the addition of numerical regularisa-
tion
As motivated in Section 1.1.2, the solution of the coupled MRI magneto-mechanical
problem may feature the resonance phenomenon, where the resulting system of
equations becomes ill-conditioned near the conductors’ resonant modes. To study
the effect of introducing numerical regularisation to the problem at hand, Figure
2.5a presents a simplified coupled magneto-mechanical MRI test problem consisting













(a) Geometry and boundary condi-
tions description.





(b) Kinetic energy Ek
ΩC
in the conducting
mechanical shell. Mesh of 351 triangular ele-
ments with polynomial order p = 3.
Figure 2.5: Magneto-mechanical test problem; geometry description and kinetic
energy in the conducting mechanical shell.
Figure 2.5b shows a frequency sweep in the frequency spectrum f ∈ (0, 2000] Hz,
where the resonant frequencies are clearly depicted through the visualisation of the
kinetic energy EkΩC presented in (2.34). These sharp changes in the solution fields
are produced due to an ill-conditioned system in the proximity of the resonance
modes, which can be alleviated using numerical regularisation.
As described in Section 2.5.1, numerical regularisation is simply introduced in
the algorithm through the addition of mechanical damping which, in its simplest
form, can be formulated as Rayleigh mass based damping [28], where a damping
contribution proportional to the mass of the system is considered, as presented
in [10]. Consequently, this study seeks to determine the influence of the damping
ratio ξ on the numerical solution computed using the full order model. In Figure
2.6, the kinetic energy in the conducting mechanical shell ΩCp is plotted for different
values of the damping ratio ξ. The mesh used for these simulations consists of 351
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triangular elements with polynomial order p = 3, which produces a fully resolved full
order solution. It is interesting to observe that the value of the resonant frequencies
remain unaffected regardless of the damping introduced but with lower energetic
contributions. This shows how the use of numerical regularisation helps reduce the
ill-conditioning of the overall system near resonant modes, without modifying the
overall energy spectrum [28].




Figure 2.6: Magneto-mechanical test problem; values of the kinetic energy EkΩC in
the mechanical shell ΩCp for different damping ratios ξ.
2.8 Description of industrially relevant problems
This section aims to present and motivate two problems of interest that represent
possible axisymmetric MRI scanner geometries and that are relevant from the in-
dustrial point of view. First, a simplified tailor-made MRI (test) magnet problem
followed by a realistic and more challenging (full) MRI configuration, with closed
shells representing the conducting shields. The full order problem will be solved by
applying the numerical approach described in Section 2.5 and the full order solution
obtained will highlight the challenges involved in the design stage of these devices.
The numerical difficulties regarding the appearance of the resonance phenomenon
will also be discussed, together with its implication when applying reduced order
modelling techniques to this type of problems.
2.8.1 Test magnet problem
The test magnet problem corresponds to a simplified MRI scanner geometry, which
consists of three conducting shields embedded in a non conducting rectangular do-
main, see Figure 2.7. The three shields are known as the Outer Vacuum Chamber
(OVC) shield ΩCOV C , the 77K radiation shield Ω
C
77K and the 4K helium vessel shield
ΩC4K and they have different material parameters that cannot be exactly specified
due to confidentiality issues. However, the approximate values are µ∗ ≈ 10−7 H/m,
γ∗ ≈ 106 S/m, ρ ≈ 103 Kg/m3, E ≈ 109 Pa, ν ≈ 0.3. The thickness of each shield is
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slightly different and it is of the order of a few millimetres. Regarding the boundary
conditions, displacements U = UD = 0 are fixed to a small part in the centre of each
shield and the component of the vector potential is set to Aφ = Aφ,D = 0 far away
from the conducting objects. Note that the axisymmetric formulation [36] follows
from assuming rotational symmetry of the weak form expressed in 3D cylindrical











Figure 2.7: Test magnet problem; geometry description. 3D view (left) and 2D
axisymmetric view (right) with components names and boundary conditions.
The main study regarding the shield-coil interaction in the design stage of MRI
scanners consists in performing numerical simulations for a wide range of frequencies
in order to obtain the complex physical solution of the system. Once the solution
fields are obtained, a post-process is needed in order to obtain the integrated quant-















which are integrated in the conducting components for both, electromagnetics and
mechanics, respectively. The reader is referred to Section C.1.1 in Appendix C for a
brief description on how these quantities are computed in an efficient manner using
the full order model approach. These quantities provide very valuable information as
to the amount of energy generated in the system for a certain frequency of excitation.
Hence, they serve to quantify the resonance behaviour of each conducting shield
and locate the frequencies in which the MRI scanner should not operate in order
to maximise its lifespan. The problems in terms of medical imaging associated
to the existence of vibrations and resonance have been presented in Section 1.1.2.
Moreover, resonance frequencies are found to be driven by the eigenvalues of the
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mechanical problem and they provide information on the vibration modes or mode
shapes of the shields forming the scanner.












Figure 2.8: Test magnet problem; value of the dissipated Power Ek
ΩCOV C
in the OVC
shield for different frequencies from 1 to 5000 Hz. Right Figure shows a zoomed
view in the resonance region (red rectangle). Results shown are for a mesh of 2.9K
triangular elements using a polynomial order p = 4.
Figure 2.8 shows the frequency sweep applied to the test magnet geometry excited
through the current sources JDC and J AC that create a uniform magnetic field of
strength B0 = max(
∣∣BDC0 |r=0
∣∣) = 1.5 T and a gradient magnetic field along the
r = 0 axis of value
∣∣∂BAC0 |r=0/∂z
∣∣ = 100 mT/m, respectively. The range of interest
in this geometry is f ∈ Ωω = (0, 5000] Hz due to the fact that the focus lies on
the first resonant frequencies of the system. In this figure, it can be seen how, for
this geometry, the kinetic energy grows monotonically as the frequency is increased,
and the resonance region is concentrated within the range between 3500 and 5000
Hz. Since this information is not known a priori, the frequency sweeps for different
geometries have to be performed with small frequency increments. Otherwise, the
thin spikes may be either partially or not captured at all by the full order solution,
leading to a misdiagnosed design and, potentially, wrong manufacturing decisions.
Convergence of the numerical solution
Before moving to other studies, this section aims to discuss the convergence of the
fields in order to prove that the full order model solution is well resolved. The Fi-
nite Element Method [28] allows to compute more accurate solutions as the mesh
is refined either by decreasing the mesh size (h-refinement) or by increasing the
polynomial order of interpolation (p-refinement). Naturally, the finite element solu-
tion should reach convergence with both approaches, meaning that no changes are
appreciated in the numerical solution with a sufficient h- or p-refinement.
The two refinement approaches are presented in Figure 2.9 in order to demon-
strate the consistency of the numerical scheme employed. This analysis is important
prior to further investigations in order to ensure that the full order model can be
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Figure 2.9: Test magnet problem; h-refinement (left) using a polynomial order p = 1
and p-refinement (right) with a mesh of 2.9K elements.
used as the reference solution for benchmarking proposes. Comparison of Figures
2.9 (left) and (right), demonstrates that p-refinement leads more efficiently to a
converged solution in terms of degrees of freedom. Figure 2.10 shows the converged
solution obtained with both refinement strategies, which agree very well. However,
whilst the 500K element mesh and p = 1 results in 695K degrees of freedom (ndof),
only 77K ndof are used in 2.9K element mesh and p = 6. Note that although some
minor differences are observed in the magnitude of the resonance spikes, it is im-
portant to emphasise that the importance lies on their location and not so much in
their magnitude, which should tend to infinity, anyway, at the theoretical level in
the absence of damping mechanisms. In this case, the results suggest that increasing
the polynomial order p is a good strategy to accurately capture the skin depth effect
inside the thin conducting shields without the need to resort to a prohibitively large
number of degrees of freedom.






Figure 2.10: Test magnet problem; comparison between solutions obtained with a
mesh with 500K elements with p = 1 and a mesh with p = 6 with 2.9K elements.
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Sampling points in frequency
As mentioned in Section 2.8.1, the number of sampling points used to compute
the integrated quantities (2.34) is key in order to accurately represent the problem
throughout the entire frequency spectrum. In other words, it is pointless to optimise
the spatial discretisation in order to ensure an accurate finite element analysis if a
sufficiently large range of frequencies is not sampled. Therefore, the following study
explores the number of frequency sampling points required in order to obtain an
accurate energy spectrum. Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 have been obtained sweeping
over the frequency range with sampling points every 5 Hz. In order to certify that a
5 Hz spacing is sufficient, Figure 2.11 is presented, where frequency energy spectra
for five different frequency spacings are displayed, namely, every 0.5, 1, 5, 10 and 20
Hz. The main conclusion than can be extracted from these results is that a 5 Hz
spacing is sufficient to accurately represent the spectrum and capture the resonance
modes.







Figure 2.11: Test magnet problem; study on the number sampling of points in the
frequency interval required to accurately capture the solution.
Modal shapes
From the results presented in Figure 2.8, the resonance frequencies may be easily
located, allowing the visualisation of the modal shapes of each radiation shield in the
MRI configuration. Figure 2.12 shows both the magnetic field in the (r, z) plane as
well as the displacement field in the field, which has been plotted in an axisymmetric
three-dimensional domain for visualisation proposes. The six subfigures correspond
to six different frequencies, one at the pre-resonant frequency of 2000 Hz and the
other five at resonance frequencies of 3590, 3870, 3955, 4280 and 4880 Hz. Regard-
ing electromagnetics, the magnitude of the transient magnetic field |BAC0 | in the
axisymmetric plane is visualised in the form of contour lines, where major changes
are not visible when increasing the excitation frequency. Yet, it is interesting to
notice how this magnetic field is generated in the gradient coils and travels through
the free space permeating across the conducting shields.
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(a) f = 2000 Hz. (b) f = 3590 Hz.
(c) f = 3870 Hz. (d) f = 3955 Hz.
(e) f = 4280 Hz. (f) f = 4880 Hz.
Figure 2.12: Test magnet problem; visualisation of the magnetic field |BAC0 | contour
lines on the axisymmetric plane and the magnitude of the displacements |U | in the
OVC shield. Plot of the deformed OVC shield for different frequencies.
On the other hand, major changes can be seen in the magnitude of the mechanical
displacement field |U |. Figure 2.12a represents the displacement that would be
typically observed for frequencies in the pre-resonance region, where the maximum
values are concentrated in regions near the gradient coils that generate the transient
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magnetic field. Figures 2.12b-2.12f, display the displacement fields for the first
resonant modes of the spectrum, where the typical increasing modal vibrations can
be seen.
2.8.2 Full magnet problem
The full magnet problem depicts a considerably more complex geometry, being this a
better representation of a MRI scanner configuration, see Figure 2.13. This problem
also contains the main and gradient coils and the three conducting shields (OVC,
77K and 4K) which are now shown more realistically as closed cylindrical shells.
Again, each shield has different material parameters that cannot be exactly specified
due to confidentiality issues. However, the approximate values are µ∗ ≈ 10−7 H/m,
γ∗ ≈ 106 S/m, ρ ≈ 103 Kg/m3, E ≈ 109 Pa and ν ≈ 0.3. The thickness of each shield
is slightly different and it is of the order of a few millimetres. The Dirichlet boundary
conditions are shown in Figure 2.13 (only the top half of the axisymmetric domain
is presented due to symmetry), where the outer boundary is set to Aφ = Aφ,D = 0
(electromagnetics) and the mechanical conducting shields are fixed U = UD = 0
(displacements) in the rear part of each shield. In the same way than for the test
magnet geometry, see Section 2.8.1, the axisymmetric formulation [36] follows from
the assumption of rotational symmetry of the weak form expressed in 3D cylindrical
coordinates and, as such, r = 0 does not form a boundary of the computational
domain Ωp.
Figure 2.13: Full magnet problem; geometry description. 3D view (left) and 2D
axisymmetric view (right) with components names and boundary conditions (only
the top half of the axisymmetric domain is presented due to symmetry).
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AC/DC splitting
The linearisation process has been described in Section 2.3.1, where the operating
conditions of an MRI scanner are used in order to linearise the transient (AC)
problem about the strong static (DC) magnetic field on the background and, thus,
the complete fields are obtained as the sum of both DC and AC stages. It is
interesting to observe the solution of both problems as presented in Figure 2.14,
where a mesh of 17.4K triangular elements with p = 4 is used. First, the DC
problem is obtained excited through a static current source that generates a strong
static magnetic field which is as uniform as possible on the imaging bore axis (r = 0).
Figure 2.14a shows this static solution and how it is indeed uniform in the interior of
the MRI scanner. Note that the magnetic field BDC0 is generated in the supercooled
main coils, located inside the 4K Helium vessel. In addition, this Figure shows the
static magnetic field magnitude in the OVC shield, with maximum values near the
set of main coils. Once the static solution is obtained, this will become the initial
state of the dynamic problem, which will be solved considering a dynamic current
source several orders of magnitude lower than the static one, in this particular case
|J AC |/|JDC | ≈ 2%. The solution of the AC problem is presented in Figure 2.14b,
where the displacements |U | are plotted in the OVC shield and the magnitude of the
dynamic magnetic field |BAC0 | is represented through contour lines. In this Figure,
it can be seen how the magnetic field is generated in the gradient coils and it is no
longer uniform. The displacements have its maximum values in the interior of the
MRI device around the gradient coils.
(a) DC problem; visualisation of |BDC0 | in
the OVC shield and streamlines.
(b) AC problem; visualisation of |U | in the
OVC shield and streamlines of |BAC0 |.
Figure 2.14: Full magnet problem; full order solution of both DC and AC problems
for a frequency of 1000 Hz.
The current sources JDC and JAC have been selected in the same way than for
the previous geometry so they generate a uniform magnetic field of strength B0 =
max(
∣∣BDC0 |r=0
∣∣) = 1.5 T and a gradient along the r = 0 axis of
∣∣∂BAC0 |r=0/∂z
∣∣ = 100
mT/m, respectively. To visualise these quantities, Figure 2.15 is presented, where
a line plot has been generated for both, static and transient problems, along the
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r = 0 axis. This Figure clearly shows how, first, the static magnetic field BDC0 is
indeed uniform in the scanning region, in the r = 0 axis and in the vicinity of the
axial z = 0 coordinate. Note that the value of this uniform area is that defines the
strength of the magnet B0 quantity, which in this case is indeed 1.5 T. On the other
hand, the gradient
∣∣∂BAC0 |r=0/∂z
∣∣ along the r = 0 axis can be easily computed in
the vicinity of the z = 0 coordinate, obtaining a gradient of 100 mT/m as previously
mentioned.
Figure 2.15: Full magnet problem; line plot of both static (DC) and transient (AC)
magnetic fields along the r = 0 axis for a frequency of 1000 Hz.
2.9 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented a linearised axisymmetric computational FEM frame-
work for Lagrangian coupled magneto-mechanics in the context of MRI scanners,
where the transient governing equations are solved in the frequency domain. Two
MRI configurations, recurrently used throughout this thesis, have been compre-
hensively described and carefully studied through a set of tailor-made numerical
simulations in order to motivate the challenges and numerical difficulties stated in
Chapter 1. With this chapter, it can be concluded that the objective “To develop
a coupled magneto-mechanical formulation in a Lagrangian setting from an existing
axisymmetric finite element framework” has been achieved. The following chapters






The Proper Generalised Decomposition (PGD) method is an a priori Reduced Or-
der Model (ROM) technique which allows the consideration of multiple material
and geometric parameters as extra coordinates of a high-dimensional parametric
solution, as presented in Section 1.3.2. The goal of this chapter is the derivation
of a general PGD formulation for the full order problem at hand, considering an
axisymmetric two-dimensional (r, z) space Ωp, see the full order model Section 2.5,
and a d-dimensional parametric space Ωq which can be represented as a set of one-
dimensional parametric spaces, that is Ωq = Ωw1 × · · · × Ωwd . This chapter will
briefly introduce key concepts which will be exploited in Chapters 4 and 5.
With this aim, the first step before presenting the actual PGD formulation, is
the slight modification of the weak form of the full order model (2.15) by incorpor-
ating the new parametric domain Ωq into the solution process. This new problem
statement can be understood as an augmented high-dimensional weak form. Sub-
sequently, the PGD formulation will be derived and the iterative algorithms needed
in order to compute the high-dimensional parametric solution will be presented.
Moreover, some important numerical considerations that have to be taken into
account during the offline stage will be discussed, such as the inclusion of non-
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, the scaling of the PGD modes and the
convergence criteria used for the iterative algorithms. Finally, this chapter will also
explain the online stage, in which the precomputed high-dimensional parametric
solution is evaluated (particularised) for the desired set of design parameters in real
time.
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3.2 Augmented weak formulation
The standard weak formulation of the full order model problem (2.15) is established
via integration over the spatial domain Ωp. In contrast, the high-dimensional weak
formulation necessary for the PGD implementation consists on further integrating
the weak form of the full order model problem over the set of one-dimensional para-
metric spaces Ωq = Ωw1×· · ·×Ωwd . Consequently, the augmented high-dimensional
weak formulation version of (2.15) is formulated as: Find Q (r, z, w1, . . . , wd) ∈
X (Aφ,D)× Y(UD) such that1
WK(Q , δQ ) + iωWC(Q , δQ )− ω2WM(Q , δQ ) = S(δQ ) ∀δQ ∈ X (0)×Y(0), (3.1)
where the calligraphic font denotes integration in a higher dimensional space defined
as






WK(Q , δQ ) dw1 . . . dwd, (3.2a)






WC(Q , δQ ) dw1 . . . dwd, (3.2b)













S(δQ ) dw1 . . . dwd, (3.2d)
with the spatial integration already included inside the terms defined in (2.17). Note
that, since now the integration is performed over a higher-dimensional space, the
functional subspaces are defined as
X (Aφ,D) :={Aφ : Aφ ∈ H1(Ωp × Ωw1 × · · · × Ωwd),
Aφ = Aφ,D on ∂Ωp,D × Ωw1 × · · · × Ωwd},
(3.3a)
Y(UD) :={U : U ∈
(
H1(ΩCp × Ωw1 × · · · × Ωwd)
)2
,
U = UD on ∂ΩCp,D × Ωw1 × · · · × Ωwd}.
(3.3b)
3.3 Offline high-dimensional parametric PGD for-
mulation
This section presents the PGD formulation when applied to a general high-dimensional
Ωp × Ωq parametric problem. The core idea of the PGD technique [21] is the ap-
proximation of a particular solution field Q = Q (r, z, w1, . . . , wd) by assuming its
1Note that the calligraphic font is used to denote the integration over a high-dimensional do-
main, whereas the terms appearing in the classical weak formulation (2.15) are written in the
standard maths font.
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separability follows as







where N is the total number of modes computed. The spatial modes Fn(r, z) are
represented by normalised vectorial functions, the parametric modes Gni (wi) are de-
noted by normalised scalar functions and the mode weights βn are scalar coefficients
computed via L2 projection once all spatial and parametric modes are known [42],
see Section 3.5. Note that the choice made uses a single vectorial modal function
Fn(r, z) that accounts for the spatial (r, z) space Ωp, whilst a set of separated scalar
functions
∏d
i=1 Gni (wi) are chosen to model the one-dimensional parametric domains
Ωp = Ωw1 × · · · ×Ωwd . Other works [86] have explored the further separation of the
spatial modal functions into the product of one-dimensional modal functions de-
pending upon the individual spatial directions, namely, Fn(r, z) = Fnr (r)Fnz (z),
where  represents the element-wise Hadamard product as defined in [87]. This
approach can give excellent results as certain 2D or 3D domains (i.e. plates/beams)
can easily be decomposed into a set of 1D domains, obtaining thus a great reduction
in terms of computational effort. However, the drawback is that only simple geomet-
ries, typically with edges parallel to the Cartesian axis can be considered. Hence, in
the context of MRI scanners where the goemetries are complex, the most appropri-
ate choice is to represent the modal spatial function without assuming separability
in space.
In (3.4), each term n of the modal series is sequentially computed through
a Greedy algorithm [38]. For a given nth term, the accumulated solution Q n =
Q n(r, z, w1, . . . , wd) is expressed as















where the approximation f (r, z)
∏d
i=1 gi(wi) (lowercase) is assumed to converge to
βmFm(r, z)∏di=1 Gmi (wi) (uppercase) via a fixed-point Alternating Direction Scheme
(ADS). When applying a standard Galerkin method [28] to the augmented weak
form (3.1), a compatible virtual field to the field Q (r, z, wi, . . . , wd) is defined as
δQ (r, z, wi, . . . , wd) : = δf (r, z)
d∏
i=1
gi(wi) + f (r, z)δg1(w1)
d∏
i=2
gi(wi) + · · ·





with the same separability as that of equation (3.4). The expressions for these two
fields (3.5) and (3.6) can be substituted in the augmented weak form (3.1) in order
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to obtain the d + 1 residual equations than will be solved during the offline stage,
yielding the functions constituting the high-order parametric solution (3.4). These
residuals are obtained by using the separability introduced in (3.5) and (3.6) as:
Find (f , g1, . . . , gd) ∈ H1(Ωp)× L2(Ωw1)× · · · × L2(Ωwd) such that
Rf (δf ;Q n−1, f , g1, . . . , gd) +
d∑
i=1
Rgi(δgi;Q n−1, f , g1, . . . , gd) = 0, (3.7)
for all δf , δgi ∈ H10 (Ωp)× L2(Ωω1)× · · · × L2(Ωωd).
The Greedy algorithm starts by including first the Dirichlet boundary conditions
in the first mode (n = 1), where the parametric functions
∏d
i=1 G1i are set equal
to one, and Rf = 0 is solved in order to obtain F1, which contains the correct
values associated to the Dirichlet boundary, see Section 3.4. Subsequently, the
fixed-point ADS algorithm is used to compute the converged quantities by updating
one function at a time and assuming that the others are known. The steps followed
are summarised as:
1. Assume that f [k] and g [k]2 , . . . , g
[k]
d are known and solve a linear 1D problem to
compute g [k+1]1 ∈ L2(Ωw1) such that
Rg1(δg1;Q n−1, f [k], g [k+1]1 , g [k]2 , . . . , g [k]d ) = 0 ∀δg1 = 0, (3.8)
and normalise the updated quantity g [k+1]1 .
... (Solve Rgi = 0 for i = 2, . . . , d− 1.)
2. Assume that f [k] and g [k+1]1 , . . . , g
[k+1]
d−1 are known and solve a linear 1D problem
to compute g [k+1]d ∈ L2(Ωwd) such that
Rgd(δgd;Q n−1, f [k], g
[k+1]
1 , . . . , g
[k+1]
d ) = 0 ∀δgd = 0, (3.9)
and normalise the updated quantity g [k+1]d .
3. Assume that g [k+1]1 , . . . , g
[k+1]
d are known and solve a 2D problem to compute
f [k+1] ∈ H1(Ωp) such that
Rf (δf ;Q n−1, f [k+1], g [k+1]1 , . . . , g [k+1]d ) = 0 ∀δf = 0. (3.10)
Note that f [k+1] is only normalised when the ADS for a particular mode n is
terminated.
The presented fixed-point ADS algorithm computes and normalises first the up-
dated parametric functions gi, whilst the spatial function f is updated at the end
of the loop. The spatial function is only normalised when the ADS convergence
is reached, where the converged functions are denoted with the superscript (·∞).
Then, the n + 1 Greedy step is performed until convergence is achieved for this
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second iterative procedure. Note that the normalisation is described in Section 3.5
and the convergence criteria is detailed in Section 3.6.
The presented residual form is discretised using FEM, which will be thoroughly
presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The generic high-dimensional PGD algorithm is
graphically described in Figure 3.1.
K,C,M and s 1D mesh and matricesUser-defined param







Rf = 0 → F1 Dirichlet mode (∏di=1 G1i (wi) = 1
)
Start alternating direction scheme (ADS) [k = 1]
Rg1 = 0 → g [k+1]1
Rgd = 0 → g
[k+1]
d
Rf = 0 → f [k+1]
Convergence?





||g [k+1]1 ||L2 = 1
















||f [∞]||L2 = 1→ βn










Q N (r, z, w1, . . . , wd)
Figure 3.1: Flow chart algorithm; description of the d-dimensional PGD algorithm.
3.4 Non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions
The usual strategy in order to account for non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions consists in incorporating them into the first mode followed by the com-
putation of the subsequent modes considering homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions [21]. Therefore, the PGD algorithm presented in Section 3.3 is implemented
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by separating the first mode form the summation as










where the only difference is that in the first mode (n = 1), the parametric functions∏d
i=1 G1i (wi) are set equal to one and the spatial function F1(r, z) is sought in the
space X(Aφ,D)×Y (UD), identical to the full order model problem (2.15), in order to
satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Subsequently, the following modes (n >
1) are computed using the standard PGD algorithm, where the spatial functions
Fn(r, z) are computed assuming homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in the
space X(0)×Y (0), so they do not interact with the values obtained in the first mode
in the non-homogenous Dirichlet boundary. Note that for the sake of simplicity, the
PGD definition used later on in this thesis is given by equation (3.4), where no
explicit distinction is made between the first and the rest of the modes.
3.5 Modal scaling
The spatial and parametric modes are normalised by a L2 projection as mentioned
in Section 3.3. The main computational advantage of this scaling is a better con-
vergence of the algorithm as it will be discussed in Section 3.6. Hence, this section
aims to detail the procedure in order to obtain the converged scaled modes and its
scaling coefficients.





the superscript (·0) indicates the initial guess for this iterative procedure. Then,





i (wi) are obtained. As it can be seen in Figure 3.1, the parametric
functions gi, with i = 1, . . . , d are normalised inside the iterative procedure, while
the spatial function is only normalised once convergence is achieved. Thus, the
scaling coefficients βn appearing in (3.4) for a particular mode n are obtained only
through the spatial functions as2
βn = ||f [∞](r, z)||L2(Ωp). (3.12)
In the literature [21,38,42,44], this quantity βn is sometimes referred as amplitude
of the nth term of (3.4). Note that some further subtleties related to the computation
of the scaling coefficients will be highlighted when presenting the PGD technique
applied to the coupled magneto-mechanical problem in Section 4.3.2.
3.6 Convergence criteria
Two iterative algorithms are involved in the computation of the PGD approx-
imation formulated in Section 3.3, namely, the Greedy algorithm that adds an
2Recall that the notation (·∞) was defined in Section 3.3.
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nth mode to the solution and the fixed-point alternating directions scheme which
computes the converged functions βmFm(r, z)∏di=1 Gmi (wi) from the approximation
f (r, z)
∏d
i=1 gi(wi). Therefore, two stopping criteria will be defined in this section in
order to determine when convergence is reached for a given tolerance.
3.6.1 Alternating Direction Scheme (ADS)
The fixed-point ADS computes new parametric and spatial functions iteratively by
updating one function assuming that the others are known. As shown in Figure 3.1,
this iterative procedure computes an updated function [k+1] from an already known
[k]. An option widely used, see [21], in order to stop the ADS is the measurement
of the difference between iterations [k + 1] and [k] and the check of whether this







≤ tolFP , egiFP =
||∆gi||L2(Ωwi )
||g [k+1]i ||L2(Ωwi )
≤ tolFP , (3.13)
for i = 1, . . . , d, where the incremental functions are defined as ∆f := f [k+1] − f [k]
and ∆gi := g
[k+1]
i − g [k]i .
However, the solution of the linearised frequency-based (2.10) is complex and
thus, some numerical difficulties may arise when using the stopping criterion (3.13).
For instance, it has been noticed how the spatial f (r, z) and parametric gi(wi) func-
tions may be increasing and decreasing their magnitude3, respectively, where in
that case the criterion (3.13) would be never satisfied. When looking at the accu-
mulated PGD definition (3.5), it can be seen that the important quantity that has
to reach convergence is the product of both functions f (r, z)
∏d
i=1 gi(wi). Therefore,












≤ tolFP , (3.14)
which overcomes the issues previously mentioned. Note that although the L2 norm
is now computed in the entire space Ω = Ωp×Ωq, the expression (3.14) can be easily
separated. For instance, in terms of implementation, the denominator is expanded
3Note that f (r, z) and gi(wi) will be complex quantities in the context of this thesis and, thus,
their magnitude may increase and decrease whilst the overall product converges.













































where now each integral can be integrated in the separated domains.
3.6.2 Greedy algorithm
Once the ADS has reached a converged modal solution n and thus, (3.14) is satisfied,
the PGD algorithm jumps into the next modal computation n + 1. This second
iterative process will enrich the accumulated solution and hence, a second stopping
criterion has to be defined in order to stop this modal addition. With this aim, it
is presented in [21] the convergence measure enN that computes the importance of
a certain computed mode n with respect to the total accumulated solution. This




















where tolN is the required tolerance in order to stop this iterative procedure. This
error measure will start at value equal to 1 and it will be descending towards 0
until the specified tolerance is reached. However, since both spatial and parametric
functions have been L2 normalised the expression (3.16) can be simplified to avoid
computing several L2 norms inside each iterative loop. Therefore, the expression





≤ tolN , (3.17)
where the importance of the modal scaling is now clearly stated, since the expression
has been simplified to a simple calculation. This quantity can also be understood
4Recall that the overline symbol ( · ) denotes the complex conjugate of a certain quantity.
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as the relative amplitude of the term n with respect to the total solution computed.
Note that this expression will be slightly modified when applying the PGD algorithm
to the problem of interest, a coupled magneto-mechanical problem in Chapters 4 and
5.
3.7 Online PGD stage
The main advantage of the PGD technique is that it enables the encapsulation of
all the costly computations in the so-called offline stage described in Section 3.3,
obtaining an offline solution that includes all the dimensions considered. For the
case presented, the d+2 dimensional space Ω = Ωp×Ωq depends on (r, z, w1, . . . , wd).
Once the single offline computation is stored, the online PGD stage consists of two
computationally efficient steps:
1. Specification of the parameters of interest: the offline information has been
computed for the whole range of parameters (r, z, w1, . . . , wd) of interest, and
thus, the first step is to define a set of discrete vectors (r, z,w1, . . . ,wd)
5
containing the desired values that will be interpolated in the online stage.
2. Interpolation and construction of the accumulated solution: the second step
can be divided in two sub-steps that will be performed sequentially for n =
1, . . . , N :
(a) Particularisation of Fn(r, z) and ∏di=1 Gni (wi): the computed spatial and
parametric functions are interpolated for the desired set of paramet-
ers (r, z,w1, . . . ,wd), obtaining the particularised spatial and parametric
functions Fn(r, z) and ∏di=1 Gni (wi), respectively.
(b) Modal addition: a simple modal enrichment is performed in order to
increase the accuracy of the solution Q n(r, z,w1, . . . ,wd), obtaining the
final solution Q N(r, z,w1, . . . ,wd) at the end of the loop (n = N).
The flow chart algorithm of the online PGD stage is presented in Figure 3.2. The
great advantage of this online stage is that it is computationally very efficient, being
able to achieve real-time simulations and multiple-query input/output evaluations.
Since the online PGD stage involves a minimal computational cost, this stage can
be performed in portable devices such as smartphones or tablets. See Appendix E
for an example of a graphical user interface for the online PGD stage in the context
of MRI scanner design.
5The Roman bold font denotes the set of values of a certain dimension that will be evaluated
in the online PGD stage.
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βn,Fn,∏di=1 Gni for n = 1, . . . , N Parametric domains info
Specify parameters of
interest (r, z,w1, . . . ,wd)
Start n = 1
Particularise




Q n+1(r, z,w1, . . . ,wd) =
Q n(r, z,w1, . . . ,wd)+
βnFn∏di=1 Gni
Q N (r, z,w1, . . . ,wd)
if n = N
Inputs
Modal Loop
n = n+ 1
Figure 3.2: Flow chart algorithm; description of the d-dimensional online PGD stage.
3.8 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented a general ROM framework for coupled magneto-mechanical
problems through the use of the PGD technique, which includes the axisymmetric
two-dimensional (r, z) space Ωp and a generic d-dimensional parametric space Ωq
to find an offline solution in a high-dimensional space Ωp × Ωq. The formulation
presented together with some numerical considerations regarding the inclusion of
non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, the scaling of the PGD modes and
the convergence criteria of the iterative algorithms, constitute the so-called offline
PGD stage. On the other hand, the online stage has been also described, which con-
sists in a fast evaluation of the precomputed high-dimensional parametric solution
that can be performed in real time.
This generic framework will be particularised in Chapters 4 and 5 for the problem
of interest by using two different approaches; a monolithic frequency-based formula-
tion and a staggered high-dimensional formulation, respectively. Both formulations
will be validated and discussed in the context of MRI scanner design using the two






One crucial study performed by the industrial partner Siemens Healthineers con-
sists in the repetitive computation of the solution of the coupled MRI magneto-
mechanical problem for a range of exciting angular frequencies ω, resulting in a
frequency sweep in which the solution fields are postprocessed in order to obtain
quantities of interest, namely, dissipated power and kinetic energy (2.34). As stated
in Section 1.1.3, a large number of evaluations of the problem can lead to a pro-
hibitively high increase in computational cost and, thus, the PGD technique is seen
as a fundamental tool in order to drastically reduce the cost by circumventing the
solution of the full order model (direct problem) for each frequency of interest.
From the goals of the thesis stated in Section 1.4, this chapter aligns with the
following objectives: “To develop a frequency-based PGD formulation for coupled
magneto-mechanical problems”, “To propose a regularised-adaptive strategy in order
to increase the PGD accuracy and robustness” and “To develop a graphical user
interface for the online PGD stage that can be used in the industry environment”.
The content of this chapter summarises the work published by the author of the
thesis in [88].
As a first step, this chapter presents a particularisation of the general PGD for-
mulation, see Chapter 3, for a high-dimensional space Ωp×Ωq, where the parametric
space is now a one-dimensional domain Ωq = Ωω whilst the spatial space remains
the same, a two-dimensional axisymmetric (r, z) domain. Note that a monolithic
approach, see Section 2.5.1, is first pursued in order to compute a single offline PGD
solution for the entire problem.
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4.2 Augmented weak formulation
The monolithic approach is chosen as a first attempt to implement the frequency-
based PGD technique and therefore, the augmented weak formulation is constructed
from the monolithic space-based weak form (2.15) by integrating over frequency and
space as follows: Find Q ∈ X (Aφ,D)× Y(UD) such that
WK(Q , δQ ) + iWC(Q , δQ )−WM(Q , δQ ) = S(δQ ) ∀δq ∈ X (0)× Y(0), (4.1)
where the augmented compact forms are defined as
WK(Q , δQ ) :=WAK(Aφ, δAφ) +WuK(U , δU) + Su(Aφ, δU), (4.2a)
WC(Q , δQ ) :=WAC (Aφ, δAφ), (4.2b)
WM(Q , δQ ) :=WuM(U , δU), (4.2c)





WAK(a, b) dω, (4.3a)
WAC (a, b) :=
∫
Ωω
















W uAK (a, b) dω, (4.3f)
4.3 PGD for magneto-mechanical problems
In this section, the Proper Generalised Decomposition described in Chapter 3 is
applied to the coupled magneto-mechanical problem presented in Chapter 2 by con-
sidering the angular frequency ω as a parameter in the offline PGD computation.
Therefore, the three-dimensional parametric solution Q = Q (r, z, ω) is sought in
the higher-dimensional space Ωp × Ωq, where in this case Ωq = Ωω as mentioned in
Section 4.1. The general high-dimensional expression (3.4) is then written as
Q (r, z, ω) ≈ Q N(r, z, ω) =
N∑
n=1
βn  F n(r, z)Gn(ω), (4.4)
where each nth term of the above series is the product of normalised separable
functions F n(r, z) ∈ X(0) × Y (0) and Gn(ω) ∈ Z = L2(Ωω). As mentioned in
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Section 3.4, the non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are incorporated
within the first PGD mode. In addition, a subtle difference between (3.4) and (4.4)
is that the scaling coefficients or modal weights βn are no longer scalars but vectors,
with  representing the element-wise Hadamard product introduced in Section 3.3.
The PGD definition (4.4) may then be written as






























where the importance of exploiting vectorial scaling lies on the fact that the two
different physics can exhibit different scales and lead to ill-conditioning of the over-
all problem. For a given nth term of above series (4.4), the accumulated solution
Q n(r, z, ω) can be written as
Q n(r, z, ω) = Q n−1(r, z, ω) + f(r, z)g(ω) n = 1, 2 · · ·N, (4.6)
where f(r, z)g(ω) denotes an approximation which is assumed to converge to βn 
F n(r, z)Gn(ω) as detailed in Chapter 3. A compatible virtual field for f(r, z)g(ω)
is then chosen with the same separability of (4.6) as
δQ (r, z, ω) = δf(r, z)g(ω) + f(r, z)δg(ω), (4.7)
with δf(r, z) ∈ X(0) × Y (0) and δg(ω) ∈ Z. In this case, substitution of (4.6)
and (4.7) into the augmented weak form (4.1), permits the alternating directions
fixed-point algorithm for the computation of the nth term in (4.4) to be formulated
as: Find (f , g) ∈ X(0)× Y (0)× Z such that
Rf (δf ; qn−1,f , g)+Rg(δg; qn−1,f , g) = 0 ∀(δf , δg) ∈ X(0)×Y (0)×Z, (4.8)
with
Rf (δf ; qn−1,f , g) : = G0(g, g)WK(f , δf) + iG1(g, g)WC(f , δf)
−G2(g, g)WM(f , δf)−G0(1, g)S(δf)
+WK(qn−1, gδf) + iWC(qn−1, gδf)−WM(qn−1, gδf),
(4.9a)
Rg(δg; qn−1,f , g) : = G0(g, δg)WK(f ,f) + iG1(g, δg)WC(f ,f)







ab dω, G1(a, b) :=
∫
Ωω
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4.3.1 Alternating direction scheme
In order to solve (4.8), the [k]-iterative ADS method is typically preferred [21];
first solving for f [k+1] based on a known value of g[k] and then updating g[k+1]
with the newly computed f [k+1]. The ADS method can be summarised as: Find
(f [k+1], g[k+1]) ∈ X(0)× Y (0)× Z such that
Rf (δf ; qn−1,f [k+1], g[k]) = 0, Rg(δg; qn−1,f [k+1], g[k+1]) = 0, (4.11)
for all (δf , δg) ∈ X(0) × Y (0) × Z, where [k] = 1, 2, . . . denotes the fixed-point
iteration. The stopping criteria was presented in Section 3.6. Alternatively, the
solution fields f [k+1] and g[k+1] can be written as
f [k+1] = f [k] + ∆f , g[k+1] = g[k] + ∆g, (4.12)
and, thus, (4.11) can be re-written by making use of the concept of directional
derivatives [84] as: Find (∆f ,∆g) ∈ X(0)× Y (0)× Z such that
DRf (δf ;f [k], g[k])[∆f ] = −Rf (δf ; qn−1,f [k], g[k]), (4.13a)
DRg(δg;f [k+1], g[k])[∆g] = −Rg(δg; qn−1,f [k+1], g[k]), (4.13b)
for all (δf , δg) ∈ X(0) × Y (0) × Z. The above residual equations (4.13) can be
sequentially solved for ∆f and ∆g in order to iteratively evolve the ADS algorithm
as shown in (4.12). The directional derivatives appearing in (4.13) can be expanded
as
DRf (δf ;f , g)[∆f ] = G0(g, g)WK(∆f , δf) +G1(g, g)WC(∆f , δf)
−G2(g, g)WM(∆f , δf)
(4.14a)
DRg(δg;f , g)[∆g] = WK(f ,f)G0(∆g, δg) +WC(f ,f)G1(∆g, δg)
−WM(f ,f)G2(∆g, δg),
(4.14b)
and the residuals have been already defined in (4.9).
4.3.2 Greedy algorithm convergence
The generic stopping criteria used to monitor and control the number of modes
added to the series of the generic PGD definition (3.4) has been defined in Section
3.6.2. Following the same idea previously presented, the monolithic frequency-based















≤ tolN , (4.15)
which allows the independent control of the convergence of the vector potential and
the displacement field vectors of the PGD approximation.
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4.3.3 Finite element discretisation
This Section briefly presents the discretised problem (4.13) using the standard finite
element Bubnov-Galerkin approximation (often known as simply Galerkin). The
computational domain will be discretised into an unstructured triangular mesh, de-
fining a non-overlapping partition (V , E , I), where V denotes the set of vertices, E
the set of edges and I the set of elements. In each element, the H1 conforming
hierarchic finite element basis functions [89] are employed. Hence, the spatial dis-
cretisation of the fields Aφ and U allows an arbitrary increase in element order p
and local refinement of the mesh spacing h. The discretised system is obtained by


















where Na is a typical shape function and P = PV+PE+PI and Q = QV+QE+QI are
the number of degrees of freedom of the spatial and frequency (parametric) problems,
respectively. The global system is constructed from the elemental matrices and
vectors by a standard assembly procedure [28]. Thus, the global discrete expression
of the spatial problem (4.13a) is
(g0K + ig1C− g2M)∆f = −Rf (f [k], g[k]). (4.17)
Note that here, and in the following, Roman boldface font is used to describe
discrete matrix/vector quantities. The discretised version of the residual is defined
as











with the following scalar quantities
g0 := G0(g, g),
g1 := G1(g, g),
g2 := G2(g, g),














Similarly, the problem on the frequency domain (4.13b) can be written in its
discrete from as
(kG0 + icG1 −mG2)∆g = −Rg(f [k+1], g[k]), (4.20)
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where the residual is defined as










with the following scalar quantities
k := WK(f ,f),
c := WC(f ,f),











δ(!) δ(! − !a)
Figure 4.1: Visualisation of the dirac Delta function, which has a value equal to one
in a particular point ωa and zero everywhere else.
The monolithic frequency-based PGD technique has been found to perform with
better accuracy when using an alternative Petrov-Galerkin methodology [90] when
solving (4.13b), where the test function δg associated to a frequency ωa is chosen
to be the Dirac delta distribution defined as δg = δ(ω − ωa), see Figure 4.1. This
alternative approach allows to completely decouple each node of the one-dimensional
parametric mesh, which helps to capture the resonance singularities in the frequency
domain. Thus, the discretised system (4.20) becomes
(kI + icω −mω2)∆g = −Rg(f [k+1], g[k]), (4.23)
where the new residual is defined as







with I is the identity matrix of dimension the size of the parametric domain Nω, 1 is
a vector of ones of dimension Nω andω = diag(ω1, · · · , ωNω) contains the discretised
frequency domain.
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4.4 Monolithic adaptive frequency splitting
As mentioned throughout this thesis, the resonance associated to the mechanical
modes implies sharp changes in the solution fields and, thus, it is a challenge for
any ROM technique aiming to predict the physical response of this coupled system.
Indeed, if the workflow as described in Chapter 3 was to be applied directly using
the frequency as extra parameter, it would not immediately yield an accurate ap-
proximation of the solution. For instance, in Figure 4.2, the frequency-based PGD
formulation has been applied to the magneto-mechanical shell problem, see Section
2.7.





Figure 4.2: Magneto-mechanical test problem; comparison between the full order
model and the PGD approximation obtained considering the entire frequency do-
main f ∈ (0, 5000] Hz.
In Figure 4.2 it is clearly seen how the PGD solution is not accurate within
the frequency spectrum and it is not able to capture all the resonance singularities.
The two main factors that are detrimental to the PGD accuracy are, first, the
presence of numerical singularities associated with the resonance effect. The more
spikes appearing in the solution, the worse the PGD algorithm will perform trying
to capture the solution. The second factor is the large frequency domain that is
considered in the PGD offline stage, where a frequency f ∈ (0, 5000] Hz corresponds
to an angular frequency ω = 2πf range of ω ∈ (0, 31516] rad/s. The fact that
the PGD algorithm has to approximate a large frequency spectrum also decreases
its accuracy. Therefore, the strategy that will be followed consists of splitting the
frequency domain Ωω in an automatic manner, identifying where the singularities
are and carrying out adaptive refinement in the neighbourhood. With this, the PGD
algorithm will seek parametric solutions in reduced frequency intervals of interest
(subdomains) Ωω = ∪N
sub
ω
i=1 Ωωi and a reduced number of singularities per subdomain,
increasing its overall accuracy.
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The first global PGD approximation is known to lack accuracy. Nonetheless, it
can still be used in order to approximately identify the location of the largest (in
response) resonant mode, without any a priori knowledge of the true solution, see
Figure 4.3a. Once a singularity (or several singularities) has (have) been identi-
fied, partitioned frequency subdomains (clusters) can be defined and a refined PGD
solution is computed within these subdomains, that can better capture the overall
solution, see Figure 4.3b. This three-step process of i) identification of resonance
modes (in green), ii) frequency interval splitting and iii) adaptive PGD calculation
(in orange), might need to be repeated several times until convergence is achieved,
namely, after no further resonance frequencies are detected. For the example con-
sidered here, the process was repeated three times before converging to the final PGD
approximation displayed in Figure 4.3d. As can be observed, differences between the
full and the PGD solutions are virtually undistinguishable. Notice that the splitting
in step ii) is carried out by setting a tolerance value tolωsplit that controls the size
of the subdomains, obtaining frequency subdomains that are neither too small nor
too large. Once the singularities are approximately identified (in green), the refined
PGD solution (in orange) is used to accurately approximate the full order model.
Table 4.1: Magneto-mechanical test problem; user-defined parameters for the mono-
lithic frequency-based PGD method.
Global PGD Refined PGD Ωp Ωq
IN tolN IFP tolFP IN tolN IFP tolFP hΩp p ξ hω tol
split
ω
10 10−4 5 10−2 20 10−4 10 10−2 0.06 3 10−3 5 · 10−6 20%
For this problem, the user-defined parameters are shown in Table 4.1. IN and
IFP denote the maximum number of PGD modes and fixed-point iterations, respect-
ively; tolN and tolFP are the tolerance values used for the stopping criteria of the
Greedy and ADS algorithms, respectively. The parametric domains are defined by
a dimensionless mesh size parameter hΩ that is computed as the maximum (FEM)
element size divided by a reference size of the domain. For instance, for the fre-
quency domain Ωω, the dimensionless mesh size is hω = 0.01/2000 = 5 · 10−6. The
remaining user-defined parameters refer to the spatial problem Ωp, where hΩp is the
mesh size parameter as previously explained, p is the polynomial order used in the
FEM discretisation and ξ, the dimensionless damping ratio, is used to account both
for physical (i.e. classical damping) and numerical regularisation [88]. Note that
the parameters IN , IFP used for the refined PGD solution are larger than those used
for the less accurate global PGD solution (employed for the localisation of resonant
modes). The reduction in ADS iterations and the coarsening of the computational
frequency interval implies less computational cost without sacrificing numerical ac-
curacy.
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(a) 1st step; global PGD over the entire in-
terval of interest. Low accuracy of the ap-
proximation but good identification of some
singularities.





(b) 2nd step; refined PGD solution around
resonant frequencies and global PGD to next
domain (repeat until all subdomains have a
refined PGD solution).





(c) 3rd step; refined PGD solution around
resonant frequencies and global PGD to next
domain (repeat until all subdomains have a
refined PGD solution).





(d) 4th step; solution of the regularised-
adaptive PGD.
Figure 4.3: Magneto-mechanical test problem; description of the automatic splitting
process performed to locate the resonance frequencies and refine around them. Plot
of kinetic energy EkΩC in the conducting mechanical shell with a damping coefficient
α = 50.
4.5 Test magnet problem
The monolithic frequency-based PGD algorithm will first be applied to the simplified
test magnet geometry described in Section 2.8.1. This geometry is relevant in the
early design stage of MRI scanners since it allows to see the behaviour of the most
interesting part of the shield (closer to the coils). The user-defined parameters used
to run the PGD algorithm are presented in Table 4.2.
The developed automatic adaptive splitting, see Section 4.4, has been success-
fully applied to the test magnet geometry in the frequency range f ∈ (0, 5000]
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Table 4.2: Test magnet problem; user-defined parameters for the monolithic
frequency-based PGD method.
Global PGD Refined PGD Ωp Ωq
IN tolN IFP tolFP IN tolN IFP tolFP hΩp p ξ hω tol
split
ω
10 10−4 5 10−2 50 10−6 10 10−2 0.25 4 10−3 0.01 5%
Hz, obtaining five different frequency subdomains as shown in Figure 4.4. The fre-
quency subdomains generated are [1, 3331], [3331, 3817], [3817, 4017], [4017, 4582]
and [4582, 5000] Hz. Notice that the algorithm automatically identifies that no sin-
gularities appear within the first half of the interval, whilst it detects the resonance
effect at the end of the frequency interval and refines accordingly. It has been found
that the overall accuracy of the PGD approximation improves when the resonance
spikes are located as centred as possible within each frequency subdomain and thus,
the algorithm was designed satisfying this criterion.




Figure 4.4: Test magnet problem; splitting of the frequency domain to increase PGD
accuracy.
The results presented in the following sections contain the PGD convergence of
both Greedy and ADS algorithms, the visualisation of the computed spatial and
parametric modes and a comparison between full order solution and PGD approx-
imation. The main goal is to visualise the main elements that define the offline PGD
solution and to validate the frequency-based PGD implementation by benchmarking
the solution against the full order (reference) model.
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4.5.1 PGD algorithm convergence
Section 3.6 has presented the stopping criteria followed for the two iterative pro-
cedures that feature in the PGD offline computation; the Greedy algorithm and the
fixed-point Alternating Direction Scheme. In the Greedy algorithm, the solution is
enriched by modal addition until the amplitude of the most recently computed mode
falls under a specified tolerance, see Section 3.6.2. Figure 4.5 shows the relative amp-
litude (3.17) of a new mode with respect to the accumulated solution, where each
subfigure corresponds to one of the five frequency subdomains and contains the elec-
tromagnetic enEM,N and mechanical amplitudes e
n
M,N for a certain computed mode
n. Both electromagnetic and mechanic convergence curves have a decreasing trend,
although not monotonically decreasing, namely, not always the last computed mode
has a smaller amplitude than the previously computed. This fact results from the
non-orthogonality of the PGD modes, where a new computed mode may contain
new but also redundant information with respect to that contained in the previ-
ously computed modes. Another conclusion that these results suggest is that the
electromagnetic problem seems to converge slightly faster than the mechanical prob-
lem, which makes perfect sense since the resonance phenomenon is associated with
mechanics.
When looking at the frequency subdomains automatically generated by the split-
ting algorithm in Figure 4.4, one could think that some frequency subdomains are
going to be computationally easier for the PGD algorithm, where no singularities are
found. This idea agrees with the Greedy algorithm convergence showed in Figure
4.5, where in the first and last frequency subdomains convergence is reached with
less than 40 modes and with amplitudes smaller than 10−6. Note that although it
looks like the last interval is very close to a singularity (after the range of interest
(0, 5000] Hz), the PGD algorithm does not have to reproduce a solution that is
sharply increasing and decreasing afterwords, which may be the reason why a fast
convergence is also observed in the 6th frequency subdomain.
The second iterative algorithm that features in the offline PGD calculations is
the computation of the spatial and parametric functions within a mode using the
Alternating Directions Scheme (ADS), see Section 4.3.1. The ADS convergence is
measured as (3.14) and Figure 4.6 shows, for a computed mode (one coloured line),
the evolution of the error enFP for each ADS iteration. Similarly to above, each sub-
figure corresponds to one frequency subdomain. Observing the five subfigures it can
be seen that the trend is similar in all frequency subdomains, where some modes are
converging (tolerance set to tolFP = 10
−2) while others do not. Different strategies
can be followed at this point; allowing a greater number of ADS iterations whilst
computing fewer PGD modes containing more accurate information, or computing
more PGD modes with just a few ADS iterations each. For the problems studied in
this thesis, the second approach has been found to be more computationally efficient,
allowing the computation of more PGD modes but only with a few ADS iterations
(order of magnitude of 10). Note that a similar strategy was pursued in [42], where
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(a) Subdomain 1: [1, 3331] Hz.
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(b) Subdomain 2: [3331, 3817] Hz.
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(c) Subdomain 3: [3817, 4017] Hz.





(d) Subdomain 4: [4017, 4582] Hz.






(e) Subdomain 5: [4582, 5000] Hz.
Figure 4.5: Test magnet problem; Greedy algorithm convergence for all frequency
subdomains.
the authors advocate for this technique claiming that it is more efficient to com-
pute a mode that has not reached convergence and let the following modes correct
possible errors rather than trying to compute always a converged mode.
Once both iterative algorithms are stopped, the spatial and parametric modes
are obtained and thus, the offline calculation is complete. Note that in the context
of magneto-mechanical problems featuring resonance, the Greedy algorithm conver-
gence is not a clear indicator that can ensure that the PGD solution will capture
all the singularities in the resonant frequencies. The reason is that enEM,N and e
n
M,N
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(a) Subdomain 1: [1, 3331] Hz.
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(b) Subdomain 2: [3331, 3817] Hz.





(c) Subdomain 3: [3817, 4017] Hz.






(d) Subdomain 4: [4017, 4582] Hz.




(e) Subdomain 5: [4582, 5000] Hz.
Figure 4.6: Test magnet problem; fixed-point alternating direction scheme conver-
gence for all frequency subdomains.
are global measures that consider the solution in the entire frequency subdomain
and thus, small changes such as capturing a particular spike or not will not have a
significant effect on these two convergence quantities. Having said that, the Greedy
algorithm convergences does indicate if the overall solution is being captured with
the already computed modes.
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4.5.2 Modes visualisation
The offline PGD stage is complete when both spatial and parametric modes are
obtained and hence, all terms in (4.4) are known. The online PGD stage is then a
simple operation that can be done in real time, see Section 3.7. Before moving to
the online PGD stage and obtain the desired PGD approximation, the computed
modes, both spatial F (r, z) and parametric G(ω), will be presented and discussed
in this section.
1st mode. 2nd mode. 3rd mode. 4th mode. 5th mode. 6th mode.
7th mode. 8th mode. 9th mode. 10th mode. 11th mode. 12th mode.
Figure 4.7: Test magnet problem; first 12 computed electromagnetic spatial modes
FAφ(r, z) for the first frequency subdomain f ∈ [1, 3331] Hz. Same colour scale for
all subfigures.
The spatial modes F = [FAφ , FUr , FUz ]
T will be split between electromagnetic
component FAφ and module of the two mechanical components FU =
√
F 2Ur + F
2
Uz .
The normalised electromagnetic spatial two-dimensional modes FAφ(r, z) are plotted
in Figure 4.7, where the view has been zoomed in the vicinity of the coils and condu-
cing shields. Note that this figure only presents the first 12 computed modes within
the first frequency subdomain f ∈ [1, 3331] Hz because no additional information
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is obtained from visualising the complete set of computed modes. Moreover, the
computed modes do not include the first Dirichlet mode, which is set such that it
satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Having said that, the plots in Figure
4.7 show a smooth two-dimensional field that is originated in the gradient coils as
expected. Also, these results suggest that the modes do not follow a particular or-
der when being computed and that it is possible that some repeated information is
contained among them.
In a similar way, the normalised two-dimensional mechanical modes FU (r, z) are
presented in Figure 4.8, where similarly than for electromagnetics, a smooth field
is obtained from the ADS algorithm. Another similarity is that it seems that the
computation does not follow a particular order, where a high-frequency mode may
be computed prior to a low-frequency one (see 8th and 9th modes).
1st mode. 2nd mode. 3rd mode. 4th mode. 5th mode. 6th mode.
7th mode. 8th mode. 9th mode. 10th mode. 11th mode. 12th mode.
Figure 4.8: Test magnet problem; first 12 computed mechanical spatial modes
FU (r, z) for the first frequency subdomain f ∈ [1, 3331] Hz. Same colour scale
for all subfigures.
The last computed quantities are the normalised one-dimensional parametric
modes G(ω) represented in Figure 4.9, where again each subfigure represents one
frequency subdomain. A lot of information is contained in this figure, although the
main point is to highlight that these modes are non-smooth in some parts of the 1D
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frequency domain, which suggests that they are indeed containing the information
to detect the resonance singularities in the actual solution. However, thanks to the
automatic splitting in frequency there are no spikes in the first frequency subdomain,
which is by far the largest one.






(a) Subdomain 1: [1, 3331] Hz.









(b) Subdomain 2: [3331, 3817] Hz.









(c) Subdomain 3: [3817, 4017] Hz.









(d) Subdomain 4: [4017, 4582] Hz.









(e) Subdomain 5: [4582, 5000] Hz.
Figure 4.9: Test magnet problem; parametric modes G(ω) computed for each fre-
quency subdomain.
Notice that the changes in G(ω) for a particular frequency subdomain will de-
termine all the spikes of all conducting shields, which means that the parametric
modes G(ω) have to adapt to all conducting components. This will be completely
different when applying the high-dimensional staggered PGD in Chapter 5.
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The combination of the normalised spatial and parametric modes times the
modal amplitudes will provide the PGD approximation of the solution fields as
detailed in Section 3.7.
4.5.3 Validation of the PGD method
Once computed and stored all the modes contained in the PGD definition (4.4),
the online PGD stage can be used in order to interpolate the solution for a given
set of parameters, in this case (r, z, ω). The goal is now to assess and validate the
PGD technique using the full order model as a reference solution. The solution
fields, the vector potential and the mechanical displacements, obtained with both
methodologies, will be compared, but also the main quantities of interest, dissipated
power P 0ΩC and kinetic energy E
k
ΩC , will be computed, since they are of high interest
in an industrial context. Note that all results shown were generated using the user-
defined PGD parameters presented in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.10 shows the comparison between the PGD approximation and the full
order solution for a frequency f = 4000 Hz using three different quantities, the AC
magnetic field BAC0 , the displacement field U and the eddy currents J
e computed as
J e = γEAC . Note that the subscript (·full) and (·PGD) denote that a certain quantity
has been obtained using the full order model or the PGD technique, respectively.
The errors obtained are approximately between 1% and 0.1%, which suggests that
the PGD has been developed and implemented correctly. Moreover, it is interesting
to see the skin depth effect in the eddy current field J e, which appears due to the
high frequency of excitation of the problem (f = 4000 Hz).
Since the integrated quantities (2.34) are extremely relevant in the design stage
of MRI scanners, Figure 4.11 presents the comparison of both, dissipated power and
kinetic energy, between PGD approximation and the full order solution for each
conducting shield, OVC, 77K and 4K. An efficient computation of the integrated
quantities is described in Appendix C. These results clearly show a very high ac-
curate PGD approximation that is able to reproduce all the resonant frequencies
appearing in the full order model. Whilst a high number of full order solutions
are necessary in order to generate the full order model curve, the PGD approxima-
tion only needs the fast online PGD interpolation to interpolate in real-time a high
number of points in the frequency sweep to create the PGD approximation curve.
4.6 Full magnet problem
The full magnet problem consists of a more realistic geometry with closed cylindrical
shells instead of radiation shields. This problem set up is detailed in Section 2.8.2
and it is used as a more accurate representation of a real MRI scanner. The user-
defined PGD parameters for this full magnet geometry are shown in Table 4.3.
Note that all parameters are identical to the previous test magnet problem except
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|BAC0,full| |BAC0,PGD| |BAC0,full| − |BAC0,PGD|






Figure 4.10: Test magnet problem; comparison between PGD approximation and
full order model for f = 4000 Hz.
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Figure 4.11: Test magnet problem; comparison between PGD approximation and
full order model. Plot of dissipated power P 0ΩC and kinetic energy E
k
ΩC in the three
conducting shields OVC, 77K and 4K.
the ones related to the refined PGD. In this section it will be shown that although it
is a more complex geometry, this problem needs fewer modes than the test magnet
geometry in order to obtain an accurate approximation of the solution fields. As it
will be discussed later on, this fact may be related to the smaller size of frequency
subdomains that are computed in this problem.
The frequency splitting algorithm applied to the monolithic PGD has been
presented in Section 4.4 and it has been applied in this geometry in order to split
the global frequency range of interest f ∈ (0, 2000] Hz, see Figure 4.12. Although
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Table 4.3: Full magnet problem; user-defined parameters for the monolithic
frequency-based PGD method.
Global PGD Refined PGD Ωp Ωq
IN tolN IFP tolFP IN tolN IFP tolFP hΩp p ξ hω tol
split
ω
10 10−4 5 10−2 20 10−4 10 10−2 0.25 4 10−3 0.01 5%
this geometry behaves in a completely different way than the previous test problem,
where the resonance phenomenon is now present throughout the entire frequency
spectrum, the automatic frequency splitting algorithm is capable of identifying
the singularities and divide the frequency domain accordingly. The seven result-
ing frequency subdomains are [1, 167], [167, 473], [473, 819], [819, 1154], [1154, 1336],
[1336, 1685] and [1685, 2000] Hz, are now smaller than for the test magnet problem
due to the large amount of singularities. Note that the global frequency range of
interest is reduced for this geometry since the goal is to identify and represent the
solution within the first more dominant resonant modes.
0 500 1000 1500 2000
10-10
10-5
Figure 4.12: Test magnet problem; splitting of the frequency domain to increase
PGD accuracy.
The results for this geometry will follow the same structure as those for the
test magnet problem; first the Greedy algorithm and ADS convergences will be
presented together with the visualisation of the first modes computed, both spatial
and parametric. Finally, the PGD algorithm will be benchmarked and validated
against the full order model.
4.6.1 PGD algorithm convergence
As detailed in Chapter 3, the PGD algorithm consists of two iterative procedures, the
Greedy algorithm and the Alternating Direction Scheme (ADS), that will compute
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the required PGD modes with all the functions appearing in the PGD definition
(4.4). First, the convergence of the Greedy algorithm is presented in Figure 4.13
for the full magnet geometry, where each subfigure corresponds to each one of the
seven frequency subdomains. This figure shows that both physics have a descending
overall trend although it converges faster for the case of electromagnetics. The same
behaviour was obtained in the test magnet problem, see Figure 4.5, which is related
to the fact that resonant singularities only appear in the mechanical problem, which
is indeed the more challenging one. Note however that the mechanical problem
for the full magnet geometry is significantly more challenging than in the previous
test magnet case, where the mechanical mode amplitudes are now reaching values
around 10−2 instead of 10−5.
The ADS is executed within a PGD mode in order to compute the separable
functions in the PGD definition (4.4), in this case F n and Gn. The convergence
obtained after running this iterative process is shown in Figure 4.14, where it can be
seen how some modes reach the specified tolerance (tolN = 10
−2) before exceeding
the maximum number of iterations allowed (IFP = 10). These results are consistent
with what was observed in the test magnet geometry, where the strategy adopted
is to allow just a few iterations, even though all modes may not be fully converged.
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(a) Subdomain 1: [1, 167] Hz.





(b) Subdomain 2: [167, 473] Hz.





(c) Subdomain 3: [473, 819] Hz.






(d) Subdomain 4: [819, 1154] Hz.





(e) Subdomain 5: [1154, 1336] Hz.





(f) Subdomain 6: [1336,1685] Hz.
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(g) Subdomain 7: [1685, 2000] Hz.
Figure 4.13: Full magnet problem; Greedy algorithm convergence for all frequency
subdomains.
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(a) Subdomain 1: [1, 167] Hz.





(b) Subdomain 2: [167, 473] Hz.
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(c) Subdomain 3: [473, 819] Hz.






(d) Subdomain 4: [819, 1154] Hz.




(e) Subdomain 5: [1154, 1336] Hz.
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(f) Subdomain 6: [1336,1685] Hz.




(g) Subdomain 7: [1685, 2000] Hz.
Figure 4.14: Full magnet problem; fixed-point alternating direction scheme conver-
gence for all frequency subdomains.
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4.6.2 Modes visualisation
This section aims to graphically visualise the spatial and parametric PGD modes
computed, which will be used later on in order to approximate the solution fields in
the online PGD stage, see Section 3.7. For the sake of brevity, only the first eight
PGD modes are presented since no additional information would be obtained from




F 2Ur + F
2
Uz . The electromagnetic spatial modes FAφ(r, z) are shown in
Figure 4.15, where both low and high frequency smooth modes are observed. Note
that, similarly than for the test magnet configuration, the modes do not follow any
particular order in terms of sign or frequency.
1st mode. 2nd mode. 3rd mode. 4th mode.
5th mode. 6th mode. 7th mode. 8th mode.
Figure 4.15: Full magnet problem; first 8 computed electromagnetic spatial modes
FAφ(r, z) for the first frequency subdomain f ∈ [1, 167] Hz. All modes have been L2
normalised. Same colour scale for all subfigures.
Figure 4.16 shows the mechanical spatial modes FU (r, z), which are smooth two-
dimensional fields within the conducting shields. Note how each mode acts on
different shields and different areas within the same shield.
The one-dimensional parametric modes G(ω) obtained from the ADS are plotted
in Figure 4.17, with one subfigure per frequency subdomain. In this case is clear that
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1st mode. 2nd mode. 3rd mode. 4th mode.
5th mode. 6th mode. 7th mode. 8th mode.
Figure 4.16: Full magnet problem; first 8 computed mechanical spatial modes
FU (r, z) for the first frequency subdomain f ∈ [1, 167] Hz. All modes have been
L2 normalised. Same colour scale for all subfigures.
the information related to the resonant modes is contained within the parametric
modes since non-smooth behaviour is observed. Also note that the parametric modes
are the same for all shields, so G(ω) has to represent all singularities contained in
the three conducting shields appearing in the computational domain. These results
agree with the conclusions reached for the test magnet problem.
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(a) Subdomain 1: [1, 167] Hz.







(b) Subdomain 2: [167,473] Hz.








(c) Subdomain 3: [473, 819] Hz.








(d) Subdomain 4: [819, 1154] Hz.







(e) Subdomain 5: [1154, 1336] Hz.







(f) Subdomain 6: [1336,1685] Hz.








(g) Subdomain 7: [1685, 2000] Hz.
Figure 4.17: Full magnet problem; first 8 computed normalised parametric modes
G(ω) for each frequency subdomain.
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4.6.3 Validation of the PGD method
Once the PGD definition (4.4) is computed and store, the online PGD stage inter-
polates the solution fields for the desired set of parameters, in this case (r, z, ω). The
goal of this section is to benchmark and validate the PGD implementation using the
full order model as a reference solution.
(a) |BAC0,full|. (b) |BAC0,PGD|. (c) e = |BAC0,full| − |BAC0,PGD|.
(d) |Ufull|. (e) |UPGD|. (f) e = |Ufull| − |UPGD|.
Figure 4.18: Full magnet problem; comparison between solution fields obtained using
the full order model (·full) and the PGD approach (·PGD). Visualisation of |BAC0 |
around the gradient coils and |U | in the conducting shields for a frequency of 100
Hz.
The first study is to interpolate the vector potential and the displacement fields
for a given value of the angular frequency ω, so it can be compared with the corres-
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ponding full order solution for the same ω. This study is presented in Figure 4.18,
where it can be seen the PGD approximation and the full order model agree for
both physics with errors of approximately 1-10%.
However, the main quantities of interest are the integrated dissipated power P 0ΩC
an the kinetic energy EkΩC defined in (2.34). Therefore, the second study will be
to exploit the fast online PGD stage in order to compute a value of the integrated
quantities for several angular frequencies ω, being able to sweep over the entire
global frequency range of interest.
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Figure 4.19: Full magnet problem; comparison between PGD approximation and
full order model. Plot of dissipated power P 0ΩC and kinetic energy E
k
ΩC in the three
conducting shields OVC, 77K and 4K.
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In Figure 4.19, both quantities, dissipated power and kinetic energy, are presen-
ted for each shield in the range [1, 2000] Hz. These results demonstrate a complete
agreement between PGD approximation and full order (reference) solution, being
able to locate and capture all the resonant modes together with the solution between
them. This fact suggests that the algorithm is robust since it can deal with different
more demanding complex geometries.
4.7 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented a new Reduced Order Modelling Proper Generalised De-
composition (ROM-PGD) method to help speed up the MRI design phase, improving
the optimisation workflow through a real-time, multiple-query, frequency-based en-
abled online stage. The work has focused on using the external exciting frequency as
an additional parameter of the offline higher-dimensional parametric solution per-
mitting frequency spectra for kinetic energy and dissipated power to be efficiently
queried in the online stage. The ROM-PGD methodology has been derived for the
coupled electro-magneto-mechanical problem of interest and a regularised-adaptive
methodology has been introduced to account for the numerical singularities asso-
ciated with the ill-conditioning of the discrete system in the vicinity of resonant
modes. A key advantage of this approach is the fact that the major computational
expense takes place during the offline stage, whilst the online stage can be resolved in
real-time and through user-friendly app interfaces, such as that shown in Appendix
E.
Consequently, this chapter has achieved the objectives “To develop a frequency-
based PGD formulation for coupled magneto-mechanical problems”, “To propose a
regularised-adaptive strategy in order to increase the PGD accuracy and robustness”
and “To develop a graphical user interface for the online PGD stage that can be used
in the industry environment”. The further consideration of optimisation parameters
such as the magnetic conductivity, the strength of the static magnetic field or the
thicknesses of the conducting shields constitute the following chapters of this thesis,
in the search of a surrogate digital twin model which allows for real-time simulations,
thus minimising human intervention.






A novel frequency-based PGD technique has been presented in Chapter 4, see [88], in
order to conduct real time evaluations of the performance of an MRI scanner when
subjected to frequency dependent magnetic excitations. The aim of this chapter
is to greatly enhance the flexibility of this PGD metamodel, by incorporating in
addition to the already existing angular frequency ω, further parameters of interest
into the query process, namely, the electrical conductivity γ and the strength of the
static magnetic field B0, computed as B0 = max(
∣∣BDC0 |r=0
∣∣). With this in mind, the
solution domain Ω is expressed as the outer product of the spatial meridian (r, z)
space Ωp times the parametric domain Ωq as Ω = Ωp × Ωq. Whilst in Chapter 4
the parametric domain exclusively contained the one-dimensional frequency domain
Ωq = Ωω, in this chapter, the parametric domain is extended to further incorporate
the electrical conductivity and the strength of the magnetic field as Ωq = Ωω ×
Ωγ × ΩB0 . Note that this chapter considers the staggered formulation presented
in Section 2.5.2, to which the PGD will be applied. This will allow to compare
both monolithic and staggered formulations and discuss possible advantages for the
problem. Finally, this chapter also includes a comparison between the a priori PGD
and the a posteriori POD methods, both benchmarked against the full order model.
The objectives discussed in this chapter are “To extend the frequency-based PGD
formulation to a higher-dimensional problem including now material parameters”,
“To exploit the staggered nature of the coupled problem at hand” and “To assess and
compare the a priori PGD and the a posteriori POD methods against the full order
model”. The formulation and results of this chapter are contained in the publication
of the author of this thesis in [91].
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5.2 High-dimensional parametric space
The conductivity of the embedded shields is a key parameter that is typically mod-
ified (in a continuous fashion) during the design stage of an MRI scanner. The
approach followed in order to vary the conductivities of the mechanical components
consists of introducing a scalar coefficient αγ ∈ [0.5, 2] that scales the reference con-
ductivities γ of all shields. In addition, the strength of the static magnetic field B0,
measured in Teslas [T], refers to the maximum value of the magnitude of the back-
ground static magnetic field BDC0 along the r = 0 axis. This parameter is used to
classify MRI scanners and indicate the overall strength of the equipment, with typ-
ical commercial values for B0 currently at 1.5, 3 and 7 T. Therefore, a further scalar
coefficient αB0 ∈ [1, 7] is introduced in order to scale the strength of the static field
BDC0 . Finally, the dependency of the solution field Q upon the high-dimensional
parametric space will be denoted as Q = Q (r, z, ω, γ, B0).
Due to the staggered nature of the coupled governing differential equations sum-
marised in (2.1), we advocate in this chapter a sequential solution procedure where
the electromagnetic governing equations are solved first (in terms of the magnetic
vector potential Aφ) followed by the solution of the mechanical governing equations
(in terms of the displacement field U). This staggered solution procedure will be
shown to greatly enhance the computational convergence (i.e. robustness and speed)
of the PGD algorithm, especially when considering more than a single parameter of
interest (as it was the case in Chapter 4).
As it was already shown in previous works [32, 33, 77, 88], numerical singular-
ities in the vicinity of the conductors’ resonant modes can arise when simulating
the coupled magneto-mechanical problem. Due to the existence of these resonant
phenomena, an automatic regularised-adaptive frequency PGD splitting technique
has been introduced in Section 4.4 in order to accurately capture the location of the
resonant modes. In [88], this splitting procedure was shown to be fundamental1 in
order to reconstruct, in real time, frequency response spectra for a series of (integ-
rated) magnitudes of industrial interest (i.e. kinetic energy and dissipated power).
Naturally, when employing a sequential PGD solution strategy, as will be the case
in this work, different frequency (splitting) intervals can be considered when solving
the electromagnetic (domain ΩAω ) and mechanical (domain Ω
u
ω) physics, separately.
This is diagrammatically depicted in Figure 5.1 where, as an example, for a single
frequency domain of interest in the electromagnetics problem, namely ΩAω , three fre-




ω are used for the mechanical problem. This will
always be the case, namely, the frequency range requires a higher level of discretisa-
tion (and possibly splitting) for the solution of the mechanical equations than for
the solution of the electromagnetic equations (due to the presence of singularities
in the former equations). This important consideration implies that non-matching
1As it is expected, these sharp changes in the kinetic energy and dissipated power can make
extremely challenging the convergence of the PGD algorithm due to the ill-conditioning of the
resulting PGD system in the proximity of these resonant modes.
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parametric (frequency) meshes might be necessary when using the PGD algorithm
in both physics separately. This will require the use of one-dimensional mortar
integrals, see Section 5.4.2 and Appendix B for further details.
Ω!












Figure 5.1: Different parametric domains for electromagnetics and mechanics due
to adaptive splitting PGD technique.
5.3 Augmented weak formulation
Electromagnetics
The axisymmetric weak form of the electromagnetic problem is formulated in the
high-dimensional space Ωp × ΩAq (the upper index (·)A is used to emphasise the
electromagnetics parametric domain). Note that there is no dependency on B0 in the
electromagnetic weak formulation (2.23) and, thus, the electromagnetic parametric
domain can be denoted as ΩAq = Ω
A
ω ×ΩAγ . The high-dimensional version of the full
order weak form (2.23) can be written as: Find Aφ(r, z, ω, γ) ∈ X (Aφ,D) such that2







WAK(a, b) dω dγ, (5.2a)












SA(b) dω dγ, (5.2c)
and
X (Aφ,D) := {Aφ : Aφ ∈ H1(Ωp×ΩAω ×ΩAγ ),Aφ = Aφ,D on ∂Ωp,D ×ΩAω ×ΩAγ }. (5.3)
2The formulation presented in this chapter is an extension of the previously developed frequency-
based PGD formulation [88] in Chapter 4, where now the problem is integrated in a higher-
dimensional space Ωp × Ωq.
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Mechanics
In the context of a typical MRI scanner configuration, it is often considered that
the conducting shields are isolated from each other, see Figure 5.2. Therefore, when
solving the mechanical governing equations, the shields can be solved individually
(in parallel) and then proceed to assemble the mechanical response of the MRI
system all together if needed. With this in mind, this section describes the under-
lying mechanical governing equations for a single conducting shielding component,








Figure 5.2: Typical axisymmetric MRI scanner geometry; presence of multiple
(NC = 3) isolated conducting components ΩCp embedded in a truncated non-
conducting domain Ωp.
The high-dimensional axisymmetric augmented weak form of the mechanical
problem is formulated over a higher-dimensional space ΩCp ×Ωuq ,3 where Ωuq = Ωuω ×
Ωuγ × ΩuB0 (the upper index (·)u is used to emphasise the mechanical parametric
domain) as: Find U(r, z, ω, γ, B0) ∈ Y(UD) such that

























ω2W uM(a, b) dω dγ dB0, (5.5c)
3Only the conducting spatial domain ΩCp is considered for the mechanical problem, instead of
the entire spatial domain Ωp used for electromagnetics.









W uAK (a, b) dω dγ dB0, (5.5d)
and
Y(UD) := {U : U ∈ (H1(ΩCp ×Ωuω×Ωuγ×ΩuB0))2,U = UD on ∂ΩCp,D×Ωuω×Ωuγ×ΩuB0}.
(5.6)
Note that no direct dependency on the electric conductivity γ can be observed
in any of the terms in (5.5). However, since the magnetic potential is γ-dependent,
namely Aφ = Aφ(r, z, ω, γ), integration over Ωuγ is required in the above definitions
in order to accommodate the right-hand side term Su(Aφ, δU) in (5.5d).
5.4 PGD for magneto-mechanical problems
This section contains the PGD formulation, see Chapter 3, particularised for the
coupled magneto-mechanical problem of study, see Chapter 2. The electromagnetic
PGD formulation is first presented followed by the PGD description for mechanics.
In addition, the workflow of the PGD solver is presented together with the finite
element discretisation of the system of equations obtained after applying the PGD
method.
5.4.1 PGD formulation for electromagnetics
The PGD method is applied to the AC electromagnetic problem (5.1) by approx-
imating the scalar potential field Aφ with a separable expression. The general high-
dimensional PGD definition for a vector field Q , see (3.4), is particularised for the
electromagnetic scalar potential Aφ as










where NA is the total number of electromagnetic modes computed, the spatial modes
Fn(r, z) appearing in (3.4) reduce to F nAφ(r, z)4, the parametric modes are Gn1 (w1) =
GnAφ(ω) and Gn2 (w2) = HnAφ(γ) and the modal weight becomes βn = βnAφ . The nth
accumulated solution is then









Aφ(γ) + fAφ(r, z)gAφ(ω)hAφ(γ)
= An−1φ (r, z, ω, γ) + fAφ(r, z)gAφ(ω)hAφ(γ),
(5.8)
where, as mentioned in Section 3.3, the uppercase and lowercase fonts indicate con-
verged and non-converged quantities in the process of a fixed-point ADS algorithm.
4Note that the general separable expression for a vector field q (3.4) is reduced to a scalar field
Aφ and thus, the vectorial function Fn(r, z) becomes the scalar function FnAφ(r, z).
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A suitable (compatible) test function can be introduced as
δAφ = δfAφgAφhAφ + fAφδgAφhAφ + fAφgAφδhAφ . (5.9)
The two expressions (5.8) and (5.9) can be now substituted into the electromag-
netic weak form (5.1), allowing the problem to be formulated as: Find (fAφ , gAφ , hAφ) ∈
X(0)× Z(ΩAω )× Z(ΩAγ ) such that
RfAφ (δfAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ) +RgAφ (δgAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ)
+RhAφ (δhAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ) = 0,
(5.10)
∀(δfAφ , δgAφ , δhAφ) ∈ X(0) × Z(ΩAω ) × Z(ΩAγ ), where Z(Ω) = L2(Ω) and the three
electromagnetic residual forms are defined as
RfAφ (δfAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ) : =WAK(fAφgAφhAφ , δfAφgAφhAφ)
+ iWAC (fAφgAφhAφ , δfAφgAφhAφ)
− SA(δfAφgAφhAφ) +WAK(An−1φ , δfAφgAφhAφ)
+ iWAC (An−1φ , δfAφgAφhAφ),
(5.11a)
RgAφ (δgAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ) : =WAK(fAφgAφhAφ , fAφδgAφhAφ)
+ iWAC (fAφgAφhAφ , fAφδgAφhAφ)
− SA(fAφδgAφhAφ) +WAK(An−1φ , fAφδgAφhAφ)
+ iWAC (An−1φ , fAφδgAφhAφ),
(5.11b)
RhAφ (δhAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ) : =WAK(fAφgAφhAφ , fAφgAφδhAφ)
+ iWAC (fAφgAφhAφ , fAφgAφδhAφ)
− SA(fAφgAφδhAφ) +WAK(An−1φ , fAφgAφδhAφ)
+ iWAC (An−1φ , fAφgAφδhAφ).
(5.11c)
Regarding the implementation of the electromagnetic problem (5.10), this can
be formulated using the concept of directional derivatives [84], where the problem is
solved by incrementally updating the solution fields fAφ , gAφ and hAφ . As mentioned
in Section 3.3, the solver exploits a fixed-point ADS in order to efficiently converge
within every modal component of the PGD solution. The detailed formulation and
its implementation is presented in the following sections.
5.4.2 PGD formulation for mechanics
In a similar manner to electromagnetics, the PGD methodology approximates the
displacement field U using a separable representation. In this case, the generic
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high-dimensional PGD definition (3.4) becomes













where Nu is the number of mechanical modes computed and the terms appearing in
the general PGD definition (3.4) become βn = βnU , Fn(r, z) = F nU (r, z), Gn1 (w1) =
GnU (ω), Gn2 (w2) = HnU (γ) and Gn3 (w3) = LnU (B0). Considering a particular modal
component n, the accumulated solution field is written as











U (B0) + fU (r, z)gU (ω)hU (γ)lU (B0)
= Un−1(r, z, ω, γ, B0) + fU (r, z)gU (ω)hU (γ)lU (B0),
(5.13)
where a suitable (compatible) test function can be introduced as
δU = δfUgUhU lU + fUδgUhU lU + fUgUδhU lU + fUgUhUδlU . (5.14)
These two expressions (5.13) and (5.14) can be substituted into the mechanical
augmented weak form (5.4) together with the electromagnetic PGD definition (5.7),
allowing the problem to be formulated as: Find (fU , gU , hU , lU ) ∈ Y (0) × Z(Ωuω) ×
Z(Ωuγ)× Z(ΩuB0) such that
RfU (δfU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) +RgU (δgU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )
+RhU (δhU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) +RlU (δlU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) = 0,
(5.15)
∀(δfU , δgU , δhU , δlU ) ∈ Y (0) × Z(Ωuω) × Z(Ωuγ) × Z(ΩuB0) and the four mechanical
residual forms are defined as
RfU (δfU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) : =WuK(fUgUhU lU , δfUgUhU lU )
+ iWuC(fUgUhU lU , δfUgUhU lU )
−WuM(fUgUhU lU , δfUgUhU lU )
+ Su(ANAφ , δfUgUhU lU ) +WuK(Un−1, δfUgUhU lU )
+ iWuC(Un−1, δfUgUhU lU )−WuM(Un−1, δfUgUhU lU ),
(5.16a)
RgU (δgU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) : =WuK(fUgUhU lU ,fUδgUhU lU )
+ iWuC(fUgUhU lU ,fUδgUhU lU )
−WuM(fUgUhU lU ,fUδgUhU lU )
+ Su(ANAφ ,fUδgUhU lU ) +WuK(Un−1,fUδgUhU lU )
+ iWuC(Un−1,fUδgUhU lU )−WuM(Un−1,fUδgUhU lU ),
(5.16b)
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RhU (δhU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) : =WuK(fUgUhU lU ,fUgUδhU lU )
+ iWuC(fUgUhU lU ,fUgUδhU lU )
−WuM(fUgUhU lU ,fUgUδhU lU )
+ Su(ANAφ ,fUgUδhU lU ) +WuK(Un−1,fUgUδhU lU )
+ iWuC(Un−1,fUgUδhU lU )−WuM(Un−1,fUgUδhU lU ),
(5.16c)
RlU (δlU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) : =WuK(fUgUhU lU ,fUgUhUδlU )
+ iWuC(fUgUhU lU ,fUgUhUδlU )
−WuM(fUgUhU lU ,fUgUhUδlU )
+ Su(ANAφ ,fUgUhUδlU ) +WuK(Un−1,fUgUhUδlU )
+ iWuC(Un−1,fUgUhUδlU )−WuM(Un−1,fUgUhUδlU ).
(5.16d)
The mechanical problem (5.15) is solved following an analogous procedure to
that for electromagnetics, see (5.10), where further details can be found in the fol-
lowing sections. Note that in the case of the mechanical problem, input information
arising from the electromagnetic problem is needed, see the right-hand side in (5.4),
which leads to the introductions of so-called mortar integral due to the possibility
of considering different levels of discretisation in the parametric domains, as shown
in Section 5.2. The numerical treatment of these mortar integrals is discussed and
formulated in Appendix B.
5.4.3 Staggered PGD solver
The PGD solver described above exploits the staggered nature of the coupled magneto-
mechanical problem (2.1), by solving the coupled magneto-mechanical problem in
a sequential manner, as the workflow describes in Figure 5.3 where, the high-
dimensional AC electromagnetic problem (5.10) is solved first in order to obtain
a separable representation for the scalar potential ANAφ . Subsequently, the high-
dimensional AC mechanical problem (5.15) is solved for each mechanical compon-
ent, until the complete mechanical response UNu is obtained. The offline stage of
the PGD method ends when the separable expressions for both physics ANAφ and
UNu are obtained and stored for future online postprocessing.
5.4.4 Alternating direction scheme
Electromagnetics
The electromagnetic residuals defined in (5.11) can be expanded taking advantage
of the separability of the terms, see (5.8). Hence, these residuals can be shown to
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Global problem
K,C,M and s from FEM
Electromagnetics (A)
KAA,CAA,MAA and sA
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Figure 5.3: Flow chart algorithm; description of the staggered PGD nature. The
continuous and discrete formulations are detailed in Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.5.
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RhAφ (δhAφ ; A
n−1
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A
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1 associated with the parametric domain Ωq are








Ha0 (b, c) :=
∫
Ωaγ





where the upper index (·)a defines the domain of integration (i.e. (·)A for electro-
magnetics or (·)u for mechanics). The high-dimensional electromagnetic problem













Aφ + ∆hAφ , (5.19)
where the concept of directional derivatives [84] is used to formulate the problem
as: Find (∆fAφ ,∆gAφ ,∆hAφ) ∈ X(0)× Z(ΩAω )× Z(ΩAγ ) such that
DRfAφ (δfAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ)[∆fAφ ] = −RfAφ (δfAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ), (5.20a)
DRgAφ (δgAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ)[∆gAφ ] = −RgAφ (δgAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ), (5.20b)
DRhAφ (δhAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ)[∆hAφ ] = −RhAφ (δhAφ ; A
n−1
φ , fAφ , gAφ , hAφ), (5.20c)
∀(δfAφ , δgAφ , δhAφ) ∈ X(0) × Z(ΩAω ) × Z(ΩAγ ), where the directional derivatives are
defined as
DRfAφ (δfAφ ; A
n−1




0 (gAφ , gAφ)H
A
0 (hAφ , hAφ)
+ iWAC (∆fAφ , δfAφ)G
A
1 (gAφ , gAφ)H
A
1 (hAφ , hAφ),
(5.21a)
DRgAφ (δgAφ ; A
n−1




0 (∆gAφ , δgAφ)H
A
0 (hAφ , hAφ)
+ iWAC (fAφ , fAφ)G
A
1 (∆gAφ , δgAφ)H
A
1 (hAφ , hAφ),
(5.21b)
DRhAφ (δhAφ ; A
n−1




0 (gAφ , gAφ)H
A
0 (∆hAφ , δhAφ)
+ iWAC (fAφ , fAφ)G
A
1 (gAφ , gAφ)H
A
1 (∆hAφ , δhAφ).
(5.21c)
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Mechanics
The mechanical residual forms defined in (5.16) can be expanded by using the
separability introduced in (5.13). The separated expression of the spatial two-
dimensional residual RfU (δfU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) and the three parametric one-
dimensional residuals RgU (δgU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ), RhU (δhU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )
and RlU (δlU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ) are5
RfU = W uK(fU , δfU )Gu0(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , lU )
+ iW uC(fU , δfU )G
u
2(gU , gU )H
u
0 (hU , hU )L
u
0(lU , lU )







































U , lU )
+ iW uK(F
[m]
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RgU = W uK(fU ,fU )Gu0(gU , δgU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , lU )
+ iW uC(fU ,fU )G
u
2(gU , δgU )H
u
0 (hU , hU )L
u
0(lU , lU )






















































U , lU )




RhU = W uK(fU ,fU )Gu0(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , δhU )Lu0(lU , lU )
+ iW uC(fU ,fU )G
u
2(gU , gU )H
u
0 (hU , δhU )L
u
0(lU , lU )






















































U , lU )




5The explicit dependency of the residuals has been dropped for simplicity.
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RlU = W uK(fU ,fU )Gu0(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , δlU )
+ iW uC(fU ,fU )G
u
2(gU , gU )H
u
0 (hU , hU )L
u
0(lU , δlU )






















































U , δlU )




where the terms related to the parametric domain Ωq are defined following the same

































U + ∆lU ,
(5.24)
where the directional derivative definition [84] is used to formulate the problem as:
Find
(∆fU ,∆gU ,∆hU ,∆lU ) ∈ Y (0)× Z(Ωuω)× Z(Ωuγ)× Z(ΩuB0) such that
DRfU (δfU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )[∆fU ] = −RfU (δfU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ), (5.25a)
DRgU (δgU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )[∆gU ] = −RgU (δgU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ), (5.25b)
DRhU (δhU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )[∆hU ] = −RhU (δhU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ), (5.25c)
DRlU (δlU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )[∆lU ] = −RlU (δlU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU ), (5.25d)
∀(δfU , δgU , δhU , δlU ) ∈ Y (0) × Z(Ωuω) × Z(Ωuγ) × Z(ΩuB0), where the directional
derivatives are found to be
DRfU (δfU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )[∆fU ] = W uK(fU , δfU )Gu0(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , lU )
+ iW uC(fU , δfU )G
u
2(gU , gU )H
u
0 (hU , hU )L
u
0(lU , lU )
−W uM(fU , δfU )Gu2(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , lU ),
(5.26a)
DRgU (δgU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )[∆gU ] = W uK(fU ,fU )Gu0(gU , δgU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , lU )
+ iW uC(fU ,fU )G
u
2(gU , δgU )H
u
0 (hU , hU )L
u
0(lU , lU )
−W uM(fU ,fU )Gu2(gU , δgU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , lU ),
(5.26b)
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DRhU (δhU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )[∆hU ] = W uK(fU ,fU )Gu0(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , δhU )Lu0(lU , lU )
+ iW uC(fU ,fU )G
u
2(gU , gU )H
u
0 (hU , δhU )L
u
0(lU , lU )
−W uM(fU ,fU )Gu2(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , δhU )Lu0(lU , lU ),
(5.26c)
DRlU (δlU ;Un−1,fU , gU , hU , lU )[∆lU ] = W uK(fU ,fU )Gu0(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , δlU )
+ iW uC(fU ,fU )G
u
2(gU , gU )H
u
0 (hU , hU )L
u
0(lU , δlU )
−W uM(fU ,fU )Gu2(gU , gU )Hu0 (hU , hU )Lu0(lU , δlU ).
(5.26d)
5.4.5 Finite element discretisation
A finite element discretisation, see Section 2.6, of the described formulation has to
be performed in order to obtain the separable PGD expression. Following the same
procedure than in previous sections, the discretisation of the problem is structured
in two different sections for electromagnetics and mechanics.
Electromagnetics
The standard Galerkin FEM discretisation [28] is carried out in order to numerically
solve the described electromagnetic problem. The global discretised version of (5.20)


























∆hAφ = −RhAφ (fAφ , gAφ , hAφ), (5.27c)
where the Roman (non-italic) font denotes a certain discretised quantity. The dis-
cretised version of the residuals is
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and where the scalar quantities are defined as
gA0 := G
A
0 (gAφ , gAφ),
gA1 := G
A




















0 (hAφ , hAφ),
hA1 := H
A


















kA := WAK(fAφ , fAφ),
cA := WAC (fAφ , fAφ),









The standard Galerkin FEM discretisation process [28] is used in order to obtain the
discrete solution of the mechanical problem. Thus, equations (5.25) are expressed












u − gu2hu0 lu0Mu
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∆lU = −RlU (fU , gU , hU , lU ), (5.30d)
with
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and where the scalar quantities are defined as
gu0 := G
u
0(gU , gU ),
gu2 := G
u





















Aφ , gU ),
hu0 := H
u














Aφ , hU ),
lu0 := L
u
0(lU , lU ),
lu1 := L
u





















Aφ , lU ),
ku := W uK(fU ,fU ),
cu := W uC(fU ,fU ),
mu := W uM(fU ,fU ),
ku,[m] := W uK(F
[m]
U ,fU ),
cu,[m] := W uC(F
[m]
U ,fU ),








Note that the integration of the parametric quantities Gu0(G
[m]




Aφ , hU )
and Lu1(L
[m]
Aφ , lU ) involves the use of one-dimensional mortar integrals which are de-
tailed in Appendix B.
5.5 Staggered versus monolithic PGD techniques
This Chapter follows the PGD methodology, detailed in Chapter 3, applied to a
staggered coupled magneto-mechanical problem. However, a different strategy has
been followed in Chapter 4, where the PGD technique has been implemented sim-
ultaneously to both physics in a monolithic manner. This section will compare the
approaches focusing on the advantages of exploiting the staggered nature of the
magneto-mechanical problem (2.1) by comparing it with the monolithic approach.
The convergence of the PGD methodology is often measured by the contribution
of the last computed mode [21]. This means that, if the last computed mode has
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a weight that is small enough, this particular mode will not be as important when
compared to the previously accumulated ones and, therefore, the Greedy algorithm
can be safely stopped. The so-called error norms used to quantify this modal contri-
bution are defined in (4.15). These error norms give an overall idea of the efficiency
of the PGD algorithm and, thus, they are useful in order to compare the previously
published monolithic approach [88] against the new staggered PGD approach, see
Figure 5.4.
For the electromagnetic equations (Figure 5.4 left), two convergence curves are
presented, monolithic PGD eAmono and staggered PGD e
A
stag. It is clear that the
staggered PGD approach converges considerably faster and to a lower modal contri-
bution. As for the mechanics equations (Figure 5.4 right), one convergence curve is
displayed for the monolithic PGD eumono model and three additional curves for the







that in this case the total number of modes is actually the same for both approaches,
60 modes for the monolithic PGD approach and 20 · 3 = 60 for the staggered PGD
approach. However, recall that for the staggered PGD approach, the time required
for the computation of each mode is lower as a result of considering every shield
individually (in parallel). Moreover, the error norms converge to a lower modal con-
tribution. All in all, from these results it can be concluded that the staggered PGD
methodology offers a very competitive alternative in terms of accuracy, robustness
and computational time.












Figure 5.4: Test magnet problem; Last mode contribution for electromagnetics eA
and mechanics eu. Comparison between monolithic PGD emono and staggered PGD
estag approaches. Both PGD algorithms only depending on space (r, z) and frequency
ω with no splitting in the frequency domain.
An additional benefit of the staggered PGD approach that must be emphasised is
the flexibility of the PGD algorithm, enabling to set different control parameters for
electromagnetics and mechanics and allowing the automatic split of the frequency
domain only for the mechanics. This flexibility permits the use of different conver-
gence criteria for the PGD, concentrating the computational effort where it is truly
needed.
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5.5.1 Staggered adaptive frequency splitting
The automatic adaptive frequency splitting [88] for the monolithic PGD approach
has been presented in Section 4.4, where the PGD algorithm is used to identify the
excited resonant modes and split the frequency domain accordingly. The monolithic
PGD algorithm was very sensitive to the frequency subdomain, where each subin-
terval had to contain a few natural frequencies as centred as possible. However,
with the staggered PGD approach presented in this chapter, the algorithm becomes
more robust and it is possible to apply a simpler splitting procedure based on the
location of the smallest and largest eigenvalues of the mechanical problem contained
within the frequency range of interest.








Figure 5.5: Test magnet problem; natural frequencies (red) obtained from eigen-
value analysis and frequency subdomains (black) defined through frequency split-
ting. Right figure shows a zoomed view in the resonance region (red rectangle). Full
order model results (blue) shown for a mesh of 2.9K triangular elements using a
polynomial order p = 4.
As displayed in Figure 5.5, a complete eigenvalue analysis of the problem is too
generic and does not actually provide reliable information about the truly excited
resonant frequencies. Instead, frequencies with high multiplicity and non-excited
resonance frequencies may be obtained. For the implementation of the staggered
PGD algorithm, the first and last eigenvalues inside the frequency range of interest
are computed, which will define the resonance region of our problem. Once this
region is located, uniform splitting is performed using a user-defined tolerance tolsplitω
that sets the maximum size of the frequency subdomains in the resonance area.
The above eigenvalue analysis is not a computational burden as a result of (i) the
consideration of each individual conducting shield one at a time, see Section 5.3,
and (ii) the need to extract only the maximum and minimum values within the
frequency range of interest.
The main advantage of this simpler automatic adaptive frequency splitting is its
computational efficiency, where the cost of computing two eigenvalues of a small
(single shield) mechanical system is radically smaller than the computation of few
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Figure 5.6: Test magnet problem; comparison between staggered (black dashed
lines) and monolithic (grey dashed lines) frequency splitting algorithms. Full order
model results (blue) shown for a mesh of 2.9K triangular elements using a polynomial
order p = 4.
PGD solutions for the entire coupled problem. Moreover, the new eigenvalue-based
frequency splitting results in a lower overall number of frequency subdomains and
thus, a smaller number of times that the PGD algorithm has to be executed. This
fact is graphically shown in Figure 5.6, where the total number of frequency sub-
domains has been decreased from five to three. Also it is interesting to see from
the figure that both splitting algorithms detect the exact same resonance region
(between 3300 and 5000 Hz approximately) and hence, the first frequency subdo-
main is practically the same for both. On the other hand, it is clearly seen in the
resonance area that the staggered splitting consists in a uniform refinement (defined
by the tolerance) while the monolithic splitting tries to capture fewer picks as centred
as possible for each subdomain. Note that the monolithic frequency splitting is the
one presented in Figure 4.4.
5.6 Test magnet problem
The first problem considered in order to validate and assess the staggered high-
dimensional PGD algorithm is the test magnet geometry described in Section 2.8.1.
For this problem, two ROM techniques, PGD and EM-POD, will be compared
against the full order model, focusing on the computational advantages of each
method.
5.6.1 ROM techniques on the electromagnetic problem
The Electro-Magnetic Proper Orthogonal Decomposition method (EM-POD) was
developed in [49], where the electromagnetic problem is approximated with the
EM-POD solution while the mechanical equations are solved using the full order
model. The details of the EM-POD formulation are presented in Appendix A.
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The reason for only approximating the electromagnetic equations is that no benefit
would be obtained by using the POD algorithm for mechanics, as a similar number
of snapshots to that of a full order model was needed in order to accurately capture
the location of the resonance (mechanical) singularities. Therefore, this section only
considers the uncoupled electromagnetic equations to compare both PGD and EM-
POD strategies against the full order model. PGD and EM-POD are presented
in Chapter 3 and Appendix A, respectively, and they are implemented herein for
the electromagnetic problem of the test magnet geometry, in order to approximate
the scalar magnetic potential field Aφ = Aφ(r, z, ω, γ) dependent upon the spatial
domain (r, z) and two extra parameters, namely, the angular frequency ω and the
electric conductivity γ.
Regarding PGD, see Figure 3.1, the user-defined parameters are presented in
Table 5.1, where due to the sequential nature of the solution process, some of these
PGD input parameters use the superscript (·A) or (·u) to denote whether they refer to
the electromagnetic or mechanical problems, respectively. Note that these paramet-
ers have been already defined for Table 4.1 in Section 4.4, where the only difference
is that, for the staggered high-dimensional PGD method, only one PGD algorithm
is executed, whereas the monolithic PGD technique needed first a global and then a
refined PGD algorithm run. Moreover, the new high-dimensional parametric space
considers not only the angular frequency ω but also the electric conductivities γ and
the strength of the static field B0.
Table 5.1: Electromagnetic test magnet problem; user-defined parameters for the
staggered high-dimensional PGD method.
PGD parameters Parametric domains Spatial domain
IAN tol
A
N IFP tolFP hω hγ hΩp p ξ
40 10−4 10 10−2 2 · 10−5 6 · 10−3 5 · 10−3 4 10−3
Regarding EM-POD, see Figure A.1 in Appendix A, the algorithm is initiated
given a series of snapshots computed using the electromagnetic full order model,
which in this case consists of a combination of 23 frequencies f snap and 3 scaling of
the electric conductivity αsnapγ that make up a total of 69 snapshots (Ns = 69). Note
that an optimum frequency sampling for this problem requires a non-evenly spaced
(in frequency) set of snapshots, clustered near the low frequency region. Indeed (this
will be shown subsequently) the electromagnetic problem varies more rapidly in the
low frequency range and, thus, this a priori knowledge of the problem at hand can
be used to optimise the number and location of snapshots needed. The TSVD is
applied on the set of stored snapshots and truncated after 20 modes (M = 20). In
addition, the mesh size hΩp , the polynomial order p and the damping ratio ξ are also
required. This information regarding the EM-POD set-up is summarised in Table
5.2.
PGD and EM-POD, see Figure 3.1 and A.1, respectively, are then run and com-
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Table 5.2: Electromagnetic test magnet problem; user-defined parameters for the
EM-POD method. Quantity f snap = [fmin : ∆f : fmax] defined through minimum
fmin and maximum fmax frequencies and spacing ∆f .
EM-POD parameters Snapshots
fsnap [Hz] αsnapγ Ns M hΩp p ξ
[10 : 80 : 1000, 1400 : 400 : 5000] [0.5, 1.25, 2] 69 20 5 · 10−3 4 10−3
pared against the full order (reference) solution. Figure 5.7a shows three different
cases, each one consisting of a frequency sweep, for three different values of the
scaling of the electric conductivity αγ. The agreement between the different tech-
niques is clearly observed and, hence, the implementation of PGD and EM-POD is
validated. Moreover, the error introduced by either of the ROM techniques is negli-
gible and, crucially, controllable by the various tolerance values used in the analyses.
As noted above, the scalar magnetic potential field is smooth throughout the entire
frequency spectrum but with a sharp gradient observable in the low frequency range.
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
10-6
10-5
(a) Three different cases (αγ = 0.5, αγ = 1
and αγ = 1.5). Plot of the L
2 norm of the
scalar potential field in the OVC conducting
shield |Aφ|L2(ΩCOV C).







(b) Total computational time required for
each method to solve 20 studied cases (dif-
ferent parameter combinations).
Figure 5.7: Electromagnetic test magnet problem; comparison between PGD and
EM-POD approximations against the reference full order model.
In addition, Figure 5.7b presents the computational time that the three meth-
ods (full order, EM-POD and PGD) require in order to complete the analysis of
20 different parametric cases. The full order model shows a clearly defined linear
computational time cost, as each new case study implies the solution of an identical
problem yet with a different parametric combination. However, the trend of the two
ROM techniques is almost constant in cost due to the fact that the online costs of
both methods are almost negligible compared to the offline costs. Note that, for
this particular case, the time required for both ROM methods is comparable, being
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the PGD slightly more expensive (with the extra advantage that an explicit para-
metric solution field is obtained). Moreover, it has to be stressed that the number
of snapshots used in the EM-POD method has been drastically minimised using the
a priori knowledge of the solution, whereas the PGD technique does not require at
all any previous knowledge of the problem.
For the PGD method, the offline calculations consist in obtaining and assimil-
ating all terms appearing in the separable representation (5.7) and the online stage
consists of a simple interpolation of the previously computed high-order parametric
solution, that can be straightforwardly carried out in real time. As for the EM-POD
method, the offline stage requires the computation of the snapshots, the TSVD and
the non-parameter dependent assembly process (if the problem allows for an affine
decomposition [49]). In the online stage, the parameter dependent assembly process
is carried out in order to solve the reduced system of equations (size M ×M) that
yields the electromagnetic response of the problem. Note that in this particular
problem, the affine decomposition is possible, see (2.23), and thus, the online cost
is still relatively small compared to the offline one. Note that this study has been
performed with a smaller number of cases and then it has been extrapolated to 20
cases.
5.6.2 Coupled magneto-mechanical problem
After comparing both ROM techniques with the full order solution (for the electro-
magnetic problem), the more challenging fully coupled magneto-mechanical problem
is now considered, where singularities in the solution field arise due to resonance.
Regarding EM-POD, see flow chart in Figure A.1, it combines the use of POD for
the electromagnetic equations (with excellent accuracy with respect to the full order
model as shown in Figure 5.7a) and a full order model for the mechanical equations.
As a result, the EM-POD method does not introduce additional errors with respect
to the full order model when solving the mechanical problem, although the mech-
anical solutions will not be exactly the same due to the fact that the mechanical
source term is based on an approximated electromagnetic solution APODφ . However,
important savings with respect to a complete full order solve are gained as the size
of the electromagnetic problem (solved using POD) is generally orders of magnitude
larger than that of the mechanical one (which is solved using the full order model).
The staggered PGD algorithm, see Figure 3.1, has been applied to the test mag-
net problem using the user-defined parameters in Table 5.3 in order to obtain (offline)
the magnetic potential and the displacement field for the two physics considered.
Frequency splitting
The electromagnetic problem presented in Section 5.6.1 does not require the use of
the frequency splitting algorithm due to the absence of numerical singularities in the
electromagnetic equations. Since the PGD algorithm is executed once for electro-
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Table 5.3: Test magnet problem; user-defined parameters for the staggered high-
dimensional PGD method.







N IFP tolFP hω tol
split
ω hγ hB0 hΩp p ξ
40 60 10−4 10−5 10 10−2 2 · 10−5 20% 6 · 10−3 8 · 10−3 5 · 10−3 4 10−3
magnetics and once for each mechanical component, see Section 5.3, the staggered
adaptive frequency splitting described in Section 5.5.1 is applied to each of the three















Figure 5.8: Test magnet problem; frequency subdomains resulting from staggered
frequency splitting algorithm. Plotting the full order model solution (dissipated
power) for B0 = 7 T and αγ = 1.5.
The outputs of the staggered frequency splitting are presented in Figure 5.8,
where the full order model solution is shown in terms of the dissipated power
for each of the three shields, together with the resulting frequency subdomains.
Note that since the eigenvalues of each mechanical component are slightly differ-
ent, the frequency subdomains will be very similar but not identical. For this
particular geometry, the resulting frequency subdomains are fOV C1 = [1, 3339],
fOV C2 = [3339, 4169] and f
OV C
3 = [4169, 5000] Hz for the OVC shield, f
77K
1 =
[1, 3320], f 77K2 = [3320, 4160] and f
77K
3 = [4160, 5000] Hz for the 77K shield and
f 4K1 = [1, 3222], f
4K
2 = [3222, 4111] and f
4K
3 = [4111, 5000] Hz for the 4K shield,
where the subscripts (·1), (·2) and (·3) denote the first, second and third frequency
subdomains.
PGD algorithm convergence
This section shows the convergence of both iterative procedures Greedy algorithm
and fixed-point ADS, see Section 3.6, in order to study the process followed to obtain
the offline PGD solution.
Regarding the Greedy algorithm, the quantity measured in order to determine
whether the algorithm can be safely stopped is the mode amplitude (4.15). As
mentioned before, the staggered PGD algorithm is used once for electromagnetics
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and several times for each mechanical radiation shield, depending on the number of
frequency subdomains generated by the frequency splitting algorithm. Therefore, for
this particular test magnet problem, four mode amplitudes are presented in Figure
5.9; enEM,N for electromagnetics and e
n




4K,N for each radiation
shield. The electromagnetic problem, see Figure 5.9a, has been found to converge
with 33 PGD modes when setting a tolerance tolAN = 10
−4, which is almost twice as
fast when compared to the PGD behaviour for mechanics.
The mechanical equations are solved for each shield and for each frequency sub-
domain, running a total of 9 times (3 shields times 3 frequency subdomain per shield)
the PGD algorithm. Figures 5.9b-5.9d show the mechanical mode amplitudes for
each frequency subdomain, where all subdomains reach the maximum number of
modes allowed (IuN = 60). It has been found that the mechanical problem is often
reaching the maximum number of modes and thus, this will often be the parameter
controlling the quality and accuracy of the offline PGD solution. In addition, it is
interesting to see how no significant differences are observed between shields in the
same frequency subdomain. Instead, the first frequency subdomain in Figure 5.9b
clearly reaches a lower mode amplitude with a less oscillatory trend when compared
to the second and third frequency subdomains in Figures 5.9c and 5.9d.
The computation of each PGD mode requires the use of a fixed-point ADS al-
gorithm that computes the converged modal quantities, see Figure 3.1. Figure 5.10
shows the FP-ADS convergence for electromagnetics and for the three frequency
subdomains in the OVC shield. The overall behaviour of the ADS algorithm agrees
with the one observed for the monolithic frequency-based PGD algorithm in Figure
4.14, where some modes reach the desired convergence whilst the others are stopped
using the maximum number of ADS iterations IFP . As mentioned in Section 4.5.1,
the PGD algorithm has been found to be more efficient [42] when allowing only few





Note that Figure 5.10 only contains the convergence of the OVC shield due to the
fact that a very similar behaviour was observed in the other two radiation shields
and hence, the other two shields are not included in the figure.
Modes visualisation
The electromagnetic solution variable, the scalar potential Aφ = Aφ(r, z, ω, γ), is ap-
proximated by three separable functions; the spatial modes FAφ(r, z) and the scalar
parametric functions GAφ(ω) and HAφ(γ), see (5.7). These quantities are obtained
after executing the PGD algorithm for the electromagnetic equations. First, the
spatial electromagnetic modes are shown in Figure 5.11, which are smooth func-
tions defined in the two-dimensional spatial domain Ωp. Note that, as expected, the
modes computed are completely different to the ones obtained with the monolithic
frequency-based PGD technique for the same test magnet geometry, see Figure 4.7,
due to the fact that a different approximation of Aφ = Aφ(r, z, ω, γ) is chosen for
both cases. However, note that they follow the same main idea, they represent
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(b) Mechanics (1st frequency subdomain).







(c) Mechanics (2nd frequency subdomain).







(d) Mechanics (3rd frequency subdomain).
Figure 5.9: Test magnet problem; Greedy algorithm convergence for electromagnet-
ics and for the three (mechanical) frequency subdomains.
the variations of the electromagnetic solution in Ωp, where the main changes are
located in the vicinity of the AC coils. Moreover, similarly to what is discussed in
Figure 4.7, the computed modes do not follow a particular order, where low and
high frequency modes and changes of sign are alternated during the computation
of these modes through the ADS algorithm. Note that in this case, the staggered
high-dimensional PGD technique does not require a frequency splitting in electro-
magnetics and thus, the modes shown in Figure 5.11 are valid for the entire range
of the two one-dimensional parametric modes; the frequency f ∈ [1, 5000] Hz and
the dimensionless conductivity scaling factor αγ ∈ [0.5, 2].
The one-dimensional parametric modes associated to electromagnetics are shown
in Figure 5.12. Regarding the parametric electromagnetic modes GAφ(ω), a rapid
change is observed in the low frequency region, as discussed in Section 5.6.1, and
no resonance phenomenon is observed. In addition, the parametric modes associ-
ated with the conductivities HAφ(γ) are smooth nonlinear functions. The absence
of resonance and the smooth behaviour of the solution enable the electromagnetic
equations to be easily represented by any ROM method and hence, all the computa-
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(b) OVC shield (1st frequency subdomain).






(c) OVC shield (2nd frequency subdomain).






(d) OVC shield (3rd frequency subdomain).
Figure 5.10: Test magnet problem; convergence of the fixed-point ADS algorithm
for each of the six frequency subdomains of the OVC shield.
tional effort and numerical strategies such as numerical regularisation and frequency
splitting will feature when solving the mechanical equations.
The displacement field U = U(r, z, ω, γ, B0) is approximated using a spatial func-
tion FU (r, z) and three scalar parametric functions GU (ω), HU (γ) and LU (B0), see
(5.12). These four quantities are obtained as outputs of the PGD algorithm when
applied to the mechanical problem and they are stored ready to be used when a
new case (parameter combination) is queried. The spatial modes FU = [FUr , FUz ]
T
are visualised by computing its magnitude FU =
√
F 2Ur + F
2
Uz as presented in Figure
5.13. Since the staggered high-dimensional PGD strategy consists of several runs
of the PGD algorithm (once per shield and per frequency subdomain), the com-
puted magnitude FU for a specific frequency subdomain is obtained as a union of
the mechanical modes of each shield, FU = F
OV C
U ∪ F 77KU ∪ F 4KU . Therefore, the
spatial mechanical modes FU presented in Figure 5.13 are representing all three
shields (OVC, 77K and 4K) in the entire range of frequencies f ∈ [1, 5000] Hz and
conductivity scaling αγ ∈ [0.5, 2] but only within the first frequency subinterval. As
discussed in Section 5.6.2, the frequency subdomains will be very similar yet not
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1st mode. 2nd mode. 3rd mode. 4th mode. 5th mode. 6th mode.
7th mode. 8th mode. 9th mode. 10th mode. 11th mode. 12th mode.
Figure 5.11: Test magnet problem; first 12 computed electromagnetic spatial modes
FAφ(r, z). All modes have been L
2 normalised. Same colour scale for all subfigures.
identical for all three shields, see Figure 5.8. Figure 5.13 has been generated as
FU = F
OV C
U ∪ F 77KU ∪ F 4KU for visualisation purposes.
The one-dimensional mechanical parametric modes GU (ω), HU (γ) and LU (B0) of
the OVC shield (denoted with the upper index OV C) are presented in Figure 5.14.
Each column corresponds to one parametric mode whilst each row is related to the
first, second and third frequency subintervals, represented with the upper index 1,
2 and 3, respectively. Note that all modes presented have been L2 normalised as
described in Section 3.5. Regarding the modes associated with the angular frequency
GOV CU (ω), it is clear that they behave in the same way than in the monolithic
frequency-based PGD method, see Figure 4.9,6 where a non-smooth behaviour is
obtained in order to represent the sharp changes on frequency in the solution field.
Differently to the frequency-based PGD technique, now GOV CU (ω) only represents
the solution in the OVC shield and hence, less resonant singularities have to be
6The upper index OV C and the subindex U were not required for the monolithic frequency-
based PGD method since the PGD algorithm was executed only once.
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Figure 5.12: Test magnet problem; visualisation of the one-dimensional paramet-
ric electromagnetic modes GAφ(ω) and HAφ(γ) for the entire range of the one-
dimensional parametric domains; frequency f ∈ [1, 5000] Hz and dimensionless
conductivity scaling factor αγ ∈ [0.5, 2]. All modes have been L2 normalised.
1st mode. 2nd mode. 3rd mode. 4th mode. 5th mode. 6th mode.
7th mode. 8th mode. 9th mode. 10th mode. 11th mode. 12th mode.
Figure 5.13: Test magnet problem; first 12 computed mechanical spatial modes
FU (r, z) for the first frequency subdomain. All modes have been L
2 normalised.
Same colour scale for all subfigures.
captured. This fact helps the PGD algorithm to converge faster and it is one of the
main causes of the increased efficiency and accuracy of the novel staggered high-
dimensional PGD technique.
On the other hand, the parametric modes HOV CU (γ) and L
OV C
U (B0) are presen-
ted in the second and third columns, respectively, where no splitting is performed in
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Figure 5.14: Test magnet problem; visualisation of the three one-dimensional para-
metric mechanical modes GU (ω), HU (γ) and LU (B0) of the OVC shield for the three
frequency subdomains. All modes have been L2 normalised.
these one-dimensional domains (γ and B0) and thus, the horizontal axis remains con-
stant for all frequency subdomains. Both parametric modes are found to be smooth
functions and it is interesting to realise how the change of the displacement field in
terms of γ is nonlinear whereas the solution behaves linearly on B0 as expected.
Validation of the PGD method
Now that the PGD approximations of both the scalar potential Aφ, see (5.7) and
the displacement field U , see (5.12) are computed and stored, only a simple inter-
polation is required in the online PGD stage in order to study a certain parameter
combination or case, see Section 3.7. With this, the solution fields are obtained for
a particular case of study and the complex physical behaviour of the MRI scanner
can be assessed by the engineers in charge of the design stage.
More importantly in the context of MRI scanner design, these solution fields Aφ
and U can be post-processed in order to compute the integrated quantities (2.34),
namely, the dissipated or Ohmic power P 0ΩC and the kinetic energy E
k
ΩC , which
are the key quantities used in the early design stage of MRI scanners. Note that
an efficient computation of these integrated quantities is described in Appendix C.
The results for these two quantities are presented in Figure 5.15, where P 0ΩC (left)
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and EkΩC (right) are shown for each of the three conducting shields. A series of
curves are displayed in each figure, where the black solid lines on the background
denote the full order model solution7 for different sets of parameters B0 and αγ. The
coloured lines lying on top refer to the different PGD solutions for the equivalent
sets of parameters used in the full order model. Note that the specific sets of
parameters used are presented in the figure legend. These results show that the PGD
approximation is able to accurately reproduce the behaviour of the full order model,
splitting the frequency range only where it is required and accurately capturing all
the singularities of the response. These results clearly demonstrate the validity of
the reported staggered PGD model.
Figure 5.16 shows the comparison in terms of the total computational time re-
quired by the staggered PGD model and the full order model. First, the total time
is shown in Figure 5.16a, where a clear time reduction is observed between the full
order model and the PGD approach even if just a few cases (parameter combina-
tions) are required. Moreover, the online PGD cost is no longer negligible as it was
when only considering the electromagnetic problem, see Figure 5.7b. The reason
is that the online cost now includes the computation of the integrated quantities
(2.34). Figure 5.16b shows the time reduction in percentage obtained for the PGD
technique using the full order method as a reference, where a great reduction of ap-
proximately 85% is obtained when studying, for instance, 20 different cases. PGD is
based on the general idea of maximising the computational effort during the offline
stage in order to reduce as much as possible online computing tasks. In particular,
the online stage reduces to a mere interpolation process that can be easily conducted
in real time and displayed via user-friendly application tool (the reader is referred
to [88] for an example of an online PGD application tool).
5.7 Full magnet problem
The full magnet problem, presented in Section 2.8.2, represents a more realistic
MRI scanner configuration of great interest to industry. A similar comparison (full
order versus EM-POD and PGD) to that presented in Figure 5.7 was repeated for
this more challenging geometry, but as the conclusions were the same they have
not been repeated. Instead, the coupled magneto-mechanical problem is considered
and the user-defined parameters in order to compute the PGD offline solution for
the full magnet geometry are presented in Table 5.4. The parameters related to
the parametric and spatial domains are almost identical to the ones employed for
the test magnet problem (see Table 5.3). However, there are substantial changes in
the PGD parameters used, mainly in the computation of the offline electromagnetic
problem. As expected, the increased complexity of this problem in comparison
to the test magnet problem leads to a greater number of PGD modes in order to
7Identical results are obtained when using the EM-POD combined with a mechanical full order
solution.
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Figure 5.15: Test magnet problem; comparison between PGD solution and full
order model. Plot of the dissipated power P 0ΩC and kinetic energy E
k
ΩC in the three
conducting shields OVC, 77K and 4K for six different cases.
obtain an accurate offline solution. As for the offline mechanical problem, the total
maximum number of modes per frequency subinterval and per shield IuN has also
been increased with respect to the test magnet problem.
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(a) Total time (solid line) and offline time
(dashed line) for the three methods.






(b) Time reduction (%) obtained for each
method.
Figure 5.16: Test magnet problem; study of the computational time taken by the
full order model and both offline and online stages of the PGD technique. 700
frequencies have been sampled for each case of study.
Table 5.4: Full magnet problem; user-defined PGD parameters for the staggered
high-dimensional PGD method.







N IFP tolFP hω tol
split
ω hγ hB0 hΩp p ξ
60 40 10−6 10−5 10 10−2 2 · 10−5 20% 6 · 10−3 8 · 10−3 7 · 10−3 4 10−3
5.7.1 Frequency splitting
The same staggered frequency splitting algorithm described in Section 5.5.1 is ap-
plied to the full magnet geometry in order to split the frequency domain where
mechanical resonant singularities appear. The resulting frequency subdomains are
presented in Figure 5.17, where a total of six subdomains have been generated. Note
that this geometry features resonance even in the low frequency region and, thus,
the frequency splitting algorithm has created six subdomains throughout the entire
frequency range of interest f ∈ [1, 2000] Hz. Similar to the test magnet geometry,
see Figure 5.8, the eigenvalues associated to each shield are different and therefore,
the splitting will be slightly different for each mechanical component. The exact
frequency subdomains are fOV C1 = [1, 354], f
OV C
2 = [354, 707], f
OV C
3 = [707, 1060],
fOV C4 = [1060, 1412], f
OV C
5 = [1412, 1706] and f
OV C
6 = [1706, 2000] Hz for the OVC
shield, f 77K1 = [1, 382], f
77K
2 = [382, 763], f
77K
3 = [763, 1144], f
77K
4 = [1144, 1526],
f 77K5 = [1526, 1763] and f
77K
6 = [1763, 2000] Hz for the 77K shield and f
4K
1 = [1, 396],
f 4K2 = [396, 791], f
4K
3 = [791, 1186], f
4K
4 = [1186, 1581], f
4K
5 = [1581, 1790] and
f 4K6 = [1790, 2000] Hz for the 4K shield.
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(c) 4K shield.
Figure 5.17: Full magnet problem; frequency subdomains resulting from staggered
frequency splitting algorithm. Plotting the full order model solution (dissipated
power) for B0 = 7 T and αγ = 1.5.
5.7.2 PGD algorithm convergence
The convergence criteria described in Section 3.6 is applied to the full magnet prob-
lem in order to stop the two iterative algorithms appearing in the PGD method;
the Greedy algorithm and the fixed-point ADS. The staggered PGD method re-
quires only one PGD solution for electromagnetics and, thus, Figure 5.18 shows
the convergence of the Greedy algorithm when applied to electromagnetics. Since
the electromagnetic solution is known to be smooth, the Greedy algorithm reaches
amplitudes of almost 10−6 when allowing a maximum of 60 PGD modes.





Figure 5.18: Full magnet problem; electromagnetic Greedy algorithm convergence.
As mentioned throughout this thesis, the mechanical equations need to be solved
for smaller frequency ranges in order to preserve the PGD accuracy. Consequently,
the staggered frequency splitting is applied to automatically generate six frequency
subdomains, see Section 5.7.1, and hence, Figure 5.19 presents the Greedy al-
gorithm convergence in all three conducting components (OVC, 77K and 4K ra-
diation shields) for the six different frequency subintervals. Similarly to the test
magnet geometry, see Figure 5.9, these results show a similar behaviour for all three
shields. However, this more challenging geometry features resonance in the entire
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(a) 1st frequency subdomain.







(b) 2nd frequency subdomain.







(c) 3rd frequency subdomain.







(d) 4th frequency subdomain.







(e) 5th frequency subdomain.







(f) 6th frequency subdomain.
Figure 5.19: Full magnet problem; mechanical Greedy algorithm convergence for
the six frequency subdomains.
frequency spectrum and, hence, all six frequency subdomains reach a similar toler-
ance allowing a maximum of 40 PGD modes per subdomain.
The second iterative procedure required for the computation of each PGD mode
is the ADS algorithm, which computes the converged modal quantities, see Section
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5.4.4. The stopping criteria in Section 3.6 is then applied to determine weather a
certain mode has already converged. Since the staggered PGD technique solves the
two physics consecutively, the electromagnetic convergence of the ADS algorithm is
first shown in Figure 5.20. The results show a fairly steady behaviour that converges
almost linearly.






Figure 5.20: Full magnet problem; electromagnetic convergence of the fixed-point
ADS algorithm.
The mechanical FP-ADS convergence is presented in Figure 5.21, where only the
convergence of the OVC shield is shown due to the fact that a similar behaviour was
observed for all three shields. Differently to the electromagnetic case, the mechanical
convergence is visibly oscillating more because of the resonant singularities appearing
in the mechanical equations. Note that the same idea of reducing the maximum
number of FP-ADS iterations while increasing the maximum number of PGD modes
[42] is applied in this case to speed up the overall PGD algorithm.
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(a) OVC shield (1st frequency subdomain).





(b) OVC shield (2nd frequency subdomain).






(c) OVC shield (3rd frequency subdomain).





(d) OVC shield (4th frequency subdomain).





(e) OVC shield (5th frequency subdomain).





(f) OVC shield (6th frequency subdomain).
Figure 5.21: Full magnet problem; mechanical convergence of the fixed-point ADS
algorithm for each of the six frequency subdomains of the OVC shield.
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5.7.3 Modes visualisation
At this point, all the required PGD modes have been computed and the high-
dimensional expressions of the solution variables for electromagnetics, see (5.7), and
mechanics, see (5.12), are hence obtained. This section presents first the spatial
electromagnetic modes FAφ(r, z) in Figure 5.22. The results are consistent with the
ones studied for different geometries and different PGD methods, which represent
the variations in the scalar potential variable in the vicinity of the AC coils. Note
that all modes are L2 normalised as described in Section 3.5. It is important to
realise that the electromagnetic problem is indeed more challenging for this geo-
metry than for the test magnet geometry, see Figure 5.11. The main reason of this
increased difficulty seems to be determined by the more realistic coils considered
in the full magnet geometry and therefore, more PGD modes are required for the
electromagnetic problem.
1st mode. 2nd mode. 3rd mode. 4th mode.
5th mode. 6th mode. 7th mode. 8th mode.
Figure 5.22: Full magnet problem; first 8 computed electromagnetic spatial modes
FAφ(r, z) for the entire range of the one-dimensional parametric domains; frequency
f ∈ [1, 2000] Hz. All modes have been L2 normalised. Same colour scale for all
subfigures.
The two parametric modes that are involved in the electromagnetics solution are
associated with the frequency domain GAφ(ω) and the conductivity scaling domain
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HAφ(γ), see Figure 5.23. The results for these two parametric modes are significantly
different; the frequency modes GAφ(ω) present sharp changes in the low frequency
region whilst the conductivity scaling modes HAφ(γ) are smooth in the entire range
αγ = [0.5, 2].
Figure 5.23: Full magnet problem; visualisation of the one-dimensional paramet-
ric electromagnetic modes GAφ(ω) and HAφ(γ) for the entire range of the one-
dimensional parametric domains; frequency f ∈ [1, 2000] Hz and dimensionless
conductivity scaling factor αγ ∈ [0.5, 2]. All modes have been L2 normalised.
The mechanical equations are modelled using one spatial vectorial function FU (r, z)
and three parametric scalar functions GU (ω), HU (γ) and LU (B0), see (5.12). Re-
garding the spatial modes, Figure 5.24 shows the magnitude FU =
√
F 2Ur + F
2
Uz of
the first eight computed modes. From these results it can be observed how different
modes represent the variations of the displacement field in different parts of each
conducting shield. Similarly to Section 5.6.2, the PGD modes are computed for
each shield consecutively because of the staggered nature of the PGD technique.
Therefore, the results shown in Figure 5.24 correspond to the union of the PGD
modes computed per each shield, that is FU = F
OV C
U ∪F 77KU ∪F 4KU . Moreover, since
the frequency splitting is required in order to obtain a good PGD approximation,
these modes correspond to the first frequency subdomain, which is slightly different
for each shield as shown in Figure 5.17.
The modes representing the one-dimensional parametric spaces Ωω, Ωγ and ΩB0
are GU (ω), HU (γ) and LU (B0), respectively, and they are presented in Figure 5.25
only for the OVC shield. As expected, they behave in the same way than for the
test magnet geometry, see Figure 5.14. The frequency modes GU (ω) are non-smooth
functions that are required to represent the resonance effect that now features in the
entire frequency range of interest. Instead, HU (γ) is a smooth nonlinear function on
αγ and LU (B0) behaves linearly with respect to the strength of the static magnetic
field B0. Note that this more challenging geometry requires the use of six different
automatically generated frequency subdomains (each of the rows in the figure) in
order to obtained an accurate representation of the solution fields.
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1st mode. 2nd mode. 3rd mode. 4th mode.
5th mode. 6th mode. 7th mode. 8th mode.
Figure 5.24: Full magnet problem; first 8 computed mechanical spatial modes
FU (r, z) for the first frequency subdomain. All modes have been L
2 normalised.
Same colour scale for all subfigures.
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Figure 5.25: Full magnet problem; visualisation of the three one-dimensional para-
metric mechanical modes GU (ω), HU (γ) and LU (B0) of the OVC shield for the six
frequency subdomains. All modes have been L2 normalised.
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5.7.4 Validation of the PGD method
To demonstrate the validity and accuracy of the computed offline PGD solution,
the post-processed quantities of interest, dissipated power P 0ΩC and kinetic energy
EkΩC (2.34), are presented in Figure 5.26 for the entire coupled magneto-mechanical
problem. Similarly to the test magnet problem, the full order model is denoted
with a black solid line for all the different cases, whilst the PGD solution is plotted
with coloured lines that can be associated with different combinations of paramet-
ers (B0, γ) in the legend. From Figure 5.26, it can be concluded that the PGD
approximation is able to accurately replicate the full order solution and locate all
the resonance singularities for this complex simulation.
The computational time required to compute the different cases appearing in
Figure 5.26 has been used to generate Figure 5.27, where the full order model and
the PGD method are compared considering up to 20 cases (different parameter
combinations). These results show a more costly PGD method with respect to the
full order model than for the test magnet geometry, see Figure 5.16. However, it is
clearly seen how with just 6 cases the PGD approach is already cheaper than the
full order model. Moreover, massive savings can be achieved if more cases need to
be studied, reaching approximately a 70% reduction.
Although integrated quantities, such as dissipated power P 0ΩC and kinetic energy
EkΩC (2.34), are important quantities of interest for industry, they are not the only
quantities required for design. Other field quantities such as the magnetic field,
displacements, stresses and eddy current distributions are also taken into account
as part of the design process. It is here where an additional advantage of the PGD
methodology can be exploited, by pre-computing explicit separable expressions of
the solution fields which can be then queried in real time. Figure 5.28 shows the eddy
current distribution J0 inside the conductors, computed as J0 = γEAC , for B0 = 1.5
T, γ = 1 and different values of the frequency of excitation f . A typical phenomenon
can be observed in this Figure; the skin depth effect. For low frequencies (100 Hz)
see how the eddy current field is constant across the shield’s thickness. However, in
the high-frequency region (2000 and 4000 Hz) the skin depth effect becomes more
dominant, modifying the eddy current distribution within the radiation shields by
concentrating the eddy currents in the interfaces of the shields. The fact that sharp
changes are observed in a small part of the shields’ thickness makes the problem more
demanding from the computational point of view, requiring the careful combination
of high fidelity space-time discretisations and reduced order computational models.
5.7.5 Sensitivity maps
Once the offline PGD solution has been stored, the online PGD stage can be applied
at any time in order to obtain fast evaluations for the different parameters considered
in the offline stage. It is interesting to demonstrate a further capability of the PGD
methodology, related to its ability to efficiently conduct online multiple-queries (in
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Figure 5.26: Full magnet problem; comparison between PGD solution and full or-
der model. Plot of the dissipated power P 0ΩC and kinetic energy E
k
ΩC in the three
conducting shields OVC, 77K and 4K for six different cases.
real time) to the high-dimensional parametric offline solution. As an example, it
is possible to compute and plot output sensitivity maps or response surfaces (for a
given quantity of interest) when arbitrarily varying the set of input parameters used
in the construction of the PGD offline solution. Figure 5.29 shows three different
response surfaces of the post-processed output power in the OVC shield P 0
ΩCOV C
for
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(a) Total time (solid line) and offline time
(dashed line) for the full order model and
staggered PGD approaches.








(b) Time reduction (%) obtained with the
PGD method.
Figure 5.27: Full magnet problem; study of the computational time taken by the full
order model and the staggered PGD approach. 400 frequencies have been sampled
for each case of study.
(a) f = 100 Hz. (b) f = 2000 Hz. (c) f = 4000 Hz.
Figure 5.28: Full magnet problem; Eddy current distribution within the radiation
(conducting) shields for different frequencies f , B0 = 1.5 T and γ = 1.
different combinations of frequency f [Hz], strength of static magnetic field B0 [T]
and dimensionless scaling of electric conductivity αγ. Note that, although it is
technically possible to compute these sensitivity maps with the full order model,
the computational time required would be extremely high since a large number of
sample points (2000 in this case) can be typically needed in order to display the
surface with an acceptable level of resolution. The formulation used to compute
these sensitivity maps within the PGD framework is presented in Appendix D.
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(a) f/B0 plot for αγ = 1.5. (b) f/αγ plot for B0 = 5 T. (c) B0/αγ plot for f = 500
Hz.
Figure 5.29: Full magnet problem; response surfaces of the output power in the
OVC shield P 0
ΩCOV C
for different values of f , B0 and αγ.
5.8 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented a new Reduced Order Modelling (ROM) Proper Gen-
eralised Decomposition (PGD) method for use in the design phase of new MRI
scanner configurations. The methodology builds upon previous work developed by
the authors in [88] where a PGD-frequency based methodology was developed and
it is here enhanced by considering two further material parameters as part of the
high-dimensional parametric PGD offline solution, namely, the electrical conduct-
ivity and the strength of the static magnetic field. This aligns with the objective
“To extend the frequency-based PGD formulation to a higher-dimensional problem
including now material parameters”. The new (reduced order) PGD methodology
has been validated against a reference (full order) solution in terms of accuracy and
computational time, where it has been clearly shown how the PGD method can
drastically optimise the multiple-query online stage without sacrificing accuracy.
Moreover, the staggered nature of the underlying magneto-mechanical problem has
been exploited in this chapter, in order to obtain a sequential PGD algorithm that
has been proven to be both efficient and robust, which aligns with the objective of
the thesis “To exploit the staggered nature of the coupled problem at hand”.
The a priori PGD algorithm has also been compared in terms of the electromag-
netic output against an alternative a posteriori ROM method specifically designed
for this problem, the electromagnetic Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (EM-POD)
method, achieving the thesis objective “To assess and compare the a priori PGD and
the a posteriori POD methods against the full order model”. This study concludes
that a massive time reduction can be obtained in the electromagnetic problem with
both ROM approaches. When considering the entire coupled magneto-mechanical
problem, the EM-POD strategy developed in [49] is still able to greatly reduce the
computational cost of the problem at the expense of increasing the calculations
done in the online POD stage. On the other hand, the staggered PGD presented
in this chapter is able to simulate the entire coupled magneto-mechanical problem,
obtaining an explicit expression of the solution fields, conserving the real-time at-
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tractiveness during the online PGD stage and allowing to output sensitivity maps.
The next chapter of this thesis will focus on extending the PGD formulation to
include geometrical changes, for instance the thickness of the conducting shields,
as extra parameters of the PGD offline solution, in the search of a computational




parameters into the PGD
methodology
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters of this thesis have described the development of a PGD meth-
odology for an MRI problem based on a Lagrangian coupled magneto-mechanical
FEM formulation. In Chapter 4, the frequency of excitation was treated as a para-
meter of the higher-dimensional parametric offline PGD solution, namely Ωq = Ωω.
Subsequently, in Chapter 5, the PGD formulation has been extended to a higher-
dimensional parametric domain Ωq = Ωω × Ωγ × ΩB0 including the electric con-
ductivity γ and the strength of the static magnetic field B0. Building upon the
developments of Chapter 5, the current chapter focuses on incorporating possible
geometric variations in the developed PGD computational framework.
During the design stage of an MRI scanner, Siemens Healthineers is specially
interested in the assessment of different shields’ thicknesses for any novel MRI con-
figuration. Typically, this is the first geometric parameter that is studied in the
design stage, seeking to find the most optimum thickness for the various conduct-
ing components before proceeding to other parametric design studies (e.g. variable
γ and B0). Consequently, a generic scalar parameter h will be used to define the
thickness of all three mechanical components1, OVC, 77K and 4K radiation shields.
The consideration of geometrically parametrised problems via a PGD computa-
tional formulation has been recently studied in [70,75,92–94], using slightly different
approaches albeit with the same underpinning idea: inclusion of geometric paramet-
ers in the PGD separable definition so that the resulting offline parametrised solution
fields account implicitly for geometrical changes. In the context of this thesis, the
use of an axisymmetric assumption has resulted into relatively complex expressions
1The formulation can potentially be extended to a set of parameters (for instance hOV C , h77K
and h4K) defining the thickness of each shield separately.
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of the differential operators2, namely divergence, curl and gradient operators, and
has demanded a scaling of the solution fields using the r-coordinate (to avoid sin-
gularities near the bore axis), see Section 2.5. These two considerations lead to a
cumbersome formulation of the PGD technique when attempting to incorporate the
thickness h as an extra parameter of the offline PGD solution. Consequently, an
alternative approach which balances efficiency, accuracy and industrial demand, is
advocated in this chapter.
The proposed strategy can be broken down into the following steps. First, the
computation a series of high-dimensional PGD solutions for a series of discrete val-
ues of h ∈ Ωh, where Ωh defines the parametric thickness domain of interest for
the end user, which in this case Siemens Healthineers has proposed as Ωh = [1, 5]
mm. Secondly, the coefficients of a high-order snapshot data tensor are efficiently
computed via the online PGD stage, generating a point cloud for a certain integ-
rated quantity of interest 3. Thirdly, the high-order data tensor is then separated
by means of a collocation PGD-projection approach developed in [42,48], aiming to
obtain a separable expression of the offline solution into the various spatial, material
and geometric parametric modes.
With this aim, a study on the sensitivity of the selected quantity of interest
to the variation of the shields’ thickness h will be presented, highlighting several
numerical difficulties that will be addressed in the following sections. A moving
mesh technique, developed in [95] and exploited in this chapter, will be briefly
described in order to create comparable (connectivity wise) FE meshes for different
geometries (variations of h). Finally, the collocation PGD-projection will be briefly
introduced and a set of numerical results will be presented in order to assess the
performance of the presented approach against the full order model.
6.2 Problems of interest
The aim of this section is the study of the influence of the shields’ thickness on the
solution of the coupled MRI problem. The two main problems considered are the
test magnet problem and the full magnet problem, defined in Section 2.8.
Figure 6.1 presents the three configurations to be analysed; first the test magnet
problem, see Figure 6.1a, which is identical to the one presented in Section 2.8.
Secondly, a new configuration proposed by Siemens Healthineers, which is called
the test magnet 2 problem, see Figure 6.1b, where the geometry coincides with that
of the test magnet, but the Dirichlet boundary conditions are now applied to the top
edge of each shield, allowing for larger displacements (worst case scenario) than in
the previous case, where the shields where fixed in the middle section of the shield
span. Finally, the last problem is the most challenging full magnet configuration,
2These operators are considerably simpler when expressed in a 3D Cartesian setting.
3As motivated throughout this thesis, integrated quantities such as the dissipated power, are
the quantities of utmost interest to the MRI industry.
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(a) Test magnet (b) Test magnet 2 (c) Full magnet
Figure 6.1: Description of the three MRI configurations considered. Two different
Dirichlet boundary conditions are set for the test magnet geometry.
6.2.1 Visualisation of the solution for several geometries
The three MRI configurations presented in Figure 6.1 will now be studied for dif-
ferent values of the shields’ thickness h. To do so, a frequency sweep will be carried
out for each value of h and the response spectra will be compared and discussed,
analysing how the solution changes as a function of h.
The numerical solution for the different values of h and frequency sweep, will
be obtained by taking advantage of the staggered PGD formulation presented in
Chapter 5. However, to start with, only the frequency will be considered as a
parametric variation (with γ and B0 fixed). Consequently, the separable expressions
of the approximated solution fields will be defined as
















where the superscript (h) is used to indicate that a particular PGD solution corres-
ponds to a specific value of the thickness h. The user-defined parameters regarding
the computation of the above separable expressions are stated in Table 6.1, which
have been selected using the validated high-dimensional PGD method described in
Section 5.6.2. Note that the only difference with respect to the parameters in the
aforementioned section is that now a reduced value of the damping coefficient ξ is
used to permit a better visualisation of the resonance frequencies.
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Table 6.1: Test magnet problem; user-defined parameters for the staggered
frequency-based PGD method.







N IFP tolFP hω tol
split
ω hΩp p ξ
40 60 10−4 10−5 10 10−2 2 · 10−5 20% 5 · 10−3 4 10−4
The frequency sweeps for the three MRI configurations are shown in Figure
6.2, where each subfigure contains five sweeps, one for each value of h = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
mm. The left column presents a 3D view of the entire frequency and thickness ranges
whilst the right column shows a zoomed view of the area where the resonance effect
develops. Moreover, black dashed lines have been plotted for a better visualisation
of the evolution of the resonance frequencies with the thickness h. These results
show that the location of resonant modes vary in the frequency domain for different
values of the thickness and more importantly, that bifurcation may also occur. These
two facts become important when trying to obtain a frequency sweep for a new (not
sampled) thickness, as it will be discussed later on. Moreover, these results also
suggest that the lower modes are less sensitive to variations of h, whereas high
frequency modes behave in a very non-linear manner. Note that this conclusion is
not problem dependent, since it is observed in all three configurations.
6.3 Characteristic polynomial
The location of the numerical singularities shown in the previous section are given
by the eigenvalues of the mechanical problem. Hence, the aim of this section is to
study, discuss and justify the behaviour observed in Section 6.2.1. To this point,
the thesis has presented how the mechanical problem (2.25) can be solved either
with the full order model approach, see Chapter 2, or within a PGD framework,
see Chapters 4 and 5. Both strategies lead to a discretised system of equations
consisting of a stiffness, damping and mass matrices with a forcing vector (see (2.33)
for the discretised mechanical problem using the full order model and (5.30a) for
the discretised system of equations that is solved within the PGD framework).
In order to understand the change of location of the singularities associated with
resonance and the bifurcation phenomenon observed in the previous section, an
illustrative problem has been designed, reducing the complexity of the problem but
maintaining its essence. Therefore, the weak formulation to be considered in this
section is presented as: Find U(r, z) ∈ Y (UD) such that4
W u,hK (U , δU)− ω2W u,hM (U , δU) = −Su,h(Aφ, δU) ∀δU ∈ Y (0), (6.2)
where, the dependency of the compact forms on h is explicitly written (see upper
4Note that the damping term has been neglected for simplicity.













































3D visualisation of the frequency sweeps Zoom in the resonance area
Figure 6.2: Frequency sweep for three different MRI configurations computing the
dissipated power P 0
ΩC4K
from the precomputed PGD offline solution for five different
geometries.
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index h). This expression can be spatially discretised, see Section 2.6, in order to
obtain the following algebraic system of equations
(
Kuu(h)− ω2Muu(h)
)U = su, (6.3)
where the dependency on the shields’ thickness h is explicitly written for both
matrices Kuu(h) and Muu(h). Since the goal of this section is to understand how
the eigenvalues of a certain system of equations evolve depending on h, the rep-
resentation of the characteristic polynomial P (λ, h) is a good way to illustrate its
schematic response. The characteristic polynomial contains the eigenvalues λ = ω2
as roots and these are given by the following equation
P (λ, h) = P (ω2, h) = det[Kuu(h)− ω2Muu(h)] = 0, (6.4)
where there will be Nrank (not necessarily distinct) eigenvalues, with Nrank being
the rank of Kuu(h) and Muu(h). Different eigenvalues and thus, characteristic poly-
nomials, will be obtained for each geometry h considered. Figure 6.3 shows three
polynomials associated with three different geometries of this artificial problem. As
mentioned before, this is not the actual system of equations of the coupled magneto-
mechanic problem. However, this study illustrates that there are cases in which for
different geometric values of h the multiplicity of a certain root may vary. For this
particular example, P (λ, h1) has three roots with multiplicity one whereas a slight
change in the geometry h could potentially result in P (λ, h2), observing only two
roots with one of them having a root of multiplicity equal to two. Again, further
changes in the geometry may shift the characteristic polynomial as in P (λ, h3), where
only one root is observed in the range considered. Therefore, this schematic problem
shows that slight changes in h may indeed change the location of the singularities
(eigenvalues) but also its degree of multiplicity, which explains the bifurcations ob-
served in Section 6.2.1.
After this illustrative example, another study that can be performed is the
monitoring of the smaller and larger eigenvalues within the frequency range of in-
terest, which are ordered such that 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λNrank−1 ≤ λNrank .
Figure 6.4 presents then the evolution of the three smallest (λ1,λ2,λ3) and largest
(λNrank−2,λNrank−1,λNrank) eigenvalues obtained for the test magnet geometry when
solving the actual system of equations at hand (2.33). These results display the
same idea observed in Figure 6.2, namely, the low frequency eigenvalues are fairly
constant regardless of the value of h. On the other hand, it is clear from this figure
that high frequency eigenvalues are very sensitive to geometrical changes and they
behave in a very non-linear manner. Finally, it can also be observed how bifurcations
may occur, as previously discussed in Figure 6.3.
6.4 Mesh deformation through linear elasticity
The main goal of this chapter is the use of the PGD methodology in order to obtain
fast (real-time) computations of integrated quantities of interest for different geomet-
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Figure 6.3: Visualisation of three characteristic polynomials for three different geo-
metries of an illustrative problem.






Figure 6.4: Test magnet problem; tracking of the three smallest and biggest eigen-
values for five different geometries within the frequency range of interest.
ries, where the geometric parameter of interest is the shields’ thickness h. The mesh
generation process used in the numerical simulations previously presented generates
a mesh dependent upon the input geometry and therefore, it can potentially create a
different mesh connectivity when modifying h. This is no longer acceptable since the
precomputed offline PGD solutions, for different sampled geometries, will be used in
order to interpolate a new one. Hence, this section presents a method that deforms
a certain reference mesh by solving a linear elastic problem with Dirichlet boundary
conditions, obtaining comparable meshes for geometries with different thicknesses.
This meshing method was presented in [95] (and extended in [83]) and con-
sists in generating a reference mesh representing a pseudo-elastic material, which
is deformed to a spatial configuration compliant with some pre-imposed Dirichlet
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boundary conditions. Once the Dirichlet boundary conditions necessary to deform
the reference mesh to the desired geometrical configuration, a linear elastic problem
is solved, obtaining the displacement field of all nodes and thus, the deformed mesh.
Although this method is used here in a 2D setting, it was originally developed to














Figure 6.5: Reference (rX , zX) axisymmetric MRI shield that is mapped through
Ψ(rX) to the actual deformed (r, z) domain.
In our case, the required Dirichlet boundary conditions are computed depending
on the new shields’ thickness h. This is straightforward for the test magnet geometry
due to the fact that the mapping can be explicitly obtained as shown in Figure 6.5.
From this figure it can be seen that only the conducting components are deformed




(rX , φX , zX) 7−→ (r, φ, z) = Ψ(rX , φX , zX)
(6.5)
with
r = r0 + αh(rX − r0),
φ = φX ,
z = zX ,
(6.6)
where αh is defined as αh := h/h0. On the other hand, the Dirichlet boundary
conditions in the non-conducting subdomains are set equal to zero to ensure that
only the conducting shields are deformed. Once all Dirichlet boundary conditions are
set, the mesh deformation algorithm is used to create comparable meshes for different
values of h as presented in Figure 6.6, where only the nodes in the vicinity of the
shields have experienced significant displacements. Note that the non-conducting
components, namely main and gradient coils, should not be deformed at all and
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Figure 6.6: Mesh deformation of the test magnet problem; reference mesh with
h0 = 3 mm (left) and deformed mesh with h = 1 mm (right).
hence, the Dirichlet boundary conditions in these nodes have been all set equal to
zero.
However, an explicit mapping such as (6.6) cannot be obtained for the full magnet
geometry, see Figure 6.1c. Instead, an alternative approach will be now presented
in order to obtain the required Dirichlet boundary conditions for an arbitrary MRI
configuration. Note that this fact is key in the industrial context since several geo-
metries, often with no closed-form mappings from a given referential configuration,
are tested in the design stage.
Figure 6.7: Mesh deformation of the full magnet problem; process of computing the
required Dirichlet boundary conditions to deform mesh using linear elastic solver.
The alternative approach to obtain the Dirichlet boundary conditions consists
first in computing the outward normal vector of each edge ne in a conducting bound-
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ary from the reference mesh information as shown in Figure 6.7. After that, the
normal at each node nn is computed as
nn =
ne + ne+1
||ne + ne+1|| (6.7)
where the edges e and e+1 share the node n, see Figure 6.7. Finally, the displacement
field that has to be applied to each node in a smooth region Un and to each node








which is the displacement field applied as Dirichlet boundary conditions in order to
ensure that nodes are placed in the correct location, see red nodes in Figure 6.7, for
the new geometry. The result of applying this method is presented in Figure 6.8,
where the reference mesh (h0 = 3 mm) is deformed for a new thickness h = 5 mm.
Figure 6.8: Mesh deformation of the full magnet problem; reference mesh with
h0 = 3 mm (left) and deformed mesh with h = 5 mm (right).
6.5 Higher-order PGD-projection technique
A high-order snapshot data tensor is generated by computing the value of the dis-
sipated power P 0ΩC for several frequencies ω within the range of interest and for each
sampled geometry, that is P 0ΩC = P
0
ΩC (ω, h), where now the dependency on ω and h
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is explicitly emphasised. Therefore, the tensor5 V (P 0ΩC ;ω, h) is represented as
V (P 0ΩC ;ω, h) =






P 0ΩC (ωNω , h1) · · · P 0ΩC (ωNω , hNh)

 (6.9)
where Nω is the total number of frequencies contained in the sweep and Nh the num-
ber of sampled geometries. Note that although V is indeed a second order tensor,
it will increase its order when adding more parameters such as the conductivity γ
and the strength of the static magnetic field B0, namely V (P
0
ΩC ;ω, γ,B0, h).
This high-order tensor V can now be separated using the high-order PGD-
projection algorithm presented in [42,48]. This algorithm is based on a least squares
approximation and it returns a separable expression of the high-order data tensor.
The aim is then to obtain an expression for P 0ΩC (ω, h) as
6




where Gn(ω) and T n(h) are the unknowns of the following minimisation problem
min
Gn,Tn
Π(G1, . . . , GNV ;T 1, . . . , TNV ) for n = 1, . . . , NV , (6.11)
with the functional Π(G1, . . . , GNV ;T 1, . . . , TNV ) defined as














in which both dimensions (space and frequency domains) are integrated. For more
details about this approach the reader is referred to [42]. A slightly different ap-
proach is the one presented in [48], where the parametric space, in this case the
frequency and thickness domains, are solved using a collocation method and hence,
the functional Π(G1, . . . , GNV ;T 1, . . . , TNV ) that has to be minimised is
Πcol(G














where ∆ωi and ∆hj are the integration weights corresponding to the frequency and
thickness domains, respectively. The solution of the minimisation problem (6.11)
involves the same machinery than in the PGD technique, see Chapter 3, where
a Greedy algorithm is used to enrich the separable expression by modal addition.
5Note that only the tensor coefficients are displayed in (6.9). The representation of the actual
tensor would require the basis corresponding to the two parametric domains Ωω and Ωh.
6Note that the modal weights or amplitudes βn are included in the parametric modes Gn(ω)
and Tn(h).
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The collocation PGD-projection (6.13) is the approach followed in this thesis and





















For the computation of each mode, a fixed point ADS is performed to compute








, Gn, T n)[δT n] = 0, (6.15b)













































from the functional definition (6.13).
6.6 Incorporation of thickness variations into the
frequency-based PGD method
The collocation PGD-projection technique presented in Section 6.5 is now used in
order to approximate the integrated quantities for an arbitrary h from the precom-
puted PGD solutions for a number Nh of sampled geometries. Note that, as a first
attempt, the PGD formulation considered is the staggered frequency-based PGD
formulation, which is obtained by restricting the parametric domain Ωq to only the
frequency domain of the high-dimensional electromagnetic and mechanic PGD for-
mulations (5.7) and (5.12), respectively. Consequently, the solution fields Aφ and U
are approximated in this section using the PGD framework as
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for i = 1, . . . , Nh, where the dependency on a particular sampled geometry hi is
explicitly stated for each term. Each of the Nh PGD solutions are computed using
the user-defined parameters presented in Table 6.2. In addition, since the PGD
definitions (6.17) only considered frequency in the parametric domain, the other
two parametric domains Ωγ and ΩB0 have been condensed into two constant values
αγ = 1 and B0 = 1.5 T.
Table 6.2: User-defined parameters used to compute the frequency-based PGD solu-
tions for Nh sampled geometries. Three different MRI configurations considered, see
Figure 6.1.







N IFP tolFP hω tol
split
ω hΩp p ξ
40 60 10−4 10−5 10 10−2 2 · 10−5 20% 5 · 10−3 2 5 · 10−3
A first integrated quantity of interest used in this section is the L2 norm of the
displacement field in the 4K shield |U |L2(ΩC4K), as it has been observed that is the
most challenging one of the three shields under consideration.
Table 6.3: User-defined parameters for the PGD-projection algorithm used to sep-





The strategy consists of first computing frequency sweeps in terms of displace-
ments |U |L2(ΩC4K)(ω, h) for each of the Nh sampled geometries. Subsequently, the
high-order data tensor V (|U |L2(ΩC4K);ω, h) can be constructed and separated as de-
scribed in Section 6.5, obtaining a separable expression of the selected integrated
quantity. Note that, although in Section 6.5 the formulation was presented for the
dissipated power, the procedure remains identical for any integrated quantity. The
PGD-projection algorithm requires three user-defined parameters that are presen-
ted in Table 6.3, where, following the same notation than in Chapters 4 and 5,
IVN denotes the maximum number of Greedy algorithm iterations, I
V
FP is the max-
imum number of FP-ADS iterations within a mode and tolV is the tolerance for
both Greedy and ADS algorithms. The selection of the parameters presented in
Table 6.3 ensures the convergence of the PGD-projection algorithm, which has been
optimised in order to project all directions in a very efficient manner [42, 48]. The
separable expression of |U |L2(ΩC4K)(ω, h) provided by the PGD-projection is
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which allows to generate an approximated frequency sweep for any h within the range
considered. Again, notice that the modal weights are included in the parametric
modes Gn(ω) and T n(h).
Table 6.4: Sampled points in Ωh for different resolutions Nh. Quantity h
snap =








Figure 6.9 presents the first results for the test magnet problem when approxim-
ating a new geometry (h = 1.6 mm) from the Nh precomputed PGD solutions, where
the selected values of Nh and its corresponding sampled points h
snap are presented
in Table 6.4. Different values of Nh have been considered in order to study the
effect of refining the number of sampled points in the thickness domain Ωh. In this
figure, the PGD-projection technique is compared to the linear interpolation ap-
proach and to the reference full order model solution, obtained by computing the
direct problem for h = 1.6 mm, αγ = 1 and B0 = 1.5 T. Note that the difference
between PGD-projection and interpolation solutions are undistinguishable on this
scale, which is the expected outcome since the interpolation is performed using the
high-order tensor coefficients before applying the PGD-projection technique to sep-
arate it. Thus, the information contained in the separated expression (6.18) is the
same than in the high-order tensor V (|U |L2(ΩC4K);ω, h),
7 resulting in an identical
approximation (on the figure scale) with both interpolation and PGD-projection.
From the results in Figure 6.9, it can be observed how both approaches, PGD-
projection and interpolation, become more accurate when increasing Nh, although
no significant improvements are observed beyondNh = 9. Hence, it can be concluded
that, for this particular geometry, the smooth region is extremely well captured, as
are the first few resonant modes. This region, which contains up to the first more
dominant resonant modes, has been highlighted in the figure as the critical range
for industry because the low frequency modes are known to be the more dominant
ones [10]. As discussed in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.3, the highly non-linear behaviour
of the high-frequency modes for small changes on the shields’ thickness implies
that any ROM technique will lack of accuracy within the high-frequency region.
Moreover, the industrial interest when considering different shields’ thickness is to
determine the more dominant modes (located in the low-frequency region), whilst
the entire frequency spectrum is later considered in further parametric studies where
7Provided that convergence is reached in the iterative process involved in the PGD-projection
algorithm.
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no changes in the geometry occur. The advocated approach has been shown to









































(d) Nh = 17
Figure 6.9: Test magnet problem; Approximation of the frequency sweep for a new
geometry h = 1.6 mm using stored PGD solutions (6.17) for Nh sampled geometries
with αγ = 1 and B0 = 1.5 T. Plotting the L
2 norm of the displacement field
|U |L2(ΩC4K) in the 4K shield.
However, robustness is key in industry and, thus, Siemens Healthineers proposed
to validate these conclusions through two further problems: the test magnet 2 and
the full magnet configurations, see Figure 6.1. These results are shown in Figure
6.10, where, based on the previous results, only the Nh = 9 sampling in Ωh is
considered. Again, the PGD-projection and interpolation approaches give identical
results as expected, which are benchmarked against the reference full order model
for h = 1.6 mm, αγ = 1 and B0 = 1.5 T. More importantly, the same idea is observed
for these two MRI configurations; a good level of accuracy is obtained for the smooth
region and for the low frequency modes. Note that lower frequency modes are ob-
served in the full magnet configuration and hence, the critical range for industry is
significantly smaller for this problem. These results indicate that the conclusions of
this section are applicable to the three industrially relevant configurations presen-
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ted and consequently, the next step will be to consider the full high-dimensional





















Figure 6.10: Approximation of the frequency sweep for a new geometry h = 1.6 mm,
computing the L2 norm of the displacement field |U |L2(ΩC4K) from the precomputed
offline PGD solutions (6.17) for Nh = 9 with αγ = 1 and B0 = 1.5 T. Displaying
two different MRI configurations (test magnet 2 and full magnet).
6.7 Incorporation of thickness variations into the
high-dimensional PGD method
The PGD-projection strategy has been observed to accurately represent the solu-
tion of the coupled magneto-mechanical problem within the critical range for in-
dustry, which includes the smooth frequency region together with the first few res-
onant modes. The results presented in Section 6.6 were obtained from the precom-
puted frequency-based PGD solutions for different thicknesses (6.17) and, hence,
the main goal of this section is to extend the PGD-projection approach to the high-
dimensional PGD formulation, see Chapter 5, and to consider the dissipated power
(2.34), the most relevant integrated quantity during the design stage of MRI scan-
ners. Section 6.6 has discussed why both PGD-projection and interpolation methods
give the same results and, thus, this section will only consider the PGD-projection.
The PGD-projection approach allows to decompose the high-order data tensor in
several modes, which can be easily stored even in portable devices. On the other
hand, the interpolation method would require the storage of the entire high-order
data tensor and, consequently, this could potentially limit the use of portable devices
due to memory requirements. Moreover, since section 6.6 has only considered the
frequency in the parametric domain, the SVD technique could be used to decompose
the high-order data tensor. However, this section considers a more general case with
more than one variable in the parametric domain and, hence, the SVD is no longer
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applicable and its high-order version (the HOSVD) is known to loose the optimality
of the standard SVD [48].
Following the same procedure than before, one PGD solution will be computed
for each sampled thickness hi as























for i = 1, . . . , Nh. These PGD formulation was presented in Chapter 5 and con-
sequently, the user-defined PGD parameters used were presented in Table 5.3 for
the test magnet and test magnet 2 problems8 and in Table 5.4 for the full magnet
configuration. From the separable expressions in (6.19), the coefficients of the high-
order tensor V (P 0
ΩC4K
;ω, γ,B0, h) can be efficiently computed with the fast online
PGD stage, particularising each high-dimensional PGD solution for several values
of ω, αγ and B0. Note that this high-order tensor is the extended version of (6.9),
where the parametric domains Ωγ and ΩB0 are also included. The generation of
these high-order tensor coefficients are obtained with the sampling defined in Table
6.5. Note that the frequency domain Ωω will vary depending on the problem, where
the frequency sampling is [1:10:3000, 3005:5:5000] Hz for the test magnet and test
magnet 2 problems, whilst for the full magnet configuration is [1:5:2000] Hz.
Table 6.5: Sampled points in the parametric domains for the generation of the
high-order tensor coefficients




The PGD-projection algorithm is now used to obtain a separable expression of
the dissipated power as
P 0ΩC4K





where the modal weights or amplitudes are included in the parametric functions. As




Π(G1, . . . , GNV ;H1, . . . , HNV ;L1, . . . , LNV ;T 1, . . . , TNV ), (6.21)
8Note that the same parameters are used for both the test magnet and test magnet 2 problems
due to the fact that is the exact same geometry with different Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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for n = 1, . . . , NV , where now the unknowns are the set of parametric scalar functions
Gn(ω), Hn(γ), Ln(B0) and T
n(h). Consequently, the functional using the collocation
method is defined in the higher-dimensional space as
Πcol(G


















The process in order to compute the separable expression for the dissipated
power (6.20) remains identical to what has been presented in Section 6.5 but now
extended to the higher-dimensional space. Moreover, the user-defined parameters
for the PGD-projection algorithm are presented in Table 6.6, where the allowed
maximum number of iterations of both the Greedy and ADS algorithms has been
substantially increased due to the higher-dimensional space considered. However,
the increase in computational cost is relatively small since the algorithm has been
highly optimised for this purpose.
Table 6.6: User-defined parameters for the PGD-projection algorithm used to sep-





Once the separable expression for the dissipated power (6.20) is obtained, multiple-
query evaluations can be performed in real-time. Similarly to the study presented in
Section 6.6, the PGD-projection approach will be validated and assessed in terms of
accuracy in the higher-dimensional space Ωω ×Ωγ ×ΩB0 ×Ωh using the three MRI
configurations shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.11 shows a comparison between the
approximated PGD-projection solution (coloured curves) and the full order model
(black curves on the background) for different not-sampled parameter combinations
of (ω, γ,B0, h). The three subfigures show the dissipated power in the three ra-
diation shields (OVC, 77K and 4K). From the presented results, it is clear that a
very good agreement is achieved within the critical range for industry, whereas some
discrepancies are observed between the PGD-projection approximation and the full
order (reference) solution as expected. In addition of the great accuracy achieved
in the critical range for industry, the PGD-projection approach is also capable of
accurately representing the mean trend of the solution within the high-frequency
region. Note that all results shown in figures within this section have also been
computed using the interpolation approach, obtaining the same results as discussed
in Section 6.6.
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Figure 6.11: Test magnet problem; collocation PGD-projection approximation for
different values of B0, αγ and h benchmarked against the full order model for the
same parameter combination. Plotting the dissipated power for the three radiation
shields (OVC, 77K and 4K).
Figure 6.12 shows the same study with the same parameter combinations but
now considering the test magnet 2 geometry, where only the top edge of each shield
is fixed and, thus, lower frequency modes appear. Again, a very good agreement is
observed in the dissipated power for all three conducting shields within the critical
range for industry, accurately capturing the smooth solution and the first more
dominant resonant modes.
Finally, the results for the more challenging full magnet MRI configuration are
presented in Figure 6.13. Similarly to the two other geometries, the dissipated power
is evaluated in the three conducting components for different parameter combina-
tions. It is interesting to see how the overall trend of the solution is well captured
throughout the entire frequency spectrum and the singularities associated with res-
onant effects are very well captured within the critical range for industry. From the
results in Figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 it can be concluded that the PGD-projection is
able to accurately resolve the solution of the MRI coupled magneto-mechanical prob-
lem for the first low resonant modes. As stated before, the low frequency modes are
the more dominant ones, which constitute the critical range for industry. In addition,
the consideration of three different MRI configurations suggest that the conclusions
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Figure 6.12: Test magnet 2 problem; collocation PGD-projection approximation for
different values of B0, αγ and h benchmarked against the full order model for the
same parameter combination. Plotting the dissipated power for the three radiation
shields (OVC, 77K and 4K).
extracted from these results are applicable to the problems considered during the
MRI design stage and that the PGD-projection approach is robust enough to be
used in an industrial context.
6.8 Chapter summary
This chapter has presented an alternative approach in order to incorporate geometry
changes into the PGD computational framework for coupled magneto-mechanical
problems developed in previous chapters of this thesis. First, it has been studied
how the solution evolves when considering different values of the shields’ thickness.
From this study it has been concluded that the high-frequency resonant modes
behave in a highly non-linear manner, where small changes in h may change the
location of the singularities associated with resonance and, more importantly, they
can experience bifurcations. Consequently, any ROM technique will suffer when
trying to approximate a numerical solution with such a non-linear behaviour.
Other techniques are based on incorporating directly geometrical parameters in
the PGD formulation, although the axisymmetric description of the mathematical
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Figure 6.13: Full magnet problem; collocation PGD-projection approximation for
different values of B0, αγ and h benchmarked against the full order model for the
same parameter combination. Plotting the dissipated power for the three radiation
shields (OVC, 77K and 4K).
operators and the scaling of the fields lead to a cumbersome formulation for this
particular problem. Instead, the PGD-projection technique represents a good com-
promise in terms of efficiency and accuracy, obtaining separable expressions of the
relevant integrated quantities for industry and allowing for real-time multiple-query
input/output evaluations of several material and geometric parameters.




The need for computational simulations in the context of MRI scanner design as well
as the industry requirements and needs have been stated in Chapter 1. The recently
introduced Reduced Order Modelling (ROM) techniques are a sensible approach to
reduce the large number of numerical simulations required for the various design
iterations during the manufacturing workflow. As such, the main goal of this thesis
has been the development of a robust PGD computational framework for coupled
magneto-mechanical problems, working towards the optimisation of the design stage
of MRI scanners. This end goal has been achieved through the objectives described
in Section 1.4, which have been addressed throughout the chapters of this thesis.
As a summary, the conclusions of each chapter are presented in this section.
 Chapter 2: Full order model. This chapter started with a brief presenta-
tion of the full order model, consisting in a coupled magneto-mechanical prob-
lem developed in [32,33,36] which has become the starting point of the thesis.
The fully non-linear coupled system has been presented and then a series of
assumptions have been applied in order to derive the linearised time-harmonic
problem in an axisymmetric setting. This chapter also contains a description
of two industrially relevant MRI configurations of great interest in the MRI
community, together with a set of numerical simulations that have helped to
understand the numerical difficulties and challenges specific to the problem
under consideration. This chapter has addressed the objective “To develop
a coupled magneto-mechanical formulation in a Lagrangian setting from an
existing axisymmetric finite element framework”.
 Chapter 3: General PGD formulation. This chapter presented a de-
tailed description of a generic PGD computational framework for the problem
at hand which considers the axisymmetric two-dimensional (r, z) space Ωp and
a generic d-dimensional parametric space Ωq = Ωw1×· · ·×Ωwd as the domains
within which the high-dimensional parametric solution is sought for. Some
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technical aspects of the PGD technique have been also discussed, such as the
incorporation of non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, the scaling
of the PGD modes and the two convergence criteria used for the iterative al-
gorithms involved in the offline stage. The online PGD stage, which consists
in a fast evaluation of the precomputed high-dimensional parametric solution,
is also described in this chapter.
 Chapter 4: Monolithic frequency-based PGD technique. The PGD
formulation presented in Chapter 3 is applied to the coupled MRI magneto-
mechanical problem described in Chapter 2. This general PGD framework has
been particularised for the high-dimensional space Ωp × Ωq, where the para-
metric space only accounts for variations of the external exciting frequency
Ωq = Ωω. This allows frequency spectra for kinetic energy and dissipated
power to be efficiently queried in the online stage, which is a study of great
interest to industry to help speed up the design phase of the next generation of
MRI scanners (>7 T). Moreover, a regularised-adaptive strategy is proposed in
order to circumvent the numerical singularities associated with the resonance
phenomenon, resulting in an increased robustness and accuracy of the PGD
approximation. Finally, a user-friendly app has been presented in Appendix
E to show the potential of the PGD method in the online stage, enabling
real-time simulations for non-expert users. The addressed objectives within
this chapter are “To develop a frequency-based PGD formulation for coupled
magneto-mechanical problems”, “To propose a regularised-adaptive strategy in
order to increase the PGD accuracy and robustness” and “To develop a graph-
ical user interface for the online PGD stage that can be used in the industry
environment”.
 Chapter 5: Staggered high-dimensional PGD technique. This chapter
presented an extension of the frequency-based PGD approach presented in
Chapter 4 to a higher parametric domain Ωq = Ωω × Ωγ × ΩB0 , incorpor-
ating the electrical conductivity of the conducting components γ and the
strength of the static magnetic field B0. From the presented results, it has been
observed that the high-dimensional PGD technique can drastically optimise
the multiple-query online stage without sacrificing accuracy. In addition, the
staggered nature of the underlying magneto-mechanical problem has been ex-
ploited and it has been concluded that this approach has led to a more efficient
and robust algorithm. This chapter also contains a comparison in terms of the
electromagnetic output between the developed a prori PGD method and an
a posteriori POD method, see [49]. This study concludes that a massive time
reduction can be obtained with both ROM methods, although only the PGD
technique is able to find an explicit expression of the solution field of the en-
tire magneto-mechanical problem. This chapter addresses the objectives “To
extend the frequency-based PGD formulation to a higher-dimensional problem
including now material parameters”, “To exploit the staggered nature of the
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coupled problem at hand” and “To assess and compare the a priori PGD and
the a posteriori POD methods against the full order model”.
 Chapter 6: Integration of geometric parameters into the PGD
methodology. This chapter studied the effect that altering the thickness
of the radiation shields has in the integrated quantities of interest (i.e. kinetic
energy and dissipated power) used in the design stage of MRI scanners. It has
been shown that high-frequency modes may experience a highly non-linear
behaviour (i.e. bifurcation) and, thus, the challenges of any ROM technique
when attempting their capturing have been motivated. A collocation PGD-
projection strategy has been presented in order to account for parametric
variations of the shields’ thickness without having to include it directly into
the PGD formulation. This approach has been found to be very efficient from
the industrial standpoint, capturing the overall trend of the response spectra
together with the first few resonant modes very accurately. This region of
interest has been named the critical range for industry, since low frequency
modes are the most dominant ones and, thus, the most critical to be found in
the design stage. The proposed PGD-projection technique allows then for real-
time multiple-query input/output evaluations of several material parameters
and thickness variations, addressing the last objective of the thesis “To include
geometrical changes in the computational domain within the developed PGD
framework”.
7.2 Further work
The research carried out during this project opens the door to other lines of research
that would be of interest to the scientific community and, hence, this section provides
advice on the specific topics that could be studied next. Since this is a project in
close collaboration with Siemens Healthineers, the industrial point of view has always
been taken into account and, consequently, the suggested future work will include
both “further research developments” and “transfer to industry developments”.
7.2.1 Further research developments
From the academic research point of view, several topics of interest can be identified
after the research carried out in this thesis. These are listed below.
 Implement the PGD formulation for coupled magneto-mechanical problems in
a 3D setting. The axisymmetric assumption is used by Siemens Healthineers
in order to reduce the computational cost during the design stage. However,
3D solvers for this coupled problem have been developed, see [77], and thus,
the PGD technique could be tested in non axisymmetrical MRI configurations.
This would allow for more realistic solutions by considering non-axisymmetric
gradient coil effects.
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 Further studies on including geometry changes within the PGD framework.
As motivated in Section 6.1, introducing geometrical parameters in the axisym-
metric coupled magneto-mechanical equations leads to a very cumbersome for-
mulation due to the axisymmetric description of the mathematical operators
and the scaling of the solution fields. However, further research could aim to
find simplifications and geometrical approximations, for instance, the consid-
eration of very thin conducting components. On the other hand, the presented
PGD-projection approach could also be further studied, for instance, by using
a canonic basis together with the PGD-projection algorithm, avoiding the gen-
eration of the high-order data tensor. Moreover, other integrated quantities of
interest could be also assessed.
 Study the viability of Machine Learning techniques and Neural Net-
works algorithms [96] as an alternative/complement to ROM in order to
obtain fast approximations of the solution fields of the coupled magneto-
mechanical presented. In [97], the accuracy of the POD technique is enhanced
by making use of neural network in order to interpolate the POD coefficients.
Also, data-driven approaches within Machine Learning [98] use numerical data
in order to train the model (unsupervised training). Consequently, PGD could
potentially optimise the training cost of Machine Learning algorithms by ex-
ploiting the speed of evaluations in the online PGD stage.
 Consideration of thermal effects. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the thermal
energy transfer from the coils to the helium vessel (4K radiation shield) plays
an important role during the design stage, aiming to minimise helium boil-
off [16]. Also, a thermo-magneto-mechanical formulation [99] would allow for
the modelling of quenching in conducting components [100].
 Addition of acoustics in the magneto-mechanical formulation. Acoustics ef-
fects were considered for this problem in [10, 32, 33]. Consequently, it would
be interesting to introduce this third physics (in a staggered manner) into the
PGD formulation to model the acoustic field generated in a MRI scanner in a
parametric formulation.
 Uncertainty quantification. Techniques to estimate the uncertainty of a finite
element based output require a large number of finite element solutions [101]
and hence, fast PGD evaluations in the online stage could be used to optimise
this purpose.
 Bounding error estimators. Techniques to estimate both global error and
error on outputs of interest have been used in the PGD context [102] and,
thus, a suggested line of research is to study the incorporation of existing or
novel error estimation techniques within the developed PGD framework.
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7.2.2 Transfer to industry developments
Research developments accomplished throughout this thesis are relevant for the
industrial partner of this project, Siemens Healthineers. However, further work is
required in order to ensure that the developed PGD methodology can be safely
transferred into an industrial context. Specifically,
 Consider a more realistic MRI configuration where each conducting component
has different material and geometric parameters. This is an extension of the
developed PGD formulation, which only considers single scalars αγ and h
in order to modify the conductivity and the thickness of all three radiation
shields, respectively.
 Code optimisation. The developed Matlab code should be translated into
a more efficient programming language and several functions and routines
could be optimised through the use of encapsulating object-oriented program-
ming. Moreover, PGD compression techniques [42,48] could be used within the
Greedy algorithm in order to compress the amount of information contained
in the computed PGD modes and speed up the calculations.
 Implementation of the developed PGD formulation in a robust and well-
maintained platform. Most companies use either commercial or open-source
software and hence, the implementation of a fully tested PGD package in their
preferred platform is a must.








This appendix presents an alternative to the PGD technique described in this thesis,
an a posteriori ROM technique which, by also exploiting the staggered nature of
the underlying coupled equations, combines the POD method for electromagnetics
and the full order model for mechanics (referred to as EM-POD hereafter)1. The
methodology, in addition to be used for benchmarking purposes, will help draw
some meaningful conclusions in terms of computational effort when comparing it
against the staggered PGD method. Whilst in [49], this EM-POD methodology was
applied to three-dimensional configurations, this is here suitably adapted to account
for axisymmetric configurations.
The fundamental idea behind the EM-POD methodology relies on the applic-
ation of the POD method to the electromagnetic problem in order to obtain an
approximation APODφ (r, z, ω, γ) to Aφ(r, z, ω, γ) and then use this as an input source
to the mechanical full order problem to compute U(r, z, ω, γ, B0).2 Before that, the
problem is first discretised in space using a typical FEM expansion as
Aφ(r, z, ω, γ) ≈
QA∑
i=1
Ni(r, z)Ai(ω, γ), U(r, z, ω, γ, B0) ≈
Qu∑
i=1
Ni(r, z)U i(ω, γ,B0),
(A.1)
where QA and Qu are the number of electromagnetic and mechanical degrees of free-
dom, respectively, and Ni denote typical hierarchic H
1 conforming basis functions,
which can be rewritten in matrix notation as
Aφ(r, z, ω, γ) ≈ NA(r, z)Aφ(ω, γ), U(r, z, ω, γ, B0) ≈ Nu(r, z)U(ω, γ,B0), (A.2)
1Note that this methodology was recently developed in [49] under the name “combined POD-full
order model” approach.
2For a more generic description of the POD method applied to an arbitrary number of para-
meters, namely Aφ(r, z, w1, . . . , wd) and U(r, z, w1, . . . , wd), the reader is referred to [49].
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where the discrete vectors of coefficients Aφ(ω, γ), U(ω, γ,B0) have been already
presented and the matrices NA(r, z) and Nu(r, z) are defined as
NA(r, z) := [N1 . . . NQA ] , (A.3a)
Nu(r, z) :=
[






N1 0 . . . NQu 0
0 N1 . . . 0 NQu
]
. (A.3b)
At this point, POD is applied to approximate Aφ(ω, γ), which is carried out
by means of the method of snapshots [46, 50]. First, the vector w is defined as
w := (w1 . . .wNs), which contains Ns parameter sets (combinations of different
parameter values ω and γ). Then, a matrix of Ns snapshots
3 D ∈ CQA×Ns is built
as
D := [Aφ(w1) . . .Aφ(wNs)] , (A.4)
where Aφ(wj) is a single snapshot obtained for the parameter set wj. Then, a
TSVD [103, 104] is applied in order to obtain a low rank approximation to the
snapshot matrix as












where HM = [h1 . . .hM ] ∈ CQA×M is a matrix containing the first M left singular
vectors of D, GM = [g1 . . .gM ] ∈ CNs×M is the matrix of right singular vectors and
ΣM = diag(σ1 . . . σM) ∈ RM×M is a diagonal matrix containing the first M singular
values, which are sorted in decreasing order. Note that the choice here is to consider
the physical space (r, z) and the parametric space (ω, γ) as the two dimensions that
have to be separated, so the TSVD can be applied. Otherwise, the high-order version
of the TSVD (High-Order Singular Value Decomposition HOSVD [21,105]) would be
required to separate more than two dimensions, loosing the known optimality of the
TSVD [48]. The snapshot calculation and the TSVD constitute the so-called offline
stage of the POD algorithm as presented in the left box in Figure A.1, where the
EM-POD algorithm is summarised using a flow chart. In this particular problem,
the affine decomposition structure of the electromagnetic problem (2.23) is used to
perform most of the assembly (the non-parameter dependent assembly) as part of
the offline stage4, resulting in a much faster online POD stage.
Subsequently, at the online stage, either interpolation based POD (PODI) [51,
106,107] or projection based POD (PODP or POD-Galerkin) [108–110] can be con-
sidered in order to obtain Aφ(ω, γ) for any ω and γ. In this case, we explore the
use of PODP and Aφ(ω, γ) is approximated as a linear combination of above left
singular vectors as





k (ω, γ) = H
MgP (ω, γ), (A.6)
3Typically, the snapshots are obtained after solving the so-called full order model.
4In most problems, the matrix assembly has to be carried out within the online stage making
this POD stage less computationally efficient.
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where hk represents the k-th column of the H
M matrix and the parametric mode
vector gP (ω, γ)
(
of coefficients gPk (ω, γ)
)
is yet unknown and must be computed for
each ω and γ. The computation of the unknown vector gP (ω, γ) is obtained from
the solution of the weak form (2.23) by using a Galerkin approximation with (A.2)a
and (A.6). This leads to the solution of a reduced system of size M ×M as shown
in Figure A.1. This must be applied No times to obtain the solution for all the
parameters sets of interest (ω1, γ1), . . . , (ωNo , γNo).
Global magneto-
mechanical problem




APODφ (ωj , γj)
Full order model (mechanics)
U(ωj , γj , B0,j)
Global spatial solution
APODφ (r, z, ω, γ),U(r, z, ω, γ,B0)
Offline POD Online POD
for j = 1, . . . , No
Compute Ns snapshots
for i = 1, . . . , Ns
Snapshot matrix D
i = i+ 1
HM ,ΣM ,GM
Store offline POD
j = j + 1
gP (ωj , γj)
Figure A.1: Flow chart algorithm; description of the EM-POD technique.
Once the solution APODφ (r, z, ω, γ) is obtained, this is used as a source term for
the mechanical full order solver [49]. The online stage is graphically presented in
the right box of Figure A.1. For further details about the EM-POD technique and






Some of the terms featuring in (5.31) require the computation of an integral that
can potentially involve different non-matching one-dimensional meshes. In the con-
text of friction and contact-impact problems [111–113], this type of integrals are
known as mortar integrals and this appendix provides a detailed explanation of the
implementation for the one-dimensional case used in this thesis, see Chapter 5. As
an example, let us consider the evaluation of g
uA,[m]
0 . As it appears in (5.32), the


















Aφ may require the assembly of a rectangular mass type
matrix, allowing the use of different meshes with different number of degrees of
freedom for both electromagnetics and mechanics fields. Note that for the case
where the electromagnetic parametric mesh coincides with the mechanical one, then
Gu0 = G
A
0 which coincides with the standard one-dimensional consistent mass matrix
for both physics. In general,
Gu0(G
[m]





Aφ (ω)gU (ω) dω, (B.2)














with Quω and Q
A
ω being the total number of degrees of freedom of the frequency
























and, thus, a particular ab entry of G
u,(e)








where ζi, Ji and wi are the position of the Gauss points, the Jacobian and weights
of the Gauss points, respectively, which are all related to the mechanical frequency
domain since the integral is over Ωuω. The computation of this term require careful
consideration in the case of non-matching meshes in the parametric domain (for
the electromagnetics and mechanical physics), see Figure B.1. For the simple one-
dimensional case, the necessary steps are summarised in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 One-dimensional mortar integral computation
1: for e = 1 : Nel do . Loop on elements
2: for i = 1 : Ngp do . Loop on Gauss points
3: Evaluate NaU (ζi) in Ω
u
ω (standard in FEM)
4: Locate ζi in Ω
A
ω . Find position and element in Ω
A
ω
5: Evaluate N bAφ(ζi) in Ω
A
ω (not standard in FEM since ζi is not a Gauss
point in ΩAω )

















Figure B.1: Representation of two non-matching one-dimensional meshes.
Using Figure B.1 as an example of two different one-dimensional meshes, the





































The computation of the integrated quantities stated in (2.34) can be optimised by
incorporating some of the calculations into the offline stage of the PGD technique.
The aim of this appendix is to briefly formulate these computations in order to
reduce the computational effort in the online stage.
C.1 Integration of the output power
As an example, this section presents how to efficiently compute the dissipated power.
Other integrated quantities, such as the kinetic energy and the L2 norm of a certain
field, are computed following an analogous procedure.
Following the general notation used in Chapter 3, the dissipated power (2.34) is
computed in the axisymmetric setting as
P 0ΩCp (w1, . . . , wd) = γπ
∫
ΩCp
|EAC |2r dΩ, (C.1)
where now the integration is performed over the axisymmetric conducting compon-
ent ΩCp . The parameter dependency is explicitly written only in the left side of the
equal sign for the sake of clarity. Note that since only one shield is considered at a
time, the shield conductivity γ can be understood as a constant outside the integral.
By using the expression of the electric field intensity
EAC(r, z, w1, . . . , wd) = iω(BDC0 ×UAC −AAC), (C.2)
the dissipated power can be written as




|BDC0 ×UAC −AAC |2r dΩ. (C.3)
The solution fields are sought within an axisymmetric framework, see Section
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2.5, and thus, the quantities AAC and UAC can be expressed as















where both terms BDC0 ×UAC and AAC have only one non-zero component. Con-
sequently, equation (C.3) may be rewritten as




|BDC0,r Uz − rBDC0,z Ur − rAφ|2r dΩ
= P1 − P2 − P3 − P4 + P5 + P6 − P7 + P8 + P9,
(C.5)
with

















































At this point, the only quantities that are needed in order to compute the dis-
sipated power P 0ΩCp (w1, . . . , wd) are the scalar potential Aφ and both components of
the displacement field Ur and Uz. These solution fields can be directly obtained
for a certain parameter combination (w1, . . . , wd) with the full order model. On the
other hand, a more general approach is to use the PGD method in order to obtain
the explicit separable expression of each quantity as
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Note that in Chapter 5 it has been shown how a staggered approach is beneficial
in terms of accuracy and robustness of the algorithm and, therefore, the PGD defin-
ition (C.7) has been presented using the notation in Chapter 3 but separating both
physics. Moreover, in order to write the expression for Ur and Uz the definition of





T has been used, whereas the d parametric
domains use a single scalar function GnU ,i for each dimension i = 1, . . . , d.
C.1.1 Full order model approach
Although the main focus of this thesis is the use of the PGD method in the context
of MRI scanner design, this section describes how the full order model approach can
also benefit from precomputing certain terms in order to speed up the calculation
of the integrated quantities of interest (2.34).
After running the full order model, the solution fields Aφ, Ur and Uz are obtained
for a certain combination of parameters (w1, . . . , wd). Hence, the dissipated power
P 0ΩCp in (C.5) does not depend on the parameters (w1, . . . , wd) anymore. Since all six
terms are derived following the same procedure, only one term will be expanded as

















NaN br2 dΩU bz , (C.9)
where ndof (Uz) restricts the total number of degrees of freedom ndof to only the ones
corresponding to the z-mechanical degrees of freedom. Once the assembly process





where following the same notation than before, ATφ(Uz) denotes the transposed of
the complex conjugate of the nodal values restricted to the z-mechanical degrees of
freedom. Moreover, M3 symbolises a type of mass matrix. Notice that for every term
Pi for i = 1, . . . , 6 featuring in (C.6), a different mass type matrix M is obtained.
It is clear from (C.10) that the mass type matrices for each term in (C.5), namely
Mi for i = 1, . . . , 6, can be assembled and stored during the finite element assembly
process. Consequently, if the integration of the dissipated power is required, the
only operation that will be performed is a simple post- and pre-multiplication of
these matrices times its corresponding solution vectors, obtaining a massive time
reduction when compared to integrating the entire term (C.1) as a postprocess.
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C.1.2 PGD approach
A more interesting approach in the context of this thesis is to obtain the expli-
cit separable expressions (C.7) using the PGD methodology proposed in Chapter
5. This section considers however a lower parametric dimensional space Ωp = Ωω
consisting only in the frequency domain instead of the general d-dimensional space
Ωp = w1 × · · · × wd. The PGD definition (C.7) is then reduced to


















Following the same reasoning than in Section C.1.1 only the third term P3(ω)
appearing in (C.5) will be derived as an example, so both approaches (full order
model and PGD) can be compared and discussed. Note that, differently from the
full order model approach, the PGD considers the frequency as a parametric space
and this is denoted explicitly in P3 = P3(ω). Having said that, the PGD definitions



































The only two terms remaining in the integral are treated in the same way than
in (C.8) for the full order model case. After the finite element discretisation, see
















NaN br2 dΩF n,bUz , (C.14)
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where the same notation than in Section C.1.1 has been used here in order to restrict
the electromagnetic degrees of freedom to a smaller set that only contains the z-
mechanical degrees of freedom. By comparing the two final expressions obtained
with both approaches, (C.10) and (C.16), it is clear that the PGD method allows
for directly computing values of P3(ω) and thus, P
0
ΩCp
(ω) when adding all terms, for
several values of ω, optimising the frequency sweeps that are required in the design
stage of MRI scanners.
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Appendix D
Sensitivity maps
The sensitivity maps or response surfaces shown in Section 5.7.5 are another PGD
feature that can be easily obtained as a postprocess of the precomputed offline PGD
solution. These type of surfaces contain information on how a certain field, in this
case the integrated quantities, evolve when changing a certain parameter and thus,
they are a great tool in the design stage of any product or system.
The computation of these surfaces can be done by directly computing the differ-
ences between values in a point cloud, obtained from evaluating the precomputed
high-dimensional PGD solution a large number of times. However, a more elegant
approach is to formulate how the dissipated power (2.34) changes in terms of, for
instance, the strength of the static magnetic field B0. Note that this section con-
siders the high-dimensional PGD formulation, see Chapter 5, and this is emphasised
by explicitly writing the dependency of the dissipated power P 0ΩC = P
0
ΩC (ω, γ,B0).
Then, the derivative of P 0ΩC with respect to B0 is computed as
1












where the electric conductivity γ has been taken out from the integral since it is con-
stant within each conducting component. The electric field intensity EAC(r, z, ω, γ, B0)
is defined in the high-dimensional space Ωp × Ωq as







where the scalar coefficient αB0 appears due to the fact that the static problem is
set such that it generates a magnetic field of strength B0 = 1 T, and hence, the
coefficient αB0 scales this magnetic field to the actual required strength, as detailed
in Chapter 5. Having said that, the partial of EAC(r, z, ω, γ, B0) with respect to B0
is


























which can be substituted into (D.1) to obtain the following expression
∂P 0ΩC (ω, γ,B0)
∂B0
= −PB01 − PB02 + PB03 , (D.4)
where



















































The only two unknowns in the above equation are the vector potential AAC(r, z, ω, γ)
and the derivative of the displacement field UAC(r, z, ω, γ, B0) with respect to B0,
which will be obtained from evaluating the offline PGD solution as detailed in Sec-
tion 3.7. Hence, since an axisymmetric formulation is used, the vector potential will


































. In the same way that the
displacement field is written as U = [Ur,Uz]T , omitting the zero component, its







]T , which is
approximated using the mechanical PGD definition as
∂U(r, z, ω, γ, B0)
∂B0
≈ ∂U














where only the term depending on B0 has to be derived thanks to the separable
approximation provided by the PGD technique. Note that the evaluation of this
term is simple since it only involves the derivatives of the linear one-dimensional
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can be evaluated for several values of (ω, γ) in order to create the
sensitivity map of P 0ΩC (ω, γ,B0) with respect to B0.
The procedure is similar when computing a response surface for other parameters.
For example, if the electrical conductivity γ is considered, the derivative of P 0ΩC with
respect to γ reads


























Note that the first term in (D.9) is almost identical to the original expression of
the dissipated power but without γ and hence, it will not be derived. However, the
second term features the derivative of EAC(r, zω, γ, B0) with respect to γ, which is
expressed as
























dΩ = P γ1 − P γ2 + P γ3 , (D.11)
with































































for AAC has been already mentioned in (D.6). Regarding the two derivatives with













], the non-zero coefficients





] are approximated as
∂Aφ(r, z, ω, γ)
∂γ
≈












∂U(r, z, ω, γ, B0)
∂γ
≈ ∂U












Similarly than in the previous case, the evaluation of these two derivatives only
involves the computation of one-dimensional linear shape functions and then, the
sensitivity of P 0ΩC with respect to γ can be plotted by evaluating (D.9) several times.
Appendix E
GUI for the online PGD stage and
code description
E.1 GUI for the online PGD stage
A general PGD formulation has been presented in Chapter 3 and it has been particu-
larised for magneto-mechanical problems in Chapters 4 and 5, following a monolithic
and staggered approaches, respectively. As mentioned in these chapters, the compu-
tations in order to obtain the high-order parametric solution constitute the offline
stage. On the other hand, the online stage, see Section 3.7, allows for very fast
input/output evaluations of the precomputed high-order parametric solution. Since
the computational cost of the online stage is minimum, this operation can be per-
formed even in portable devices and therefore, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is
presented in this appendix in order to visualise and show the benefits of the PGD
technique in an industrial environment.
With this aim, a simple Matlab [114] application has been designed to create
a user-friendly interface that particularises the high-dimensional parametric solu-
tion computed in the offline PGD stage as presented in Figure 3.2 in a flow chart
format. Note that this GUI was developed for the monolithic frequency-based PGD
method presented in Chapter 4, although it can be extended to the staggered high-
dimensional, see Chapter 5. This online PGD app is presented in Figure E.1 where
four different tabs are displayed. The first one presents the application and its
developers. The second one loads a particular precomputed PGD offline solution
which is defined with the following parameters: polynomial order, frequency range,
PGD tolerance and the parametric mesh size1. The third tab displays the plot of
a particular field of interest. Moreover, this tab also offers numerical quantities,
namely dissipated power and kinetic energy, computed on the fly that are industri-
ally relevant. Note that here is where the PGD technique can be exploited at its
greatest, obtaining solutions in real time for any desired frequency. Moreover, other
1Since the parametric domain for the frequency-based PGD method is Ωp = Ωω, the parametric
mesh size refers to Ωω.
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Figure E.1: On-line PGD application for coupled magneto-mechanical problems with
application to MRI scanners. Visualisation of the four tabs; Presentation, Loading
PGD, Plotting and Frequency sweep.
useful options have been added such that a zoom-in to the conducting shields and a
plotting button that creates and saves a figure with the displayed image. The last
tab offers the possibility to perform a frequency sweep in a range of interest and plot
a specific quantity of interest in one of the conducting components of the problem.
The entire interface is based on sliders, numerical boxes, switches and lamps that
make the app very user-friendly.
E.2 Code description
The script main.m is the file that interacts with the entire coupled magneto-mechanical
finite element code, in which the staggered PGD technique developed in [91] has
been implemented. The aim of this user manual is to generally describe the work-
flow of the code and to indicate which options are available for a third user. First,
the main script (main.m) is used to either solve the coupled magneto-mechanical
problem presented in [91] using the full order model approach or to generate the ex-
plicit high dimensional PGD solution for a certain range of frequencies and material
parameters.
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E.2.1 Code structure
The aim of the code was originally to compute the coupled magneto-mechanical
problem first presented in [32,33,36] using the full order model approach. Then, the
staggered PGD technique was implemented as described in [91] in order to incor-
porate the angular frequency of excitation ω, the conductivity γ and the strength
of the magnetic field B0 as extra parameters in the high-dimensional PGD solution.
The general structure of the code is defined as follows
1. Definition of the user-defined PGD parameters.
2. Selection of the geometry and spatial discretisation.
3. Mesh generation of the considered geometry.
4. Reference element-related calculations.
5. Numbering of the problem unknowns for the different physics.
6. Solution of the static (DC) problem.
7. Precomputation of certain quantities used later for postprocessing the solution
variables and obtain the integrated quantities of interest.
8. Solution of the transient (AC) problem using either
 Full order model approach for given values of ω,γ and B0.
 PGD technique considering ω,γ and B0 as parameters. In this case, the
online PGD stage is also applied in order to evaluate the precomputed
high-dimensional solution for specific values of ω,γ and B0.
9. Postprocessing of the solution fields Aφ and U ; plotting options, calculation of
integrated quantities, generation of Paraview files and error calculation.
E.2.2 PGD user-defined parameters
The first step required in main.m is to define the PGD user-defined parameters
as shown in Figure E.2, where the first section named PGD options contains the
following three options
 PGDsolver: 1 → run PGD solver, 0 → run full order model.
 freqSplit: 1 → automatically split frequency domain in order to obtain and
accurate PGD solution in the entire frequency range of interest, 0 → do not
split the frequency domain.
 Rg dirac: 1 → use dirac delta functions for the 1D frequency domain, 0 →
use standard linear test functions.
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Note that the recommended settings when running the staggered PGD solver
are the ones displayed in Figure E.2, where the frequency splitting is activated
to obtain an accurate PGD solution and standard linear shape functions are used
to interpolate the frequency subdomain. The advantages of activating the option
Rg dirac are discussed in [88], although the staggered algorithm performs better
when it is set to 0.
Figure E.2: Definition of the PGD input options.
The second block of options correspond to the parameters that determine the
behaviour of the iterative procedures involved in the offline PGD solution computa-
tion; the Greedy algorithm and the fixed-point Alternating Direction Scheme (ADS).
These parameters are described as
 Ntol: Tolerance criteria to stop the Greedy algorithm. Measures the relative
modal amplitude of the last computed mode.
 maxPGDmodes: Maximum number of PGD modes allowed in the Greedy al-
gorithm.
 FPtol: Tolerance criteria to stop the fixed-point ADS.
 maxFPiter: Maximum number of iterations of the fixed-point ADS within one
mode.
 damping: Rayleigh damping coefficient that controls the amount of numerical
regularisation introduced.
 tolSplitFreq: Tolerance of the frequency splitting algorithm (in %) to control
the maximum size of the frequency subdomains generated.
The values appearing in Figure E.2 correspond to the values for a particular
geometry, namely the test magnet problem. This setting was used to generate the
results for this geometry and can be found in [91] together with a different setting
for the full magnet problem. Note that the different geometries will be discussed
later in this manual.
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E.2.3 Online PGD parameters
As mentioned in Section E.2.1, the online PGD stage is required in the code in order
to evaluate the previously computed PGD offline solution for given values of ω,γ and
B0, see step 8. These parameters are presented in Figure E.3 and are defined as
 B0: value of the strength of the static magnetic field.
 gamma: value of the scaling factor of the conductivities of all mechanical com-
ponents.
 freq: Frequency f = 2πω (in Hz) of excitation of the AC problem.
Figure E.3: Specification of the online PGD parameters to evaluate the previously
stored offline PGD solution.
When using the full order model approach (PGDsolver = 0), the variable freq
can be specified as a single scalar value or as a set of frequencies which will be com-
puted sequentially. Instead, then using the PGD technique (PGDsolver = 1) only
the scalar case can be considered. The frequency sweeps using the PGD technique
are done in the onlinePGDstage.m script, which exploits the real-time evaluations
of the offline PGD solution and it is discussed later in the manual.
E.2.4 One-dimensional parametric domains
The PGD technique, as formulated in [91] involves solving three one-dimensional
problems for each of the extra parameters considered, namely f , γ and B0 and thus,
the parameters that are required are
 freqRange: Global frequency range of interest (Hz) considered in the PGD
algorithm.
 sizeMesh: Element size of the 1D frequency domain. The code allows to
specify different element sizes depending on the physic considered, electro-
magnetics or mechanics.
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 gammaRange: Range of interest of the conductivity scaling considered in the
PGD algorithm. Note that no units are introduced here since it is a scaling of
all conductivities.
 gammaSizeMesh: Element size of the 1D γ-domain.
 B0Range: Range of interest of B0 (T) considered in the PGD algorithm.
 B0SizeMesh: Element size of the 1D B0-domain.
and they have to be introduced in the code as shown in Figure E.4. The frequency
domain has been implemented in a more flexible way in which different meshes can
be used for the two physics considered. As discussed in [88,91] the electromagnetic
problem does not require a fine mesh since the solution fields are smooth, whilst the
mechanical problem features resonance. Similarly than before, these values where
used in [91] to compute the offline PGD solution of the test magnet geometry.
Figure E.4: Information related to the one-dimensional parametric domains con-
sidered in the PGD technique.
E.2.5 Spatial discretisation
The spatial discretisation is introduced in the same way for both the full order
model approach and the PGD technique. The three parameters that control the
discretisation of the spacial 2D domain are
 h: Element size of the 2D finite elements in the non-conducting region.
 hCond: Element size of the 2D finite elements in the conducting region.
 order: Polynomial order of interpolation.
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Since, in the context of MRI scanners, the conducting components tend to be
thin radiation shields, the element size is introduced separately for both conducting
and non-conducting domains. The values presented in Figure E.5 have been used
for all the geometries considered.
Figure E.5: Spatial discretisation of the 2D (r, z) domain for both full order and
PGD approaches.
E.2.6 Geometry definition
The geometry is defined through a problem file script which contains all the inform-
ation regarding geometry, boundary conditions, material parameters and current
sources applied to the problem. The three geometries considered in [88,91] are
 Magneto-mechanical test problem (problem = 1): conducting mechanical shell
in alternating uniform field.
 Test magnet problem (problem = ’Toy’): simplified MRI scanner configura-
tion with three radiation shields (OVC, 77K and 4K).
 Full magnet problem (problem = ’Full’): more realistic MRI scanner config-
uration where the radiation shields (OVC, 77K and 4K) are closed cylindrical
shells.
The code requires the problem file input as presented in Figure E.6, where
the variable problem is used to call different problem files, all contained in the
problemFiles folder.
Figure E.6: Problem file definition in the code.
The three geometries are briefly presented in Figure E.7, where it is clearly seen
how each geometry is increasingly the complexity of the problem, being the full
magnet problem the more challenging one considered.























(b) Test magnet geo-
metry.
(c) Full magnet geometry.
Figure E.7: Problem files included in the code and tested with both full order model
and PGD approaches.
If a third-user requires the simulation this coupled magneto-mechanical problem
for a different geometry, the only change required would be to write a similar script
to the ones in the problemFile folder with the same inputs and outputs.
E.2.7 Full order model options
Since this user manual focuses on the use of the staggered PGD technique, the
full order model options will not be fully discussed. All options are presented in
code format in Figure E.8, where three different groups can be found; solver flags,
pre-processing flags and post-processing flags. The PGD technique has been imple-
mented and tested for the flags presented in Figure E.8.
The only flags that should be modified are the post-processing flags, which are
interesting in terms of results visualisation. The different options available are
 fieldCalc: Compute integrated quantities such as dissipated power and kin-
etic energy.
 plotsOn: Activates the generation of contour plots. More plotting options
available in the PostProcessing v2.m script.
 linePlotOn: Generates line plots in the r = 0 axis.
 plotMeshOn: Creates figures with the mesh generated for the specified geo-
metry.
 plotBounOn: Creates figures with the specified boundary conditions of the
problem.
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Figure E.8: Switches (0 or 1 values) to activate certain features regarding the full
order model.
 paraview: Generates files that can be read using Paraview for visualisation
purposes.
 errorsOn: Computes error with respect to exact solution (only available when
problem = 1, where the exact solution is known).
 saveHDF5: Stores outputs in HDF5 files. Files are stored in .mat format if
this option is not activated.
E.2.8 Code output
The output when running main.m with the settings previously presented are a set
of structures shown in Figure E.9. Each substructure contains different information
as follows
 Mesh: Information about the spatial discretisation (mesh) of the two-dimensional
space.
 freq: Frequency or range of frequencies of excitation of the problem. Note
that, as mention in Section E.2.3, freq will be always scalar when running the
PGD technique.
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Figure E.9: Output of the main.m script when running the staggered PGD technique.
 Basis: Interpolation basis using hierarchical shape functions with the defined
polynomial of interpolation order.
 Quadrature: Numerical quadrature used for integration of the terms appearing
in the weak formulation.
 Unknown: Numbering of the unknown of the problem.
 Options: Contains all the options defined by the user.
 ProblemData: Information about the problem geometry and boundary condi-
tions defined in the problem file, see Section E.2.6.
 Static: Contains the solution of the static (DC) magneto-mechanical prob-
lem.
 Dynamic: Cell structure with the solution of all transient (AC) magneto-
mechanical problems solved, one for each frequency as specified in freq. Again,
when running the PGD approach this cell will have only one entry with the
online evaluation of the offline PGD solution for the parameters defined in
Section E.2.3.
 CPUtime: Computational time required to preprocess and solve the DC and
AC problems.
 PGD: Contains all the information related to the offline high-dimensional PGD
solution. This structure can be used in onlinePGDstage.m in order to evaluate
the stored offline solution.
E.2.9 Online PGD stage
Once all the offline calculations are stored in the main.m output, the online PGD
stage can be performed in order to evaluate in real-time the high-dimensional offline
PGD solution. The main script for this is onlinePGDstage.m, in which several
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options have been implemented and shown in Figure E.10. These switches (0 or 1
values) are defined as
Figure E.10: Switches (0 or 1 values) to activate certain features in
onlinePGDstage.m.
 paramSweepOn: Turns on the parametric sweep options. Four different options
have been implemented; omegaSweepPlot, omegaB0plot, omegaGammaPlot
and gammaB0plot.
– omegaSweepPlot: Frequency sweeps for different combinations of γ and
B0.
– omegaB0plot: Response surface ω/B0 for certain values of γ.
– omegaGammaPlot: Response surface ω/γ for certain values of B0.
– gammaB0plot: Response surface γ/B0 for certain values of ω.
 plotSpatialModesOn: Plots the spatial modes computed in the offline PGD
stage.
 plotParamModesOn: Plots the parametric modes computed in the offline PGD
stage.
 plotFPconvOn: Plots the convergence of both Greedy and ADS algorithms.
 plotSolOn: Evaluation of the offline PGD solution for certain values of ω, γ
and B0 and plotting using PostProcessing v2.m.
180 E.2. Code description
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